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THE U. S. HIGHWAYS COUNCIL 

cies so far as they relate to streets and 
N LL functions of the various Government agen- . 

highways hereafter will be coordinated in a 
body called the United States Highways 

Council, composed of one representative each from 
the War Department, the Department of Agriculture, 
the United States Railroad Administration, the War 
Industries Board, and the Fuel Administration. 
These representatives, under designation by the 
heads of their respective departments, held their 
first meeting June 8, and selected Logan Waller 
Page, Director of the Office of Public Roads, De- 
partment of Agriculture, as chairman, and J. E. 
Perinat Fi chief of management of that office, 
as secretary. 

The council was formed primarily to prevent the 
interminable delays, financial loss, and the uncer- 
tainty incident to the method of taking up each 
highway problem in its turn witb a separate and 
distinct Government agency. This council utilizes 
the efficient organizations of the 48 State highway 
departments with their trained personnel and their 
knowledge of local conditions as a medium through 
which the highway needs of the country may be 
brought to the attention of the Federal Government. 
It provides a single agency in the nature of a clear- 
ing house, where all highway projects calling for 
governmental action of any character, whether it be 
a question of finance, of materials, of transportation, 
or of war necessity or desirability, niay be consid- 
ered and appropriate action taken thereon. 

The complexity of the highway problem can best 
be understood by a statement as to the manner in 
which each of these Government agencies is directly 
concerned: 

The War Department constructs hundreds of 
miles of roads m cantonments and posts and is 
frequently interested in the highways connecting 
these cantonments and posts with cities and ship- 
ping points. It is also interested in the conditions 
of great through highways over which Government 
truck trains are transported. In short, any high- 
way which affects any of the numerous war activi- 
ties of the Nation is of interest to the War Depart- 
inent. . 

The Department of Agriculture, of which the 
Office of Public Roads is a part, has a most direct 
and far-reaching interest in highways, as the Sec- 
retary of Agriculture is intrusted with the adminis- 
tration of the Federal aid road act, which carries 
an appropriation of $85,000,000 during a five-year 
period, and calls for an expenditure of at least an 
equal amount by the State in conjunction with this 
Federal appropriation. The Office of Public Roads 
also expends a number of small appropriations under 
authority to make scientific investigations and to 
give out information concerning highways. In this 
educational work, as well as in the Federal aid high- 
way work, it is in constant touch with the highway 
departments of the 48 States. 

The Railroad Administration, controlling as it does 
all of the facilities of rail transportation, can influ- 
ence vitally by its action the construction and up- 
keep of public highways, as vast quantities of crushed 
stone, gravel, sand, cement, brick, reinforcing and 
structural steel, and bituminous materials are re- 

quired to be transported by rail. The acute short- 
age of open-topped car equipment on account of the 
needs for shipment of coal, coke, and ore renders it 
necessary that highway needs be met in a selective | 
manner, so that really urgent work may be done and 
less important work be postponed. ‘This situation 

' has been met by the issuance of an order by the Car 
Service Section of the United States Railroad Ad- 
ministration (C. S., dated May 24), which order 
rovides for appeal to the Director of the Office of 
ublic Roads, through the State Highway Depart- 

ments, where the needs are urgent and the local 
rauroads can not handle the situation. The direc- 
tor in turn brings the appeal before the United States 
Highways Council for appropriate action. 

The Fuel Administration, through its control of 
fuel, including fuel oils, finds it necessary in 
order to conserve the supply of fuel oil for the 
needs of our fleet, our allies, our merchant marine, 
and our munitions plants, to restrict the use of road 
oils, asphalts, and tars in street and highway work 
to really essential needs. In consequence, these 
materials for highway purposes are delivered by 
manufacturers and refiners only on a permit issued 
by the Fuel Administration based upon a recom- 
mendation by a committee representing the Office 
of Public Roads and the Oil Divan of the Fuel 
Administration, this committee forming part of 
the United States Highways Council. 

The War Industries Board, by reason of its 
control of many of the materials entering into 
highway construction and maintenance, includin 
cement, crushed stone, gravel, sand, structura 
and reinforcing steel, and its power to establish 
priorities, allocate materials, and fix prices, enters 
very prominently into the field of highway work. 
Where questions falling within the province of the 
War Industries Board are brought before the 
council appropriate recommendation is made through 
the War Industries Board representative. 

The Capital Issues Committee, while not repre- 
sented in the council, still is interested in highwa 
construction in that under the act approved April 
5, 1918, it is required to pass upon bond issues 
involving $100,000 or more. As there are hundreds 
of millions of dollars annually voted and sold for 
highway and street purposes, it is evident that the 
Capital Issues Committee thus possesses a decisive 
in pane upon the conduct of highway and street 
work. 

The Highways Council has provided a definite 
form on which application to it for relief may be 
made and has placed a supply of these forms with 
the respective State Highway Departments. The 
council emphasizes the great need of conserving 
money, transportation, labor, and materials by 
restricting highway and street work ‘to the most 
essential needs. It considers the maintenance 
of existing streets and highways logically should 
rank first in importance and that the reconstruc- 
tion of those sections of improved highways and 
streets which have become too defective for main- 
tenance should next receive attention. New con- 
struction. is justified only where the highways are 
vitally important toward the winning of the war 
or for the movement of essential commodities. 

GE GOR itt et OF pee 8 peel we 
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Ol; ASPHALT AND TAR SUPPLY. 

ner in which war necessities react upon the 
routine industrial life of the Nation is afforded 

_, by the order recently issued by the Fuel 
Administration restricting oils, asphalts, and tars 
for road purposes. The maintenance of the various 
forms of bituminous construction takes up a large 
percentage of the normal output of the oil refiner- 
1es and of the plants producing coal and water-gas 
tars. Fuel oil has become an increasingly vital 
necessity for the operation of our fleet, and for the 
various war needs of ourselves and our allies. 

_ Essential fuel oil requirements at this time neces- 
sitate withdrawals from the, supply of such bitumi- 
nous materials as would otherwise be converted into 
highway material. Hence, the» order issued by 
M. L. Requa, the Chief of the Oil Division of the 
Fuel Administration, requiring that deliveries of 
bituminous road materials be made only on permit 
based upon the recommendations of a committee 
representing the Fuel Administration and the De- 
partment of Agriculture and coordinating with the 
United States iii hways Council, of which Mr. Page, 
Director of the Office of Public Roads, is chairman. 

The question has been asked repeatedly why 
asphalts and refined tars are classed as fuels. It 1s 
true that most of these products can not be used 
directly for fuel as can many of the fluid oils and 
tars. It is quite possible, however, to flux or cut 
back these semisolid or solid products with distillates 
so as to convert them into fuel oils. Moreover, it is 
recognized that the use of a considerable tonnage of 
the heavier products is of vital importance in main- 
taining roads absolutely essential to war needs. 
By limiting the use of present stocks of these prod- 
ucts the supply of fuel oil is increased by the amount 
which would be required to replace the heavy 
products if they are used on‘ roads which, under 
present war conditions, can not be classed as im- 
portant. Owing to different and constantly chang- 
ing production, storage and transportation condi- 
tions in various parts of the country, no hard and 
fast rules can be laid down as to the issuance of 
permits for the release of bituminous road materials 
and every application must therefore be considered 
in the light of its importance and the existing fuel 
conditions at that time. 

The limitation in the bituminous materials for 
road and street purposes renders it absolutely neces- 
sary that the small available supply be so allocated 
as to take care of the needs of highway and street 
construction and maintenance in the relative order 
of their importance. Manifestly, the maintenance 
of streets and highways is as a general rule of pri- 
mary importance, and in consequence, the commit- 
tee carefully scans all applications with a view to 
giving preference to, those which call for material 
for maintenance purposes, and these maintenance 

applications are in turn regrouped so that the most 
heavily traveled and most necessary highways shall 
receive first place in the approval of the committee. 
Dust prevention only and the treatment of earth 
roads with bituminous materials is considered as of 
least importance, and application for release of 
materials for these purposes should not ordinarily 
be made. 

After the maintenance needs are met, the next 

QO: of the many striking examples of the man- class of highway improvement is the reconstruction 
of sections of important highway partially or wholly 
destroyed by traffic, and last will come new construc- 
tion. In this latter class, preference is given to the 
filling up of short gaps in main highways and in 
meeting military needs. 

For important work involving the use of large 
quantities of bituminous materials, permits are 
frequently granted for a supply which will cover 
immediate needs, usually for not over 30 days. 
If conditions warrant, a further release is made. 

To the end that a simplified working plan should 
be put into operation and the most careful scrutiny 
given to all applications, it was provided in the 
instructions issued by the Fuel Administration that 
all the applications for highway work should be made 
on forms supplied by the Office of Public Roads and 
should be certified by the State highway department 
of the State in which the work is located, and the 
application then forwarded to the Director of the 
Office of Public Roads. The procedure is set forth 
clearly in the letter from the Director of the Oil 
Division of the Fuel Administration, as follows: 

“In order that the fuel oil requirements of our 
Allies, as well as our own Army and Navy, and essen- 
tial war industries may be fully satisfied, it is found 
necessary to limit the use of petroleum and coal in 
the manufacture of road projects, such as asphalt, 
road binders, road oils, tar binders or dressings. 

“The United States is now being drawn upon to 
an ever increasing extent for petroleum products, 
especially fuel oil. It will be appreciated that this 
demand must be satisfied. Commencing this date 
we request that all highway work in your State of 
any character, including municipal work, involving 
the use of the above-mentioned materials, be passed 
upon by your State highway department. A special 
permit of the Fuel Administration, Oil Division, will’ 
be required before delivery of purchases will be 
authorized. 

‘“‘Tnclosed you will find forms on which all appli- 
cations for the above-mentioned road materials must 
be made. Preference will be given to material for 
maintenance and repair work. The supply of the 
above material for road work is so limited that it is 
requested that all new construction involving these 
materials be deferred this year except in cases where 
such work is necessary toward the winning of the war. 
These forms should be filled out, covering main- 
tenance, reconstruction or new construction, and 
certified to by the State highway department as to 
the vital necessity of the work under existing war 
conditions and the quantity of the material involved. 
They should then be mailed to Mr. L. W. Page, 
Director, Offices of Public Roads, Washington, 
D. C., Mr. Page acting as chairman of a committee 
which will consider the necessity of the material 
being supplied and make their recommendation to 
the Oil Division of the Fuel Administration, which 
will issue permits in accordance with the recommen- 
dation when the necessary material is available. 

“Tt is requested that you give this matter full pub- 
licity, so that all parties concerned will be familiar 
with the procedure necessary to procure supply of 
these materials, 

‘‘A dditional supply of inclosed forms can be pro- 

cured on application to Mr. Page.” 
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THE HIGHWAYS OF THE COUNTRY 
AND BURDEN THEY MUST CARRY. 

where the demands of traffic have exceeded 
the strength of the average road to meet 
them. Highways designed to withstand 

the pounding of ordinary loads, that have stood up 
under imposts they were intended to sustain, no 
longer appear to be adequate to meet the present- 
day conditions. Congestion on our railways, pos- 
sibly more acute in some sections than in others, has 
put upon our roads a transportation burden never 
expected and consequently not provided for by the 
engineers who designed the highway systems of the 
States. Roads have been designed with the same 

‘ PPARENTLY the point has been reached 

care as given to other structures and with the same — 
regard for the purposes for which they were con- 
structed and the burdens they were called upon to 
bear. Widespread failure is demonstrative of the 
fact that roads can not carry unlimited loading. 
Their capacity is limited. If it is exceeded habit- 
ually and constantly, then they can not survive. 

The products of our farms and of our factories must 
be moved. The wants of our urban dwellers must 
be met. But the needs of our country involved in 

this great conflict are paramount to the needs of 
single communities, and thus when avalanches of 
freight destined to fill the greater necessity made 
imperative the partial closing of our vast system of 
rail transportation to the smaller, the relief appeared 
to be in the motor truck and the highway. Single 
light units expanded into great fleets, then grew into 
heavier units that, in turn, developed into long 
trains. From horse-drawn vehicles with concen- 
trated load of probably 3 tons at most, traveling 
at the rate of 4 miles an hour, sprung almost over- 
night the heavy motor truck with a concentrated 
load of from 8 to 12 tons, thundering along at a speed 
of 20 miles an hour. The result? The worn and 
broken threads that bind our communities together. 
The solution? That is the problem that confronts 
the men who will be called upon to meet the ever- 
growing demands upon our highways and to devise 
regulations fair to those who pay for their con- 
struction and to those who pay for their use. State 
highway officials have been asked to give their 
views. In the articles that follow they have dis- 
cussed the problem. 

New York Advocates Placing Reasonable — 
Limit Upon Total Load of Motor Trucks. 

By EDWIN DUFFEY, Commissioner of Highways, New York: 

N common with other States called upon to bear 

a heavy and almost unforseen increase of traffic 
inlarge units, New York highways have suffered. 

No traffic in previous years has equaled the traffic in 
the critical period of this year. 

As examples of what the highways have borne, 
three stretches of road can be presented. ‘The first, 
section of water-bound macadam, oiled, constructed 
10 years ago at an approximate cost of $10,000 per 

mile, between Victor and Mendon, has been broken, as 
shown, by the heavy traffic during the period of frost 
and the softening of the subgrade, which is of clay. 
The condition, as shown, prevails over several miles 
of this road and at present prices would cost about 
$20,000 per mile to repair. The second example is 
that of a bituminous macadam road taken about 2 
miles east of Lima, Livingston County. This road 
was built in 1912 at a cost of about $11,000 per 
mile. During previous seasons this road stood up 
under all the traffic it was called upon to bear. 
This year, under probably thirty 7-ton units per 
day, it has reached its present condition. This 
extends for probably 14 miles, and it is estimated 
that it will cost $32,000 per mile to repair. 

The third example is town macadam, water bound 
west of Canandaigua. This has been called upon to 
carry about thirty 7-ton trucks per day, with the 
result shown. (Cover.) About 200 feet are shown 

in this photograph, but altogether there is ap- 
proximately about 14 miles in similar condition. 

The probable cost of repair will be $32,000 per 
mile. 

What can or should be done equitably to meet the 
unusual repair bills and insure highways capable of 
carrying the growing burdens is_ problematical. 
Prior to 1917 the only law providing for taxation or 
license of commercial motor vehicles was one that 
required an annual license fee of $5 per vehicle, 
regardless of size. In 1916 the legislature appointed 
a commission to inquire into the subject of license 
fees which should be paid by commercial and pas- 
senger-carrying motor vehicles. An extensive study 
was made by that commission, but its sole function 
was to determine in the end upon the fees which 
should be paid, and in my opinion (for I was a mem- 
ber of that commission) a schedule of fees was 

adopted and approved by the legislature which was 
very conservative as to the rates imposed. 

- ee es 
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MOVING VANS, PRODUCE, AND FREIGHT TRUCKS PUT THIS MACADAM ROAD BETWEEN VICTOR AND MENDON, N. Ys, INTO THE CONDITION 

SHOWN. ESTIMATED COST OF REPAIR IS $20,000 PER MILE. 

As far as. taxation or license fees are concerned, 

it seems to me that such taxation or fees should be 
substantial, but not prohibitive. There is not 
likely to be much issue at any time over the fees to 
be charged for the lighter vehicles of either class. 
‘The important question will pertain to the heavy 
vehicles only. I do not see how it is practicable or 
advisable to attempt to assess to such vehicles their 
share of the cost’ of upkeep of highways, without 
reaching amounts that in effect will be prohibitive. 

None of our old roads have been constructed for 
the extra heavy trucks with trailers. In many cases, 
especially under favorable conditions, we find our 
old roads successfully carrying trucks of the 4 
and 5 ton capacity, even though it can be scientifi- 
cally demonstrated that they are not built to do so. 
We must face the advent of the heavy motor truck. 
We must permit its use to the greatest weight 
possible, short of prohibitive injury or wear upon 
all the roads heretofore built. A reasonable limit 
upon the total load must be placed, however, and 
we must at the same time require a proper distribu- 
tion thereof, or the rapid destruction of our old 
roads will be the result. We feel that there should 
be a limit, and if possible a limit that would remain 
unchanged for a number of years, so that our new 
roads might be designed to withstand the weights 

_ provided for, and our old roads reconstructed in like 
manner, 

DEPENDS UPON LIMIT OF TOTAL LOAD. 

There is a tendency on the part of highway engi- 
neers to say-that the road of the future must be of the 
heaviest design and of a rigid type. However, if 
there can be a reasonable limit as to total load, it is 
quite possible that we can build of heavy design the 
bituminous type of road without concrete founda- 
tion. Such a road, if built, would require perfect 
drainage in our State, where heavy frost has to be 
contended with. The concrete type, as far as its 
carrying qualities are concerned, doubtless would 
answer the demand. The mixed type of bituminous 
pavement laid on a concrete foundation would also 
meet the traffic requirements. The concrete type, 
as near as a cost estimate can be made under the 
conditions now confronting the State, will cost for 
several years to come approximately $25,000 a mile. 
The bituminous mixed type with concrete base will 
cost several thousand dollars more. The bitumi- 
nous type, penetration method, without concrete 
base but with a well-laid stone base 10 to 12 inches 
in depth, would cost at least $20,000 a mile. It is 
essential, if highway building is to proceed along 
scientific and rational lines, that highway engineers 
be furnished with the total maximum load and the 
kind of load which is to be provided for during the 
useful life of the road. Otherwise we may proceed 
to build a much heavier type of road than that now 
generally built throughout the land, and in a very 



few years find that the loads almost without notice 
have outrun the capacity of the roads. 

On the other hand, without a limit on the total 
load and the distribution thereof there would result 
the destruction of a very large mileage of improved 
roads caused by a very few vehicles, and thus destroy 
the roads and defeat the very purpose sought to be 
attained by suspending rules as to limit. Surely the 
greatest amount of miscellaneous traffic should use 
the improved highways of the country at all times, 
and destruction by a few vehicles should be avoided. 
The roads must be preserved for the many and not 
destroyed by the few. I think this whole question 
has been much misunderstood in the popular mind. 
There is a belief that any restriction of excessive 
motor loads is selfish in its object and that at the 
present time these heavy vehicles are serving in a 
most useful and well-nigh indispensable way. As to 
the ordinary wear and tear that they cause, the sub- 
ject may be considered as fairly open for discussion. 
But when the point is reached where destruction 
instead of wear is the result a wholly different ques- 
tion arises. 

FEARS HEAVIER THAN 5-TON TRUCK. 

In this state during the past four months a large 
number of United States Army trucks crossed our 
State from Buffalo to New York by way of Albany. 
The maximum truck that the Government sent to 
the seaboard is of the 5-ton capacity. The State 
undertook to provide for this service, regardless of 
the result. We have at the present time consid- 
erable information at hand as to the extent of the 
injury that has been caused. In some places de- 
struction has been the result. This has been mainly 
confined to those sections where the oldest and most 
worn roads were encountered. The greater portion 
of this route, which is 450 miles long, has up to the 
present time withstood this heavy service—and that 
during the spring break-up. This has led us hastily 
to the belief that possibly we could provide for a 
truck of this capacity by making: heavy appropria- 
tions for the repair of our old roads. It has in the 
same hasty way led us to the hope, at least, that if 
the Government motor truck were the heaviest ve- 
hicle that we had to provide for, our problem, 
financially and otherwise, would not get to a point 
beyond our control. If vehicles of greater weight, 
which would destroy, should be permitted to use all 
the improved highways of this State, now some 
7,000 miles in extent, in such numbers as to bring 

destruction over a large mileage in a single year, the 
cost of meeting the situation would be burdensome 
beyond reason and the work of rebuilding would be 
so great in extent that it could not be done in the 
limited time which the public use of our highways 
would require. In addition to the 7,000 miles of 
improved highways throughout the State, it should 
be borne in mind in this connection, from the stand- 
point of this State, that the counties and townships 

have improved a mileage of over 10,000 miles, and 
these latter roads are of lighter type than any of 
those constructed by the State. 

However, some trucks of much greater capanny . 
than the Army motor truck—the number being very 
small—have here and there appeared upon our im- 
proved roads of the old type, and the damage they 
have caused has been very great. If we are right in 
this view, based upon the experience of a few weeks, 
namely, that in some way we can cope with the 5-ton 
truck and financially bear the burden, and as a result 
get a restriction as to load of trucks of this capacity, 
we shall have made much progress. Surely, if the 
heavy Government truck answers the requirements 

of our Nation in a time of war, it is fair to assume 
that it ought to be in maximum Capaciyy, adequate 
for peaceful pursuits. 

WHAT REBUILDING WOULD MEAN. 

Assuming in case there is no restriction that the 
number of motor trucks, say, in excess of the 5-ton 
truck and its load, will in a short time become large, 
there is much prospect of extensive destruction over 
the entire system above referred to. In a few years, 
without restriction, the number of these heavy 
trucks would be very great. Of course, some of 
them might reach such a weight as to break through 
the road at the outset and the amount of damage 
thus be limited because of the inability of such huge 
trucks to make progress over roads entirely unable 
to bear them. The scope of their activity would 
also undoubtedly be materially limited by the 
inability of the bridges to bear their loads. But 
between trucks of such abnormally large size and the 
truck of 5-ton capacity are undoubtedly many, 

whose number will constantly increase and whose: 
weight will be such, if unrestricted, as will result in 

most serious damage. 
The improved system in this state constructed up 

to the present time has cost in round numbers about 
$100,000,000, and the counties and towns have con- 

structed roads, the cost of which is about $40,000,000. 

The extent of the financial loss can be estimated in 
a rough way only, but it is easy to see that, without 
restriction and with the great increase in the number 
of vehicles, the actual injury would amount to 

between one-quarter and one-third of the investment 
already made. A thing overlooked to some extent 
at least in a discussion of the matter is the fact that 
extensive rebuilding and reconstruction would mean 
for several years an interruption of traffic which 
would be most deplorable. The system now con- 
structed in this State took nineteen years to build, 
and if we were to face a general rebuilding of the 
whole system within the next five to ten years, the 
maintenance of traffic during such building would be 
a very serious loss to the counties of the State. 

It can not safely be said that the improved road 
systems now in use in this and many States can, 
from a scientific standpoint at least, carry loads 



THIRTY 7-TON UNITS PER DAY BROKE UP THIS BITUMINOUS MACADAM ROAD IN LIVINGSTON COUNTY, N. Y. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 
REPAIRS AT PRESENT PRICES WILL COST $32,000 PER MILE FOR PROBABLY 14 MILES. 

greater than the 3-ton truck with load. Large ex- 
penditures in the way of strengthening and recon- 
struction must be made to meet the 5-ton-truck 

problem. We can not hope to restrict the use of the 
present improved highway system to those loads 
which highways engineers could properly say were 
the maximum the roads could stand, without serious 

injury and with ordinary maintenance and repair. 
Again I say that while we expect that we must 
provide for something greater than this, we must 
know the maximum load we are to face before either 
the engineering or the financial question can be met 
in any sane way. 

MANY THINK 3-TON TRUCK BIG ENOUGH. 

It is the belief of many that the 3-ton truck 
answers nearly all of the present day requirements. 
After recent conferences with persons representing 
truck manufacturers I found that there was quite a 
general opinion that the 5-ton truck might well be 
considered the maximum. If the 3-ton truck, or 

possibly the 4-ton truck, were to be the maximum 

truck in use, the problem from the standpoint of the 
highway engineer would be to a large extent solved. 
We feel that in some way and without revolutionary 
conditions such a vehicle could be provided for, and 
all the highways kept continuously open to public 

use. 

In the State of New York during the year 1917, 
55,401 motor trucks were licensed, of which 23,462 

were registered for use outside of New York City; of 
this latter number, trucks having a capacity of 
five tons or over comprised only 64 per cent, as will 
be seen from the following tabulation: 

: Registered | Registered 
Capacity of truck. '_ in New ee ae 

York City. “a 
~*| York City. 

av 

SD COTUS eater ora ate em eaten ease ater a ele a Peale orate ate eral (oo 15, 817 16, 547 
SitONS Meh hess cas cota wiles anes aaa tetas oie wise tee 3, 963 | 2,881 
ALONS soa sae ease amia teen eciee coe ae ee aeeeas = ene 2,707 | 1,408 
B tONS a ss0 ese sonsan Chae Soa Ee Oa 2, 102 1, 081 
6 boris se cae ae ees ees cae ome Mens co. Neues 1,610 488 
FtODS Spb tescs tates cece s snisa eon ewienlee tebe sa vichianaas 1,004 280 
Stons eee ccna ES 8 SSE SAGE ot Se Eee 1, 104 292 
9 CONS 2 ae cee ete ee es bees dard a stale teuatate ss enol 683 115 
10 CONS seater eat ete = ete eae ine re er tte ae sere 1, 261 264 
TE TONSS SS os eae siete wea ie es intgele = = smc e enero nis 3 953 | 86 
12 CONS sss ae enema eee eee Sete ene ele aw ern i te 455 | 10 
13 HONS § Foes Ss rie eas cee abt kaans aise sbried eS 116 | 3 
14 CONSE sass Shae eee bee esa ere ae ne rene eee ene sas 79 | : 5 
Over. 14 GOnS yo sc see nest dew = irene ia enn = snes 85 2 

Potaless csc eee ae ase reas see a Seek sales aa. le cima 31, 939 1 23, 462 

1 These include trucks used in the cities of Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, 
and Albany, as well as in 50 other smaller cities. 

The whole problem is being considered by this 
State from the standpoint of the rural improved 
highway. What shall be used within city limits, 
where adequate pavements are provided, is another 
question, and probably should be determined from 
the standpoint of the city only, and kept wholly 
separate from the problem as to the rural improved 
highways. 



ON THE BELAIR ROAD AT CHURCHVILLE, MD. THIS ROAD, 14 FEET WIDE, 6 INCHES THICK, MACADAM, CLAY SUBGRADE, WAS CONSTRUCTED IN 

1913 AT A COST OF $12,000 A MILE. 

GRAPH WAS. TAKEN. 

IT 1S WELL DRAINED AND WAS IN GOOD CONDITION PRIOR TO THE SPRING OF THIS YEAR, WHEN THIS PHOTO- 

Abnormal Trafic Causes Maryland 
To Ask $500 Fee for Heaviest Trucks 

By J. N. MACKALL, Chief Engineer, Maryland 

HE matter now commanding the attention of 
the highway officials in almost every State 
is that of keeping their present roads in 

repair for the duration of the war under conditions 
which are abnormal in every way. ‘This is especially 
true in the State of Maryland. 

The road system of Maryland has been constructed 
during the last 10 years, during all of which time the 
roads have been built of a higher character from 
year to year to take care of the almost daily increase 
in kind and character of traffic. The original roads 
constructed in Maryland were principally of water- 
bound macadam, with a width of 12 feet and a 
thickness of 6 inches. Later the depth was in- 
creased to 8 inches and the width to 14 feet, and 
still later to 16 feet. Within the last few years the 
roads have been built principally of concrete 14 
feet to 16 feet in width, with an average thickness 

Say! Have You Done Your Share? Well 
Do More. Go Over the Top. Save an 
Keep on Saving W. S. S. 

~ 

of 6 inches. These roads stood up well with normal 
maintenance under the traffic which they were 
called upon to bear. In the spring of 1918, however, 
the roads began to be subjected to a traffic which it 
was never intended they should bear, and under 
which they were unable to stand. 

In addition to the abnormal movement of motor 
trucks over these highways, the weather conditions 
during the spring of 1918 were probably the worst 
in many years. The snow and frost during the 
winter were unusually deep, and a complete thaw 
came immediately after this frozen: condition, ren- 
dering the shoulders and subgrades very soft. The 
abnormal motor-truck movement over these high- 
ways has been caused by three conditions, first, 
the movement of materials to the proving grounds 
and contonments; second, the tie-up of the railroads 
required that a great deal of private hauling be done 
over these roads by motor truck; and third, by the 
transportation to tidewater of a large number of 
motor trucks intended for service in France. These 
motor trucks came loaded with parts, which made 
the total load in the neighborhood of 10 tons. 
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VIEWS OF TWO SECTIONS OF THE WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE BOULEVARD IN THE VICINITY OF SAVAGE, MD. THEY WERE CONSTRUCTED IN 1912, COST 

$12,000 A MILE, ARE OF MACADAM ON A CLAY SUBGRADE, I4 FEET WIDE, 8 INCHES THICK, WITH 6-FOOT SHOULDERS, AND WELL DRAINED. THEY 

STOOD UP WITH ORDINARY MAINTENANCE UNTIL THIS SPRING, 

60110—18——2 
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SEES MAXIMUM IN 10 TONS. 

It is well established that the roads shall be pre- 
served for the greatest good to the traveling public, 
and this presents the question of extraordinarily 
large trucks and heavy loads. Is the policy of the 
highway departments going to be one of permitting 
manufacturers to send over their roads any kind of 
truck load which they propose to design, or is there 
going to be a tendency to try to keep these trucks 
to a size which the roads of the country can stand ? 
It seems to the writer that it is absolutely imperative 
for the proper care, preservation, and maintenance 
of the existing roads that the size of motor truck 
and kind and width of tires shall be controlled to 
such size as the roads can stand. Just what this 
size is at this time the writer is not prepared to say, 
but he does believe that certainly a maximum of 
10 tons for a loaded truck is all that should be per- 
mitted and probably this will have to be reduced. 

It is hardly reasonable to expect that a very few 
individuals who profit by the use of large heavy 
trucks should be permitted to destroy the roads 
which would ordinarily be used by an infinitely 
greater number of truck and pleasure vehicle owners 

* who desire and have a right to use these roads. It 
is also well established that the persons who derive 
the benefit from the road should be the ones to stand 
the expense of maintenance, and equity would 
dictate that the charge be directly in proportion to 
the damage done. 

The roads have in most cases originally been built 
from the general fund of the State, and the general 
fund should not be called on to pay the expense of 
maintenance. It would seem, therefore, that the 
pleasure vehicle and motor truck should pay prob- 
ably a large portion, if not the entire part, of this 

maintenance. The pleasure-vehicle owner in the 
past has gladly and willingly paid his proportion, 
but the truck owner has in a large measure escaped 
his share of the burden. 

ACTUAL TRIAL TO DETERMINE FEES. 

The Maryland Legislature at the 1918 session 
passed a bill prescribing motor license fees as follows: 

Pleasure vehicles, per horsepower ......----------- $0. 60 
J-ton motor truck. sek eee aes oe ee ete 20. 00 

2-ton Movonieruc kee ne ee ee ee hee ee 40. 00 

3:tom motor trucks) ee ot ee cae ae eee 60. 00 

4-ton: Motor trTuCK See cate comes ce eee ee 100. 00 

b-ton Motor trUCK so — rie e 150. 00 

§-ton: motor tuck. .2 be on 2s ee ee eee 300. 00 

T=ton. motorstruck). 26 veces Coreen eer 500. 00 

It will be seen from this that the license for large 
trucks is heavy. Whether or not it is too heavy or 
heavy enough can be determined only by actual 
trial. 

In Maryland the boulevard between Washington 
and Baltimore and the road via Belair and Havre de 
Grace to the Delaware line has failed in a number of 
places on account of the continued heavy traffic and 
will require complete rebuilding. To do this and at 
the same time widen the boulevard, the State plans 
to expend $350,000. 

It would seem that we are justified in drawing the 
following conclusions from our experience in this 
State during the past winter and spring: 

First. That the size of motor truck should be regu- 
lated to such size as improved roads built in the 
best manner which local conditions will permit, are 
able to withstand. 

Second. That the cost of maintaining these roads 
should be paid by the traffic using them in as near 
as possible a proportion to the damage which they do. 

Massachusetts Sees the Solution in Limit 
Upon Capacity and Loads of Trucks. 

By WILLIAM D. SOHIER, Chairman Highway Commission, 

HE road situation in Massachusetts might 
Ee be summed up as follows: 

There are some 1,200 miles of State 
highway and 800 miles on the same main through 
routes which have been built under the supervision 
of the State, but where part of the money was fur- 
nished by the counties and municipalities. Besides 
this there are probably five or six hundred miles 
more highway on main routes that have been built 
and are cared for by the towns. 

The tremendous increase in motor-vehicle traffic 
since such vehicles became so numerous has made 
necessary a very large expenditure, the amount 
increasing each year, to even reasonably maintain 

these roads in passable condition. Ten years ago 
the amount available for the maintenance of State 
highways was about $100 a mile a year. At that 
time our engineers estimated that something over 
$300,000 was necessary in addition, to resurface 
certain worn-out sections of main road. . Two years 
after this, when the motor vehicles continued to 
increase, we were actually spending over -$300 a 
mile a year for the maintenance and resurfacing. 

The motor-vehicle fees were made available for 
the maintenance of State highways, but the traffic 
has increased so fast, especially the truck traffic 
on the main roads, that while we have nearly 
$2,000,000 available, it was not nearly sufficient 
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AT BOTTOM—THE WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE BOULEVARD 

IT IS 14-FOOT MACADAM, 8 INCHES THICK, CLAY SUBGRADE, 5-FOOT SHOULDERS, AND W 
TOP—FAILED SECTIONS ON CONCRETE ROAD BETWEEN ABERDEEN AND ELKTON, MD. 

MUIRKIRK MD., COST $16,000 A MILE TO BUILD IN 1913. 

DRAINED. LIKE OTHER ROADS, IT WAS IN GOOD CONDITION UNTIL THIS SPRING. 



WATER-BOUND MACADAM, OIL SURFACE TREATMENT, AT WAYLAND,’ MASS. 

HALF GALLON PER SQUARE YARD IN 1910, ONE-HALF GALLON HOT TAR PER SQUARE YARD 1909, 

PENETRATION, 5 INCHES BROKEN STONE BASE OVER 12 INCH GRAVEL FOUNDATION, WITH 2 1-2 INCH BERMUDEZ ASPHALT TOP. 

to resurface and strengthen the various old and 
weak links in the main routes where some 800 miles 
of water bound macadam or gravel roads were being 
rapidly destroyed by this heavy traffic. 

Last year the commission spent over $2,000, 000 
in this maintenance work on State highways alone 
and spent about $1,250,000 resurfacing and strength- 
ening about 85 miles of road on main lines and 
widening 26 more miles. 

The average cost for putting on a bituminous 
surface and patching the road was nearly $500 a 
mile on the old roads, and this was outside of the 
resurfacing. 

REPAIR COST MAY BE DOUBLED. 

To maintain our roads this year will require an 
expenditure of from 50 to 100 per cent more money 
for the ordinary maintenance, patching, and bitu- 
minous surface treatments on the older roads, be- 
cause of the increased cost of materials and labor. 
An average of 100 per cent is a low figure if our-main 
through routes in the country districts are going to 
be used for long-distance traffic with heavy trucks. 

Out of the 1,200 miles of State highway alone in 
this State, something hke 600 miles are 10 years old 
and have not been strengthened or resurfaced. 

A Dollar in the Pocket is a German Dollar, 
a Dollar Spent Unwisely is a Traitor 
Dollar, But a Dollar Invested in United 
States Government Bonds is an American 
Dollar. W.S.S. 

SURFACING 6 INCHES, BLANKET COAT 90 PER CENT HOT OIL ONE- 

REBUILT IN 1916, BERMUDEZ ASPHALT 

They are old water bound macadam or gravel roads, 
the hardened surface being 15 feet and the shoulders 
3 feet. They all need resurfacing and widening to 
at least 18 feet with 3-foot shoulders; but under 
present conditions this can not be done for less than 
$20,000 a mile, even if we can secure the necessary 
bituminous materials. 

If heavy trucks carrying loads are used in large 
numbers, over 2,500 miles of improved water bound 
macadam and gravel roads in this Commonwealth 
will be very much injured and quite rapidly destroyed 
unless very large amounts are spent on them in con- 
stantly maintaining them. This can not be done 
unless the necessary bituminous materials can be 
secured, because with our main roads haying from 
500 to 1,000 motor vehicles a day—and it seems 
likely that they are going to be used by over 100 
trucks a day, which is entirely new traffic out in the 
country—they will certainly go to pieces in a few 
months and become practically, if not entirely, 
impassable, 

The crops along the sides of the roads, especially 
the hay crop, for a long distance would be destroyed 
by the road materials blowing over them. In actual 
experience we have found during the last eight years 
that the money was absolutely thrown away on any 
main highway that we built, if it were water bound 
macadam or gravel and we could not prevent its 
being destroyed by the use of some bitumen. A 
week or two of this heavy truck traffic would dis- 
integrate any water bound macadam we have. 

If we are obliged to allow these roads to deterior- 
ate because of this traffic, all the sections which are 



NEAR SUDBURY, MASS. WATER-BOUND MACADAM 6 INCHES THICK, 

1911; ONE-HALF GALLON TAR IN 1909. 

not built in a permanent modern way will certainly 
be destroyed in a few months. It would be a low 
estimate to say that it would cost from $40,000,000 

to $60,000,000 next year to replace them with any 
type of road that could be built to stand this traffic, 
whether of concrete or otherwise. Meantime the 
traffic would be congested and the highways could 
not be used by the through traffic, because, certainly 
in wet weather, they would be impassable and at 
all other times they would be almost impassable 
because of the holes and ruts that would develop in 
a month or two. 

PLANNED TO USE LOCAL MATERIALS. 

We had planned that all of our work this year, 
whether our own or in combination with the towns, 

should be confined to the main through routes of 
great importance, say not more than 10 per cent 

of the roads in this State. We had also planned to 
use local material and save car shipments, even when 
the local. materials were of inferior quality but 
could be used if proper bitumen could be secured. 
A softer stone or poorer gravel can be used in com- 
bination with bitumen. While the roads would not 
wear as long, we felt that in these times as this work 
could be done without closing them so they could 
still be used by the traffic, and as four carloads of 
bitumen would be sufficient to construct a mile of 
road which would require 40 carloads of cement 
or from 70 to 80 carloads of imported stone or 
gravel, that this would save rail shipments and 
thereby help the general traffic situation. 
We are receiving to-day substantially $2,000,000 

from the motor vehicle fees. Without this money 
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ANKET COAT ONE-HALF GALLON OF 90 PER CENT OIL IN 1910 AND 

ROAD BROKEN UP UNDER TRAFFIC, REPAIRED WITH ROAD SCRAPER BEFORE PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN. 

not only our roads but a great many miles of town 
roads that we use these fees on would be destroyed. 

The trucks are not now paying their fair share, as 
our fee is only $5 for the first ton and $3 for each 

additional ton. In my opinion a much higher fee 
is necessary unless the Government is going to put 
very large sums of money into‘ the roads. The 
States and municipalities could not in these times 
afford to increase their road appropriation very 
largely. 

England’s experience, as well as ours, has shown 
conclusively that the cost of maintaining a water- 
bound macadam road, even when the surface had a 

bituminous treatment, has always been a half a 
cent a ton a mile, and quite often it has been a cent 
and a half a ton a mile, and these tables included all 

classes of vehicles, pneumatic tires as well as trucks. 
Undoubtedly the cost of repairing the damage done 
to a road by trucks alone would be vastly greater 
than that done by the small cars, and would amount 
to more than one and a half cents a ton a mile. 
One can readily see that the 1-ton truck which 
makes 60 miles a day costs for the upkeep of the 
road 60 cents a day, and for 300 days a year it would 
be $180 a year. A 5-ton truck damages probably 
five times as much, or even more, as Many roads 
which would carry a 1-ton truck reasonably well 
have not a strong enough foundation to carry the 
5-ton truck. 

| A Country Worth Fighting For is a PS UEBERY. 
Worth Saving For. W.S. 
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SECTION OF THE LENOX, MASS. STATE HIGHWAY. TRAP 16 FEET BY 6 INCHES BY 4 INCHES. RESURFACED WITH TRAP, 10 TONS TO 100 FEET 

IN 1908. 

AND ONE-FIFTH GALLON IN I!916. 

URGES USE OF LIGHTER TRUCKS. 

Of course it is realized by all road builders, and 
it should be by the general public, that the country 
roads built of water-bound macadam or gravel can 
not withstand city traffic which requires granite 
block or other pavement, usually upon a concrete 
base to stand up. Consequently heavy motor 
trucks will rapidly destroy these country roads that 
were built for entirely other uses. The rebuilding 
of them to withstand the tremendously heavy motor 
truck traffic would be an enormous task and would 
cost much more than my estimate of $60,000,000 
for 2,000 miles of road in this State. f 

Consequently I hope they will not concentrate 
too much heavy traffic on these main lines. I 
would suggest that smaller trucks be used, with 
lighter loads, 2 or 24 tons in place of 5 or 6 tons, 
because with heavier vehicles it would not take a 

PATCHED IN IS9II STANDARD A ONE-HALF GALLON PER SQUARE YARD, ONE-FOURTH GALLON PER SQUARE YARD LIGHT OIL IN 1914 

great many of them, in my opinion, to destroy the 
road, because it has not been built with a sufficiently 
strong foundation or of sufficiently strong materials 
to maintain this traffic, and this without any regard 
to the amount of money that might be available for 
maintenance. 
We should soon be in the condition that the roads 

are back of the French Army, where they have a 
man every few feet back of the fighting line con- 
stantly spreading material on the road aiid letting 
the traffic roll it in, and even at that in wet weather 

the mud is ankle deep. 
An army officer in charge of the roads back of a 

single British regiment, Maj. Mackendrick, wrote 
that he had used as much as 2,000 tons of crushed 
stone in one day in his division, and had 10,000 to 
12,000 men at work. ; 

Connecticut Restricts Loadson Roads 
But Plans to Strengthen its System 

By C. J. BENNETT, Highway Commissioner. 

IHE State of Connecticut, through its highway 
department, is faced, as are all other States, 
with the problem of taking care of motor 

trucks of increased weights. More damage is done 
by this heavy traffic in the spring, when the frost is 
coming out of the ground, than at any other season. 

Vivid examples of the tremendous increase in 
traffic and its result are illustrated in two roads, 

photographs of which are presented herewith. The 
first, on the Berlin turnpike between Hartford and 
Meriden, a half mile of which is broken as shown. 
This road was built of water-bound macadam, cold- 
oil treated in 1912, has a 7-inch trap rock surfacing 
with a clay subgrade. The adequacy of the drain- 
age probably is questionable. In 1915 there was 
practically no heavy truck traffic over this highway. 



In the present emer- 
gency there are prob- 
ably 3,000 vehicles 
per day, of which 
200 are 5-ton trucks, 
The other example is 
an earth road with 
crushed stone top, 
built in 1913, on the 
Waterbury-Southing- 
ton highway. This 
road is surfaced with 
3 inches of trap rock 
on a Clay base and 
subgrade. Three- 
fourths of a mile of 
itis now broken as 
shown in the illus- 
tration. In 1915 the 
heavy traflic units go- 
ing over this road did 
not exceed 50, now 
out of a maximum of 
2,500 vehicles about 250 are of the heavy truck type. 

The State roads, when originally built, were not 
built to carry the excessive truck loads which are 
now passing over them, and the weakness of these 
roads develops particularly during the bad subsoil 
conditions when the frost is coming out of the 
ground, 

THIS HIGHWAY, BETWEEN WATERBURY AND SOUTHINGTON, CONN., BEARS A DAILY TRAFFIC OF 2,600 VEHICLES, 

OF WHICH ABOUT 250 ARE HEAVY UNITS. 

’ ON THE BERLIN TURNPIKE, BETWEEN HARTFORD AND MERIDEN, CONN, 
TO CARRY 200 6-TON TRUCKS PER DAY. THE RESULT IS SHOWN. 

THIS ROAD HAS BEEN CALLED UPON 

There are two remedies for this ill: First, the re- 
striction of weights of trucks and the stopping of 
truck traffic when the damage is greatest; and, sec- 
ond, the construction of roads sufficiently strong 
to carry reasonable loads. 

It is, of course, impractical to prohibit the use of 
roads by trucks, even for a short time, however 

great the damage, 
and it is also mani- 
festly impossible to 
construct the roads 
sufficiently strong to 
carry any load which 
may pass over them. 
Consequently, a com- 
promise must be 
reached, and this 
compromise in Con- 
necticut, at least, has 
taken the following 
course: 
Loads on four 

wheels are restrict- 
ed to 25,000 pounds, 
except that in spe- 
cial instances which 
may be _ designat- 
ed by the highway 
commissioner, heay- 



ier loads are allowed. License fees are out of pro- 
portion, as truck weights increase, which tends to 
discourage the purchase of extremely heavy truck 
units and to provide for the purchase of additional 
trucks or the use of rubber-tired trailers. The 
effect of these regulations is to limit the truck ca- 
pacity to that of a 5-ton truck with a reasonable 
overload. 

On the other hand, the State Highway Depart- 
ment has been working along definite lines, looking 
toward the strengthening of its road system so that 
little, if any, damage will be done to the roads, pro- 
viding the above restrictions are followed. 

A system of pavements has been designed and is 
being constructed, in order to allow of the use of 
motor trucks within reasonable limits. These pave- 
ments must have a strong foundation, preferably 
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of Portland cement concrete, and be so designed as 
to stand the wear and tear on the surface, so that 
gradually the State highways through the rural sec- 
tions are becoming of the same character as city 
pavements. 

With the above policy it would appear that 
eventually a compromised solution of the difficulty 
would be reached. If all restrictions as to weights 
of vehicles were removed, the result would be the 
breaking down of many long sections of highway 
which have not already been strengthened, and re- 
sult in the entire stagnation of traffic at certain 
periods in the year, which must not be allowed. 
Certainly a 5-ton truck with trailers distributing 
the load over the surface of the road, rather than 

centering an extremely heavy load on four wheels, 
would solve the difficulty. 

Solution of the Growing Problem May 
Be Found in Cooperative Action. 

By CHARLES M. UPHAM, State Highway Engineer, Delaware. 

HEN pleasure autos were first introduced 
\\/ the percentage of improved roads was 

very small; the roads that were im- 
proved were generally radiating from business cen- 
ters, and there were very few improved trunk-line 
highways. At that time macadam was the uni- 
versal improved highway pavements. The autos 
quickly demanded that not only should the mileage 
of improved roads be increased, but the type of pave- 
ment should be changed to something more sub- 
stantial than the water-bound macadam. Both of 
these demands have been answered and the mileage 
of improved roads have been increased and types of 
pavements have been produced, at moderate cost, 
that could withstand the passenger auto and light 
truck traffic. 

For a time the new roads stood up under the 
traffic and certain localities enjoyed good roads; 
with moderate maintenance the old roads were kept 
up, and for reasonable cost new roads that could 
withstand the ordinary traffic had been constructed. 

A few medium heavy auto trucks were produced 
and operated in or near large cities. The city pave- 
ments were constructed on good foundations, and no 
great damage to the pavement was noticed. 

The trucks in themselves were a great success. 
Without any thought or regard of the highways the 
capacity of the trucks were further increased and 
their number grew rapidly. They were operated 
not only in the cities, but in every part of the 

| Hades is Paved With Good Intentions. 
Do Your Bit Now. Buy W. S. S. 

country, and their effect on the roads was soon felt. 
It was found that on many of the roads which had 
been standing up under the ordinary traffic with 
moderate maintenance the new upkeep was doubled 
and trebled, and in many cases it was necessary to 
reconstruct the pavement. The passenger auto de- 
manded that the roads be improved; the trucks are 
now demanding not only improved roads, but pave- 
ments of tremendous strength. This means that 
thousands of miles of the present roads are not strong 
enough to withstand the heavy auto trucks, and a 
large part of the vast amount invested in roads 
to-day will be lost unless conditions are modified. 

There are many roads now being damaged and 
broken up by auto trucks on which the bonds that 
paid for their construction have not been retired. 
The auto truck has made it necessary that a stronger 
pavement be constructed on these roads, and now, 
because the traffic demands have surpassed the 
strength of the road, a new and stronger pavement 
must be constructed before the expected life of the 
old one has expired, and thus two roads must be 
built and paid for while the benefit from only one 
will be realized. 

WOULD LIMIT LOAD ON SINGLE TRUCK. 

Just at the present time among the heavy trucks 
the 5-ton truck is the most numerous. If all pave- 
ments were brought up to the strength of with- 
standing the demands of these 5-ton trucks, what 
assurance is there that the truck capacities will not 
be increased after the roads are brought up to the 
5-ton standard, and that our roads will not be torn 
to pieces by still greater trucks? It seems that in 
order to prevent great economic loss the loads on 
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ON THE PHILADELPHIA PIKE, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM, I, 2, AND 4 MILES NORTH OF WILMINGTON, DEL., MACADAM SURFACED, 16 FEET, WITH 

BITUMINOUS MATERIAL, 1914. SUBGRADE—SAND—ROCK—CLAY. DRAINAGE GOOD. THIS ROAD CARRIED THE ORDINARY TRAFFIC WITH 
MODERATE MAINTENANCE. ITS CONDITION AS SHOWN IS THE RESULT OF THE PASSAGE OF A FLEET OF 100 HEAVY TRUCKS. 
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the single] truck 
should be limited 
and any load 
over a certain 
amount should 
be carried on 
trailers, thus 
distributing the 
weight. 

Until recently 
the problem in 
highway con- 
struction has 

been to build 

roads that would 

withstand the 

various kinds of - 

ordinary _ traffic. 
This no longer 
seems to be the 

case. We are 

fast approaching 
the time when the 

problem of road 
construction will 

be to provide 
roads that will 

meet the de- 

mands of heavy 
auto-truck traffic. TWO BITUMINOUS MACADAM ROADS A ano B™ 

WHERE THE PERCENTAGE OF TRUCK TONNAGE 
It seems quite (6PRACTIGALLY THE SAME. 

. THE MAINTENANCE WAS NORMAL UNDER 
obvious that yecworons 
roads which will 
carry heavy trucks will stand up under any of 
the other types of the present-day traffic; therefore 
it is the truck traffic that should command the 
attention of the highway engineers. — 
Now the question arises, if the States, counties, 

and municipalities have been called upon to invest 
larger amounts of money in order to build satis- 
factory pavements, or to provide excessive main- 
tenance to those pavements that have already been 
constructed, and if this high cost of construction 
and high cost of maintenance is due to the heavy 
truck traffic, just what would be a proportionate 
arrangement and just how much of the road upkeep 
should the heavy motor truck share as its part in 
maintaining the highways ? ; 

It is readily acknowledged that the large increase 
of motor trucks has been primarily due to the war, 
and the greater percentage of the heavy maintenance 
is due to the damage done by these large motor 
trucks. If heavy motor trucks were to remain in 
use only during the period of the war, the problem 
could be treated in some temporary manner; but 
the motor truck which has been developed during 
abnormal times has shown that it has solved an 
economic problem, and this solution assures us that 
not only for the period of the war will transportation 
be affected by motor trucks but that after peace is 

FACE CHART 1. 

declared the heavy truck will be utilized in transport- 
ing freight and express within expanding limits. 
Therefore, we should not plan for the truck traffic 
merely during the war period, but we must build and 
maintain in such a way that our roads will withstand, 
as permanently as possible, the demands of the 
future heavy truck traffic. 

ROAD TAXES AND HEAVY TRUCKS. 

In Delaware, previous to 1915, a license for a 
20-ton truck would not have cost more than one for 
a motorcycle, although it can readily be seen that 
the truck would cause more maintenance than the 
motorcycle. In 1917 a law was passed which, 
although far from perfect in. making the various 
types of vehicles pay their proportionate share of 
the maintenance of the roads, is, however, a step 
forward in adjusting the tax that should be levied 
on the various vehicles. This 1917 law is based on 
the tonnage basis of the vehicle and the expected 
load. It does not take into account the fact that 
one truck might be owned by an express company 
or freight company and be operated day and night, . 
while another of the same rated weight might be 
used only occasionally. It is evident that the first 
would cause far more damage to the roads, but both 
must pay the same license fee. 

This points in the direction that heavy trucks 
should pay the larger part of the road taxes, and this 
is shown further by data that has been collected 
relative to this subject, and the experiences of not 
only Delaware but practically every State. 

An example of the damage that the heavy trucks 
are doing is shown in a road adjacent to Wilmington. 
This road has been standing the ordinary traffic for 
three or four years with a moderate amount of main- 
tenance. A manufacturing company purchased a 
5-ton truck, loaded it with approximately a 6-ton 
load, which made the gross load about 11 tons. 
After this truck began. making trips between the 
factory and the city of Wilmington, the road very 
soon began to deteriorate, and with the constant 
hammering of this truck, commenced to break up. 
As soon as the truck had completed the destruction 
of the first road and made it too rough to travel, it 
laid its course over a parallel road between these two 
points. This road happened to be of lighter con- 
struction than the first, and the truck first went 
over it in the spring when the frost was coming out 
of the ground. While this road had withstood the 
demands of light traffic for several years, the first 
trip of the heavy truck broke it up from one end to 
the other. A single trip of this truck cost hundreds 
of dollars of maintenance besides putting the road 
in such condition that it was too rough for the 
passage of ordinary vehicles. 

Delaware has many miles of macadam road that 
were constructed and allowed to deteriorate slightly 
before bituminous coverings were applied. Some of 
the macadam surface was worn away and the remain- 



ing portion was covered with bituminous material. 
This means that there are now in Delaware many 
miles of thin-surfaced macadam covered with a 
bituminous material. This material has been satis- 
factory for the horse-drawn and light motor-vehicle 
traffic, but as soon 

TRUCK TONNAGE as heavy trucks 

appeared, these - 1917-1918- 

65% 
roads which were 
not capable of 
standing such 
heavy loads 
quickly broke up. 

DESTRUCTION BY A 
SINGLE TRAIN. 

A section of the 

Army transport 
route between 

Buffalo and Wash- 

ington lies in Dela- 
ware. On some 

days as many as 
400 trucks have 

passed over this 
section which was 

macadam . pave- 
ment resurfaced 

with bituminous 

material. During 
the winter, while 
the road was 

frozen or covered 

with snow, trucks 

hadno trouble 

ROAD'B” 
MOTOR TRUCK MOTOR TRUCK 

ROAD “‘A’’ AND ‘'B’? SHOWING THE INCREASE 

ROADA" 

IN TRUCK TRAFFIC ON ROAD “A’’, MAINTE- 

NANCE ON ROAD “‘A’? HAS BEEN EXCESSIVE. 

TRUCK TONNAGE ON ROAD “‘B’”? HAS REMAINED 

IN THE SAME PROPORTION AND THE MAINTE- 

whatever and ap- NANCE HAS REMAINED PRACTICALLY NORMAL, 

parently did very little damage to the surface. Oné 
of the truck trains, however, passed over this section 
while the frost was coming out of the ground. This 
one train caused thousands of dollars of damage, and 
left the road broken up, as shown by the accom- 
panying photographs, which were taken soon after the 

train had passed. The surface of this road before the 
trucks had passed was practically smooth and had 
the appearance of a smooth bituminous macadam. 
It had been standing up under ordinary traffic with 
a moderate maintenance. This shows that while 
these lighter roads are capable of taking care of the 
lighter traffic, they will not meet the demands of 
heavy trucks, and we must construct truck roads 
capable of withstanding heavy truck traffic. 

While it has been known for some time that it is 
the heavy motor truck that is causing great damage 
to roads, this fact is brought out more clearly by the 
accompanying charts, which represent the traffic 
condition on two roads of similar construction. 

On Chart 1, Road A, the traffic for an average 
week showed a total of 11,977 vehicles of all kinds. 
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Road B shows the traffic for an average week ot 
total 12,411 vehicles of all kinds. 

While the number of trucks on each of these roads 
was practically the same, the truck tonnage hauled 
over Road A amounted to more than the tonnage over 

eines re pe, TRAFFIC GHART RoAD'A" 
centage OF TUCK AVERAGE WEEKLY PERIOD 1917-1918 
trafic over A 
amounted to 40 per 
cent, and the 
amount of truck 
trafic of the B 

Road amounted to 
43 percent. Both 
roads remained in 
good condition as 
long as the traffic 
remained in these 
proportions. 
By referring to 

chart 2, it will be 

seen that during 
the spring of 1918 
the truck tonnage 
on B- Road re- 
mained practically 
at the same _per- 
centage as during 
the spring of 1917. 
The truck tonnage 
on Road A increased to approximately 65 per cent 
of the total tonnage. The increase in heavy truck 
tonnage on Road A practically broke up the road for 
its entire length, and has caused excessive mainte- 
nance that has amounted to reconstruction. The 
maintenance on B Road has remained practically the 
same for a number of years. 

In chart 3 it will be noted that the 1917 traffic 
shows a greater tonnage of horse traffic and pleasure 
vehicles than the 1918 traffic, but the heavy truck 

traffic is greater in 1918 than in 1917. The cost of 
maintenance thus far in 1918 is considerably more 

than for the entire year of 1917, or years previous, 
and this clearly shows that, inasmuch as the horse 
traffic and pleasure autos have decreased in tonnage, 
and the heavy auto trucks have increased, that it is 
undoubtedly the heavy auto truck that is responsible 
for the high cost of maintenance. 

TOTAL TONNAGE 
ALL VEHICLES- TONNAGE BY TONNAGE BY 

-MOTOR TRUCK $- 

CHART 3 

GREATER TAX FOR HEAVIER TRUCKS. 

Some have advanced the theory that the license 
fee for auto trucks should be based on the ton-mile 
basis. This in itself would be far from satisfactory 
if no limit were placed on the size of the truck and 
the maximum load. If there was a limit to the size 
of the truck and the maximum load, then the greater 
loads would be distributed over trailers, in which 
case the ton-mile basis might work to perfection, 



provided there were some satisfactory means devised 

for reporting the ton-miles. If there was no limit 

to the size of the truck, the ton-mile basis would not 

overcome the great menace, the heavy concentrated 

loads, for it can be seen at a glance that one 20-ton 

truck would do infinitely more damage than twenty 

- 1-ton trucks, though the ton-mile tax would be the 

same. This again shows the reason why the heavier 

trucks should pay a higher proportionate amount of 

the road tax. 

To stop the building of large auto trucks seems to 
be standing in the way of progress, but if the cost of 

maintenance and repair that is made necessary on 

account of the heavy truck were charged to these 

trucks themselves, the taxation would be so high 

that it would be prohibitive, and the use of the 

heavier trucks would necessarily stop. <A large 

truck can do thousands of dollars’ damage to a light 

road, but we could not expect a truck to pay a license 

of thousands of dollars. 

In view of the fact that there are millions of miles 

of light pavement throughout the country that will 

sooner or later be subjected to the demands of truck 

traffic, it will readily be seen that there will be a 

great economic loss unless the size of the truck is kept 

down and made light enough so as not to break 

down the average pavement we have at the present 

time. . 
The problem of truck control is one too large to be 

handled entirely by the States alone; it is a problem 

that should not be handled by the truck manufac- 

turers alone, but it should be dealt with in coopera- 
tion between the Federal Government, in the control 

of roads, the State highway departments, the truck 

manufacturers, and the truck users themselves. 

From this cooperation and through its sources of 

information suitable data could be obtained by 

which the economic maximum size of trucks, the 

types of satisfactory roads, methods of truck taxa- 
tion, and traffic regulation could be determined. 

It seems quite evident that the width of the truck 

should be restricted to a certain limit. The excess 
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length, however, does not seem to cause as much 

concern as any increase over the average width. 

To allow the width of trucks to expand without 

restriction, would mean that we would soon be: 

obliged to widen our present-day roads, or recon- 

struct very wide roads to insure the same safety 

that now prevails. 
The truck trailer has greatly overcome the con- 

centrated loading, and it is quite likely that a more 

universal application of the trailer will greatly assist 

in overcoming the heavy loading. To restrict the 

weight of trucks to a loading that. would not injure 

any of our roads would mean to decrease the size 

considerably; to allow trucks to go unrestricted 

over all our roads is going to be very uneconomic; 

to allow unrestricted trucks the use of all roads and 

make them pay license fees in proportion to the 

damage they do would soon prohibit the use of 

larger trucks; to allow trucks to be constructed 

larger and larger removes the foundation upon 

which highway engineers make future plans. A 

cooperative adjustment of the above factors should 
present an economic solution of the problem. 

There are some roads capable of standing up 
under 5-ton trucks; others will stand 3-ton trucks 

without serious maintenance; others will carry the 

l-ton truck. Railroads would not send heavy 

trains over light rails, and why should highways be 

subjected to loads many times in excess of the loads 
intended for them ? 

Until such a time as our trunk-line roads could be 

brought up to the demands of a standard truck the 
different highways could be rated, and then any 
truck in excess of the load that was intended to pass 

over the highway would not be allowed on that par- 
ticular road. This would allow heavy trucks on 

the better roads, and lighter loads on the lighter 

roads, and would prevent excessive damage to the 

lighter roads by a few heavy trucks and thus prevent 

a great economic loss and the destruction of our 
lighter roads. 

New Jersey, One of the Great Sufferers, 

Plans to Meet Needs of the Future. 
By W. G. THOMPSON, State Highway Engineer, New Jersey. 

hen it is said that New Jersey highways suf- 

fered greater damage during the past eight 
months than during the preceding two 

years, the statement is hardly exagerated, as roads 

which for several years presented very good surfaces, 

became almost impassable under the unprecedented 

weather and traffic conditions of the past winter. 

Especially is this condition noticeable along the 

i 



avenues of heavy 3 
motortrucktraffic, |<< 
between the great 
industrial centers 
and leading to the 
seaboard. 

It is. generally 
conceded that the 
geographical posi- 
tion of New Jersey, 
situated as it is 

between the great 
manufacturing | 
States of Pennsyl- 
vania and New 
York, imposes 
upon it the burden 
of caring fora 
greater volume of 

BITUMINOUS CONCRETE ROAD ON THE PHILADELPHIA-NEW YORK MAIN LINE BETWEEN NEW BRUNSWICK AND 

THIS ROAD WAS BUILT IN HIGHTSTOWN N. J., 

vehicular traffic than is imposed upon anysimilar area 
inthe United States. Itsseashore resorts attract hun- 
dreds of thousands of pleasure and commercial cars 
during the summer months, while its own enormous 
industry plus that of its neighboring States pours 
a never ending stream of heavy motor trucks upon 

its highways 24 hours per day and 7 days per week. 
With the entry of our country into the war, this 
traffic was augmented by thousands of Government 
motor trucks. All of these classes contribute to the 
destruction of pavements which were never designed 
or constructed to bear such heavy, swiftly moving 
vehicles. . 
The deterioration of sections of our main trunk 

highways has been so rapid that the several com- 
munities through which they pass have been unable 
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as yet to readjust 
themselves to en- 
able financing of 
such a type of 
construction as 
will meet the new 
requirements, 
though plans and 
construction are 
under way by 
which the counties 
with their own 
funds, plus State 
aid; and the State 
through its High- 
way Commission 
will make stren- 
uous efforts to keep 
pace with the new 
and ever-increas- 

ae ing demands. 

SUBFOUNDATION DRAINAGE PRIME REQUISITE 

The extreme temperature conditions of the past 
winter have proven beyond any doubt that subfoun- 
dation drainage is the prime requisite in maintaining 
the integrity of foundation and pavement. Ninety 
per cent of foundation and pavement failures during 
the past season are directly attributable to lack of, or 
inadequate, drainage facilities. This is evidenced by. 
the fact that in many instances where, on contiguous 
sections of road the types of construction were. 
identical, the sections on fill, or well drained, main- 
tained a perfect:surface throughout the winter; those. 
sections inadequately drained, heaved and blew up,. 
due to the frost expansion, and in many cases ren- ° 
dered stretches of highway impassable for several 
days at a time. This condition was unquestionably 



aggravated by the 
continuous mo- 
tor truck traffic, 
inasmuch as while 
light cars and 
wagons might pass 
safely over such 
places, the heavy 
truck would break 
through the crust, 
and immediately 
upon being extri- 
cated would be fol- 
lowed by others, 
until there was 
formed a veritable 
quagmire. 
What is the 

remedy or answer 
to this very vital 
question? Shall 
there be form- 
ulated regulations or restrictions as to thesize, weight, 
and speed of these vehicles, or should the several 
States permit an unlimited development of this 
traffic and provide for the construction and 
maintenance of such roads as will carry it, by 
the imposition upon it of a tax commensurate 
with the destruction wrought, and based, perhaps, 
upon the annual income derived from its use by 
the owners and operators of such vehicles? It is 
a question which should be viewed and studied 
only from the most open and broadminded stand- 
point, as with the increasing inability of the rail- 
roads to meet the transportation requirements, the 
question of highway transportation is becoming 
one of the most vital this country has to face. 
Had it not been for the great volume of freight 
carried by motor trucks on the highways during 
the winter of 1917-18, the suffering in the congested 
centers of population would have been incalculably 
greater, to say nothing of the facilitating of opera- 
tions of the military establishment, by this rapid 
and convenient means of inter city and State 
communication. 

DRESSING, BUILT IN 1915. 

MOTOR TRUCK BUSINESS IN ITS INFANCY. 

It is realized by all concerned that as regards 
volume, the motor truck business is but in its in- 

fancy. In New York State the increase in number 
of trucks during the past three years exceeds 
300 per cent. What, then, may be expected 
during the next five or ten years? Maintenance 
charges on roads are monthly becoming heavier, 
and to some communities are rapidly becoming 
unbearable. It would, therefore, seem that since 

their number can not well be restricted, their 

weight and general dimensions should be regu- 
lated to a point consistent with the ability of 
the several States and communities to provide 
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ON THE MAIN ROAD, PHILADELPHIA TO NEW YORK, NEAR WINDSOR, N. J. WATERBOUND MACADAM, BITUMINOUS 

GOOD IN FALL OF I9I7 AND CARRYING 172 HEAVY UNITS A DAY. 

highways and bridges of the requisite strength and 
width to accommodate them. 

In February, 1918, the writer was asked by an 
operator of a motor truck fleet—who at the moment 
had two heavy trucks stuck in what under ordi- 
nary conditions was a very good road—if he could 
secure redress from the State for the expense and 
loss of time occasioned by failure of the pave- 
ment to carry his loads. When he was advised he 
could not, his comments were not complimentary to 
the system which could not keep its roads in con- 
dition to carry the traffic. He saw the matter from 
his own viewpoint only, and while his was possibly 
an extreme case, it is indicative of the attitude of 

many on his side of the question. 
Although the motor truck business has its tribu- 

lations, it is at the same time a very profitable one, 

and should assist in defraying the expense of main- 
taining the highways which, more than any other 
factor, it helps to destroy, and will continue to 

destroy, even after heavy foundation and proper 
drainage facilities have been provided on all the 
main arteries of communication. 

It would be hardly proper or fair at this time to 
attempt to fix an arbitrary amount which should be 
paid, based upon the tonnage operated by each 
owner; as sufficient statistics to enable a proper de- 
termination of this matter are not available. New 
Jersey has a varying scale of fees, effective January 1, 
1918, and based upon tonnage, the highest amount 
being $67 for a vehicle and load weighing from 29,001 
to 30,000 pounds. In the writer’s opinion this is a 
very reasonable fee, looked at from the viewpoint of 
effect of such weight running at speed upon the high- 
way, as the cost of repairing damage resulting from 
the daily use of the highways by: such vehicles will 
amount to many times that sum during the year. 



PLANS FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION. 

It is manifest to all who have to deal with the 
problem that none but the highest type of construc- 
tion will successfully meet the demands of the traffic 
tocome. As an instance of what may be looked for, 
there is cited the case of one company now operating 
a fleet of trucks on regular schedule between Balti- 
more, Philadelphia, and New York, which will within 
the year operate no fewer than 60 5-ton trucks over 
New Jersey highways. This, company has a regular 
repair outfit in a light car, traversing the routes 
traveled by these trucks, lending assistance and 
making repairs to such of its fleet as may be stalled 
on the road. The institution of the ‘return 
loads” system will tend to decrease the number 
of trucks returning empty, thus providing for a 
greater utilization of the available tonnage, and 
increasing tonnage to be carried by the pavements. 

An expression of opinion as to the kind, cost, and 
general design of highways is apt to be influenced by 
the local conditions in any particular region. Gen- 
erally speaking, the greatest care should be exercised 
in preparing the subfoundation, and no foundation 
or pavement should be laid where any doubt exists 
as to the adequacy of the drainage facilities. In 
many places, these will cost almost as much as the 
pavement. On main through routes, it is believed 
none but concrete foundations should be laid. In 
New Jersey these will be from 6 to 10 inches in thick- 
ness. In many places concrete will be used as a 
wearing surface; in others, bituminous concrete, 
laid on a concrete base. Pavements should be not 
less than 18 feet in width plus a 2 or 3 foot stone 
shoulder on each side. The New Jersey State high- 
way pavements will in no instance be less than 18 
feet’ wide, will have 3-foot stone shoulders on either 
side, and a graded width of not less than 30 feet. 
Maximum grades will not exceed 5 per cent or maxi- 
mum curvature exceed 6 degrees, except in extreme 
cases. Pavements of this type will cost from thirty 
to fifty thousand dollars per mile, exceeding the 
higher figure in some cases where heavy grading 

is encountered. 

BELIEVES REGULATIONS REASONABLE. 

It is difficult to say to what extent existing regula- 

tions governing motor truck traffic could be sus- 

pended. The operation of large trucks is making it 

increasingly difficult and dangerous for passenger 

cars and wagons to use some of our routes, due to 

the unwillingness of drivers of heavily loaded trucks 

to keep to the right side of the road, as the fear of 

overturning or running into the ditch causes the 

truck drivers to keep to the center of the road. It 

is the writer’s experience that such drivers, due to 

the noise made by their own machines are often 

unable to hear the horn of a vehicle approaching 
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from the rear, and will keep to the center of the road, 
thus preventing lighter, faster cars from passing. 

On this account it is believed the New Jersey 
regulations as to weight and dimensions of trucks 
are not unreasonable, these limits being: Maximum 
width, out to out, 96 inches; maximum height, 12 

feet 2 inches; maximum length, 26 feet 6 inches; 

maximum weight at present, 30,000 pounds. But 
one trailer is allowed for each motor truck, though 
all bridges on State highways will be designed for 
20-ton loads. 

It is believed that builders should not be re- 
stricted to construction of trucks which existing 
roads can carry, as but few existing pavements will 
for long carry the loads now being imposed upon 
them, but rather that builders should be allowed to 

put out trucks which would come within the limits 
prescribed above, and that highway departments 
should build roads to meet these demands. 

The illustrations herewith will give a fairly ade- 
quate idea of conditions of the New Jersey highways 
and the traffic they are called upon to bear. On 
the main road to New York from Philadelphia be- 
tween New Brunswick and Hightstown there is a 
bituminous concrete road 18 feet wide with a 2-foot 
macadam shoulder. This was constructed in 1916 
at a cost of $24,450 per mile. The surfacing is 2-inch 
bituminous concrete on a base of 6 inches of water- 
bound macadam, with a clay subgrade. It is not 
well drained. The condition of the shoulders is fair. 
Although this road is very heavily traveled, traffic 
uses the shoulders but little, and this would seem to 

indicate that 18 feet of pavement is about the 
proper width for two lines of vehicles. The present 
traffic over this road averages about 760 vehicles 
per day, of which 115 are of the heavy-truck type. 

Another example on the main road from Phila- 
delphia to New York is a waterbound macadam 
‘with bituminous dressing on the road near Windsor. 
This was constructed in 1915 at a cost of nearly 
$13,000 per mile. The surface is 3-inch waterbound 
macadam and 14 inches of bituminous dressing on 
a 3-inch macadam base, the subgrade being mostly 
clay. This road was good in the fall of 1917, but at 
present is in very bad condition. The surface is 
worn and pitted, the pavement and foundation 
being broken through in many places by heavily 
loaded trucks. Out of an average of 682 vehicles 
per day traveling over this road, 172 are heavy units. 

Four Reasons for Saving and Loaning to 
the Government: For the Safety of | 
Womanhood, For the Protection of | 
Childhood, For the Honor of Manhood, 
and For Liberty Throughout the World. 
w.S.S. 



The Higher Type of Construction 
in the Middle West States Also Fails. 

’ By J. L, HARRISON, Office of Public Roads. 

in increasingly large units has been more of a 
city thana country problem. This may probably 

be traced, first, to the fact that large cities are far- 

ther apart than in the East and, second, to the fact 

that there has been less freight congestion and fewer 

embargoes to force manufacturers to send their goods 

long distances in trucks. In studying the effect of 

the increasing truck traffic in this region one must, 

therefore, supplement the observations made on 

country roads by observations made on city streets 

of the same types commonly used on country roads. 

In the notes which follow there are references both 

to city streets and to county highways which are 

near the cities. Both have suffered severely, and, 

as nearly as can be observed, no type of pavement 

is immune from rapid deterioration in the face of 

the heavy traffic many streets now carry. 
Washington Boulevard in Chicago presents a won- 

derful illustration of the effect of heavy truck traffic 
on roads haying a mixed bituminous top laid on a 
macadam base, a general type of construction widely 
used on high-class country highways, as well as on 
many city boulevards and residence streets. This 
particular street is a part of Chicago’s boulevard 
system, and no heavy teaming is ordinarily permit- 
ted to pass over it. However, after the blizzards of 
last winter this street was cleared of snow sooner 
than the regular heavy traffic streets, and in order 
to assist in the movement of traffic a portion of the 
street was thrown open to heavy traffic for a period 
of about three weeks. Before this happened the 
surfacing was in splendid condition, but as a result 
of the truck traffic which passed over it during this 
period much of the surfacing has been damaged, and 
there are considerable areas where the asphalt top 
has entirely disappeared and where the trucks have 
removed the macadam base to a depth of a number 
of inches. The present appearance of the street jus- 
tifies the impression that the major. trouble was in 
the macadam base, which, though thick enough,to 
carry the loads, was not stable enough under heavy 
load to properly support the asphalt top. This pave- 
ment is singled out for special comment because the 
type is a Common one, and ‘the’ results of- a brief 
period of very heavy loading gives an unusually fine 
opportunity to judge what effect heavy loadings may 
be expected to produce.on such pavements, whether 

laid in the city or on country roads. 
The larger part of the mileage of the mae roads 

around Chicago is macadam, and the truck traffic 

[ the middle West the development of truck traffic over them has not yet reached the proportions now 
to be observed in many other parts of the country. 
However, West Lake Street and other main outlets 
all showed the absolute inadequacy of the macadam 
pavement in the face of heavy truck traffic, for in 
spite of careful attention and heavy expenditures 
for maintenance, repairs, and reconstruction, the 
surfaces of many of these roads were full of pot holes. 
In the region around Chicago many of the roads are 
as much as 18 inches thick, but in spite of constant 
resurfacing fail to stand up in the face of severe 
truck traffic simply because the heavy loads wear 
out, grind up, and crush the stone in the surface of 
the Boat at such arapidrate. Moreover, the internal 
wear in a macadam pavement, always high, is greatly 
increased by heavy loadings. The load is transmit- 
ted downward largely by the friction between the 
points and edges of the stones which are in contact. 
Heavy loads overstress these points and edges of 
contact, which are consequently crushed, the result 
being that there is constant internal movement in a 
macadam pavement subjected to heavy loadings, 
constant abrasion, and much crushing of particles 
lying even at some distance below the surface. 

As a result of this it is natural to expect that such 
coverings as bituminous mats, penetration tops, and 
even mixed tops will fail rapidly under heavy traffic 
when laid on macadam bases. Washington Boule- 
vard has already been mentioned. The Cook County - 
highways which have been surface-treated reveal 
the same tendency. In general, there is little evi- 
dence of poor foundations, but a great deal of evi- 
dence of the fact that macadam as a pavement or 
as a base under a pliable top has a definite load- 
supporting limit which is dependent upon the hard- 
ness of the stones of which it is composed but which, 
for most classes of stone can be and, in fact, is being 
exceeded by the loads now permitted to operate 
freely over the public highways. 

The conditions in and around Indianapolis lead to 
much the same conclusion. The macadam county 
roads which were inspected were uniformly in bad 
condition, due to the evident crushing of the surface 
material accompanied by the grinding action which 
takes place under the wheels of heavy vehicles and, 
of course, by dissipation of the dust and binder. 
For the most part there is no evidence of raveling, 
which is the usual method of failure where the stone 
is hard enough to resist crushing strains and abra- 
sion, but where the dust is drawn off by fast traffic 
and dissipated by the wind. The difficulties ob- 

(24) 
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ON THE CLEVELAND-AKRON ROAD NEAR ADSON, OHIO. AT TOP; PAVEMENT STILL IN GOOD CONDITION. 

ASE HAS FAILED, THOUGH BRICK ON THE TOP ARE STILL IN GOOD CONDITION EXCEPT WHERE DAMAGED 
BRICK ON 4 INCHES OF CONCRETE 

BOTTOM: NEAR TWINSBURGH, B 

BY FAILURE OF THE BASE. 
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served here, as in Cook County, showed themselves 
in pot holes and indicated the crushing of the surface 
material under heavy loads. 

Detroit is, in a peculiar way, the home of the 
automobile. No other city in the world makes as 
many motor vehicles and probably no other city of 
anything like its size has a street traffic composed 
so large of motor vehicles. This also applies to 
Wayne County, in which Detroit is located. Fur- 
thermore, owing to the peculiar street layout, the 
greater part of the city traffic is concentrated on the 
avenues which radiate from the center of the city 
much as the spokes of a wheel radiate from the 
hub and is delivered to the county road system over 
the county’s extensions of these same avenues. 
Some idea of the intensity of this traffic may be 
gained from the fact that a recent traffic count 
showed a daily average of 6,203 autos and teams on 
Gratiot Avenue and 8,920 on Jefferson Avenue. 

This count was taken in the city, but the traffic on 
the county’s extensions of these avenues is almost as 
heavy. The head of the street repair department 
is authority for the statement that of trucks alone 
the number passing along some of Detroit’s business 
streets runs into the thousands every day. It is 
not surprising, then, that the city streets show the 

effect of this traffic. In many places bricks have 
been placed in holes on bituminous surfaces as a 
temporary expedient pending proper conditions 
for repairs. Wood block pavements show marked 
indications of over strain and even hard surface 
pavements show the effect of excessive loadings. 
Thus on Michigan Avenue, as far out as the new 
Ford plant, a concrete pavement, built some years 
ago by Wayne County, and which was in good 
condition when seen some months ago, has been so 
badly broken up during the past winter that it is 
to be resurfaced, and the results here and in other 
places observed have led the Wayne County officials 
to plan on an increase in the thickness of their con- 
crete pavements to 7 inches at the edges and approx- 
imately 9.2 inches at the center for their standard 
18-foot surface. 

The same general conclusions seems to have been 
arrived at by the city’s engineers for it is understood 
that in Detroit 8-inch concrete bases will hereafter 
be used under the pavements on all heavy traffic 
streets. To farther protect the highways of all sorts 

it is planned to secure legislation requiring that all 
trucks must be provided with rubber tires. It is 
thought that in this way the gross weight of truck 
and load can be kept down to about 12 tons. That 
some remedial action is necessary is evident; but 
whether this is the proper course or offers adequate 
remedy remains to be seen. 

In Cleveland, as in the other cities, there is — 
plenty of evidence that pavements are being over- 
loaded. However the most picturesque illustration 
of the effect of overload is not in the city itself but 
is found on the highway between Cleveland and 
Akron. This isa well constructed, modern high- 
way connecting Cleveland and Akron. Most of the 
highway is of brick on various kinds of bases, but 
there is one section of some 2 or 3 miles which is a 
mixed bituminous top on a 1—24-5 concrete base 5 
inches thick on the edges and 6 inches thick at the 
center. This. pavement has been broken up and 
broken through in considerable stretches throughout 
its length. Illustrations show the nature of these 
failures. In some other places along this road a 4 
inch concrete base under a brick pavement has 
failed so extensively that it has been necessary to 
tear the old base out entirely and lay a new base to 
carry the brick surfacing. The brick have not been 
damaged by the traffic but the base has been badly 
broken up. rere 

The loads hauled over this highway are very 
heavy, in isolated cases being reliably reported as 
reaching 16 tons on a truck weighing 6 or 7 tons, ora 
cross weight of about 23 tons. Much of the traffic 
is in units the gross weight of which will run from 10 
to 15 tons. 

traffic over the road and much lighter trucking. 
In this case the trouble differs from most of the 

other cases observed for here there is no particular 
evidence that the traffic is damaging the surface of 
the road where the:base and the sub-base are solid 
enough to support the loads. In fact many sections 
of this road are still in good condition, though most 
of the heavy traffic being through traffic, all of the 
pavement has been subjected to practically the same 
amount of heavy traffic. The utter failure of some 
sections of this highway is patently due tothe fact 
that they’ have been overloaded and the heavy con- 
crete bases literally smashed to pieces by excessive 
loads. 

Experimental Roads Break Down 
Under Pounding of Excessive Loads 

vicinity of Washington by the Office of Pub- 
lic Roads and Rural Engineering, have under- 

gone an experience no different from that of roads 
in other parts of the country. The Rockville, Md. 
pike, built in 1913, is a water-bound macadam road 6 
inches thick, covered with various types of bitumi- 

Pr vicinity of We roads constructed in the nous mats. It has been carefully maintained and, 
until this spring, has given good service at a reason- 
able maintenance cost. Within the past three 
months, however, the motor traffic over this road 
has increased rapidly with the result that many 
holes have been formed in the surface and that 
maintenance costs have increased greatly. The 

Beside this there is a heavy automobile - 

i 



PORTION OF THE CLEVELAND-AKRON (OHIO) ROAD. I—SHOWS FIRST STAGES OF 

OKEN THROUGH; 3—SAME PAVEMENT, TYPICAL COMPLETE FAILURE 
BITUMINOUS MIXED TOP ON A 6-INCH CONCRETE BASE. 

FAILURE; 2—SAME PAVEMENT, FAILURE COMPLETE BUT NOT YET BR 

SHOWING RUTS IN THE SUBGRADE. IN THE FOREGROUND—REPAIRS HAVE BEEN STARTED. 



ROCKVILLE (MD.) PIKE, SHOWING FAILURE OF MACADAM 

nature of the holes indicates that in some places the 
loads are crushing the stone under the mats and that 
in other places the excessive weight of the loads has 
driven the stone down into the subgrade thus causing 
rutting and then breaks in the surface. 

So far as can be determined, the mats on the 
surface of this road have all resisted destruction 
under truck traffic in about the same manner. All 
have protected the underlying surfacing to some ex- 
tent but none has prevented its destruction. 

ALEXANDRIA-GUM SPRING ROAD 

The road from Washington to Alexandria was 
built in 1915 as an experimental road, the purpose 

‘its construction having been to determine the 
efficiency of certain forms of bituminous construc- 
tion. The sections are all bituminous macadam and 
bituminous concrete, and bituminous gravel concrete 
tops on gravel and macadam bases and include some 
twenty types. (For a full description see Bulletin 
No. 407 U.S. Department of Agriculture.) 

The road from Alexandria to Gum Spring was 
originally improved during 1914-15, having then 
been surfaced with 7 inches of gravel 14 feet wide. 
During 1916-17 this road was reshaped and coy- 

‘éd with experimental surfacing to a total length of . 
25,100 feet. For a distance of 24,500 feet a bitumi- 
nous gravel concrete top 2 inches thick was then 
laid over’the prepared gravel base, and for a distance 
of 600 feet’ an earth-oil asphalt top was laid. A 
detailed description of these tops and the methods 
of laying them is contained in Bulletin No. 586 of 
the United States Department of Agriculture. 

About the first of the year the construction of 
Camp Humphries led to the transportation of a large 
amount of building material over these roads espec- 
ially between Alexandria and Accotink. Traffic rec- 
ords show that as many as 508 trucks per day used 
the Accotink road. As a result of this traffic the 
road failed rapidly and so completely that it was 
abandoned as an experimental road and turned over 
to the Army engineers for maintenance and repair, 
as it is being used almost wholly for military pur- 
poses. The failure of this road has been so complete 
that no effort is being made to maintain it as a bitu- 
minous road. It has been converted into a plain 
gravel road and is now maintained as such by the 
War Department. 

The road from Washington to Alexandria did not 
fail as completely as the traffic over it was not as 
‘heavy. However, it was broken through in so many 
places that in order to prevent its complete destruc- 
tion the driving of trucks over it has been prohibited 
and there is now a fine of $100 for violating this 
order. 
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ONE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ROADS IN THE VICINITY OF WASHINGTON—THE ALEXANDRIA-GUM SPRING ROAD—SHOWIMG EARLY FAILURES AND 

CHARACTER OF TRAFFIC THAT CAUSED THEM. 
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FEDERAL AID PROJECTS APPROVED. 
“MODERN” DRAINAGE ON AN ALABAMA FEDERAL AID PROJECT. 

The accompanying 
photograph, taken on a 
Federal aid project in 
Alabama, shows some 
existing drainage condi- 
tions and the great need 
for road improvement 
in this section. The 
‘“‘modern” drainage 
structure portrayed 
consists of a hollow gum 
log, which it is proposed 
to replace by an 18-inch 
tile pipe with concrete 
head walls. The pres- 
ent condition of the 
road is clearly indicated by the appearance of the wagon. 

The present location is through a swamp filled in with logs and sawdust from a near-by mill and 
is practically impassable for any but the lightest loads. 

This is a fair sample of conditions existing on many roads in the South and is the cause of wide- 
spread interest in the securing of Federal aid. 

Agriculture approved 212 Federal aid projects 
submitted by the States. Sixteen plans, speci- 

fications, and estimates covering as many of these 
projects also were approved. The total mileage 
involved was 2,530.13. To make these improve- 
ments the States estimated that they will have to 
spend $15,651,112.72, toward which Federal aid to 
the extent of $5,332,336.34 has been allowed. In- 

cluding projects acted upon up to March 1, the grand 
totals are: Projects approved, 475; mileage, 5454.84; 
estimated cost, $34,337,600.34; Federal aid allowed, 

$13,215,745.55. 
Texas leads in the number of projects approved, 

in mileage, and in the amount of Federal aid allowed. 
The State has 41 projects passed upon favorably 
covering 545.195 miles. It estimates that it must 
expend $2,275,194.13 with a Federal aid allowance of 
$1,007,350.39. In point of expenditure, however, 
Texas is outstripped by Kansas, which proposes in 
six projects of brick, concrete, and macadam con- 
struction covering 108.2 miles to expend $2,336,- 
286.85 under Federal allowance of $350,443.02. 

E March and April of this year the Secretary of Kansas also has the high-expenditure single project 
of $852,032.50 for 274 miles of brick construction 

in Barton County. 
Twenty-eight projects involving 125.1 miles were 

approved for Wisconsin. The State estimates that 
this will cost $969,847.10, toward which the Federal 
Government agrees to contribute $323,282.57. Min- 
nesota, in 11 projects undertakes to approve 283.9 
miles at a cost of $775,424.22 with Federal aid of 

$325,865.40. North Dakota had 19 projects ap- 
proved. These 7,265.61 miles for which it is esti- 
mated $364,085.44 will be expended, with $184,042.69 
Federal aid. 
Though Indiana had but two projects with a total 

of 16.05 miles, the proposed construction is brick or 
concrete and will cost $533,030 with Federal aid of 

$200,500. 
The largest single item of Federal aid allowed was 

$157,216.89 for 48.45 miles of earth to be built’ in 
Oregon at a cost of $400,433.79. 

The following tables give a complete detailed 
record of all Federal aid action upon projects during 
the months of March and April. 

ACTION ON FEDERAL AID PROJECTS DURING THE MONTHS OF MARCH AND APRIL, 1918. 

| Length in 1 | Project 
Step: N miles. 

County. 

Project | Project fae Sean 
: state- agree- stimate ederal ai 

Type of construction. ment ap-| ment ex- cost. allowed. 
proved. | ecuted. 

Sand-clay, or top Ssoil........|.........- Mar. 16 $27,071.65 | $13,535. 82 
Sand-olayeu to eren0-0 enc PG 3 Mar. 13 23° 304. 35 | 11, 652.18 
PAVE ee tes noses eee eke cetacean Apr. 30 23, 296. 46 11, 648. 23 

Charts. 2 eee ol See Apr. 13 *000. 12,000. 00 
Gravel se. 34. po Se oo cke eee ate Apr. 25 19, 885. 25 9,942. 62 
CONCOCG-— sc «selon woe caer Atptig (ic aseenct es 77,077.00 37, 800. 00 

Sera eee: Apr. 18 thcetee eee 128,700. 00 64,350. 00 
GrAaVele os. . cats va oe Sereda COPED © my (aimee serdeg 26, 180. 0! 5,467.10 
Po Cae am A iii Mar AiO eee oka 21, 400. 50 10, 000. 00 
Ene gee BTAVOLE ns beet Mar, 26 15.55. 202-< 25,197. 83 10,000. 00 

wedausioaprateantecanee Apr, 180. vzeaease 69, 188. 35 34,594.17 
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ACTION ON FEDERAL AID PROJECTS DURING THE MONTHS OF MARCH AND APRIL, 1918—Continued. 

] 

SS SSSBVSARERSSES 

Posie Tans? Project | Project aids Sie a a 
rojec en n ; state- agree- istimate ederal aid 

eats No. County. miles. Type of construction. | ment ap-| ment ex- cost. allowed. 
proved. | ecuted. 

Colorado. ......-..--.-----++- 2 | Huerfano and Las Animas. . 77.00 | 1mile brick or concrete, bal- | Mar. 19 |.......... $260,191.91 | $130,095.95 
ance gravel or macadam. 

Delaware...........-.....-.-- 1 G. 20d Brick ss-cess re ee yt Se tADr.. 13 [abe eee 493 , 009. 00 31,000. 00 
Florida.............-------+-. 1 10, 45:9\ Sand-clay tore vet atom . 5 leit vender Apr. 25 34, 083. 28 17,041. 64 

2 A LO BTiCK ease. oe ee eee eh ieee of atl ae do. 69, 678. 53 20,000. 00 
peo tS 3 20, 00 | Furth. «eee eee, Vis 31 Stibasuas sen 69, 425. 00 23,000. 00 

4 1. 33.etecees cs Co Serer te ES eee Fee hese | seeeee ae 8,052. 00 2,000. 00 
5 BR OOmeeees dos. 7. ee oe "Apts lS) (eens 299, 787. 40 135,000. 00 
7 T8000) sees Or, Sao e aee eat Avia Lopes eaatee 76,034. 00 25, 000. 00 

Indiana..................-... 3 3.75 | Brick or concrete............ Marys 6: |=. se oase2 ‘ 99, 435. 00 37, 500. 00 
4 COD eee GO: in sacmeine Meee 2 Maraned \cnenee coe: 189, 000. 00 72, 500. 00 
5 | Wayn Je BOs eee = Oke +28 see ARINC EE SOB Pe 47, 300. 00 15, 000. 00 
6 Clays aed IMAP Ob . areca e-cee 4, Oi allae eae OO caet tee eee ne DAG A eae Saree 107, 520. 00 42) 500. 00 
i ELSI LON secs ncta sre Sm eis 3.80 {ore Ose ORs ere emery Maris [gent ae. 89,775. 00 33, 000. 00 

ToWa...-.-----20- +2 ee eee eee LOU al Gritiesetres sats are oe tare ce 18;40)5 | Gravelies tie meee.” Mari 30 |oaeees.oee 80, 608. 00 22,297. 55 
tA LOT TISOU ce ctette sce airs aecoste 18; 20-6 artic se eee ae ee eee. ead Roath arses traci aetr aie 69, 740. 00 27, 803. 60 
16°] Montgomery -.2-.-.22--...:- 36; 00: = eee COM ste eveeeeee ae. em One as | sant: 57, 266, 00 . 16, 557. 20 
ESOC Nn GON aerate cass oew tera ses 18..30:"|" Gravel coca ceo s st SeeOOb ers joe atae oe 89,991. 00 27, 686. 45 

DORIISOR eee Seas ce Sue etnias 2 | ISADELECgaae = seco Usk sees 44.50 | Gravel or macadam......... Mar. 26 |........-.| 510, 099. 39 76,514. 91 
Da ET CON neo cee = Seite k Sa 275 D0 BTICK?. ose. eee eee Bats tee an ee Ae ee | 852, 032. 50 127, 804. 87 
47 PNR WNOB 6-22-42 ie's cals See ae 10; 00) 1} Concreatesecs cea cee estat at sata Oba cars| sate ae orl 273, 400. 60 41,010. 09 
Di PSOULDON san. -eehers ees ee 6,30) | Macadam 3 ace sae toe = 2 ADtea20) loses sser, | 50,175.75 7, 526. 36 
fe AD OUG IAB se atic ele aia a Sinaloa 18.34 | Concrete ee 444,510.00 66, 676. 50 

TEM SGGL WICK «kore ao oetemiseae 440: |aeee O02... eters eee ae 206, 068. 61 30,910. 29 
Massachusetts......-.......-. d;\ Hampshire: 4.20.65. -5 2 <'- 4.61 | Macadam : 123, 890. 80 46, 100. 00 

Sr eVVOLCOSLOL sccm ~ © lotr a eon sie 6.896 | Bituminous macadam zs 163,374. 00 68, 960. 00 
Misniganiewerset aac ecisc. « -2 ED WRAL DOLL vas ce cre alae aarec te 5.52 | Gravel 43, 356. 50 21, 678. 25 

12h LOS COS g letnele aie an tes «.--iaee em’ O72 18, |/seasie Ol evce ree neh ane eer cae 66, 000. 00 33, 000. 00 
DSR MULVINOStON «se on Fos 22.cee ts G82, |ocesc GOsseet aces. we acces ae Sens 91, 533. 20 40, 136. 50 
TAME DAL Vente sone = eles «sa Pe 4,390" | See's On. <a certess ge see tee 47, 512. 57 23, 756. 28 
ASN pat} ASSIS 0) Caw Peer oa EA Sr Oly powetak GO. coe: 225 eee eae 42,978. 65 21, 489. 32 
20 | Van Buren and Kalamazoo 5.585 | Concrete 137, 960. 24 55, 850. 00 
ZU ISAIATORZOO see om ode = > a saeseeel in aan 6.00) yeasts do 110, 724, 40 55, 362. 20 

MINRGSOLR. vcceee ict ajc 2s os 5 DPIC sieht Aatnsiave-e 50.00 | Gravel 172,150.13 80, 000. 00 
9 | Sherburne S00 ieee. A Sars eee 34, 334. 06 15, 000. 00 

14 | Carver...... 26,506 |-acae LO! occa ated faeces 49, 280. 00 , 000. 
TGRIPA TIONG tae daetantale « oaldt alate: « ny eal Macadam 91,731. 20 45, 865. 40 
LD LOOCU NO setre lem o.siaie cules = Sis = 4.6 Gravel 20, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 
24t| PMOIMTISON «st aces cote snececiee 52,68 sacs. GP RE er cee He ee oo 127,600. 00 50, 000, 00 
aie DOUSIaS Neeeteee se aceasee se ois by Alien ise COS. J. natob «this Seles eee 76,194, 80 25, 000. 00 
eaMMAAT AN ste see 6 cleiciatcicieteiloie'e 8; OO! Sts raters DO nn susie € seexeeic tena anes 22,000. 00 10, 000. 00 
Urn Wiarigitiss seein tees ete. i ies eo dO....02. 04s eee 83, 600. 00 30, 000. 00 
eC ATIC VOL osha eine aiaerute ala'e 24.0 War thited «ec stees asec eet 37, 070. 00 15, 000. 00 
SOME LYON sew ccnisse si clos s\eslane's o's 31.4 Gravel 61, 464. 03 25, 000. 00 

MLSSISSIDDL 5 og oe nietsc sic= ve sie oe 14 sh. GOON LO st tans ees c tease ar 13.8 Sand-clay 20, 955. 00 10, 000. 00 
LG SILA PSOM cid awis cise nn siais,cilse 8.4 Gravel 20, 313. 09 10, 000. 00 
COM WW OlGNA itso san ieee ne woe 16} 805/200 ~ Oe ae enw Se cle~ Sous are Apr. 60, 857. 50 20, 000. 00 
23el PONtOtOCs 5262 ese sues «oe ie = 2.5 Macadam or gravel.........- srk (PA RES aoe 16, 707. 73 6, 500. 00 
Danie Marsha Ce ceed caciale-s 6.76 | Slag or gravel.............-. Eee CLO sea line Saree cree | 21, 332. 47 10, 000. 00 

IMISSOUTI oe ree ate <lo-se<ce = Aa OONOss soa faeces toe += clei als = 3.00 | Bituminous macadam....... Mariges || Sacer. smoee 21, 458. 36 10,729. 18 
MONCANS 22 cee aes dnnceees Sziccs Pe WAIDRUR aa iaop at ees duats's 6 17;00\~ |) (Gravel: 23.2.5. 5.5 oes eee HN 55 yd ee 22, 440. 00 11, 220. 00 

Du CarOON sare nsckenet rs choc. (6 8.00) |. Gravel. cc.cceuses-ces anes PDD eels semeselce 16, 412. 00 8, 206. 00 
rh Pg te ae a i 360) dscces dO ssh phe eee Nasa ee eee 15, 600. 20 7, 800. 10 

INODIOSKB sateene cs. secs cae Ha MIZATICASLOD eon see cles ce esc scsi 6:44." |- Brick .s:23 ava be wenee tne eae veul eeesetioe ae | Mar. 25 | 205, 844. 87 35, 695.00 
Sumliall jas ccse< we cebeeeees oa $240" | Barth oc Soeeecce. ean eaes o Marengo acces se ne 39, 531.58 19, 765.79 
4 | Cedar and Wayne........... 61:25)... Sand-clay ones. = ene opeeoess ADEae cote oases a2 59, 525. 51 25, 698. 75 
5 | Madison and Platte......... 52.25 | Earth and sand-clay.......- Mary Si7jes ceisde cs. 53, 166. 52 26, 583. 26 

5 7 | Kearney, Adams, Clay, and 84,50; | Sarid-clay tes sete tenses Mare rbRl sac. ee 2) 86, 773. 52 43, 386.76 
Nuckolls. 

TORDUANCOMT det cccsccces seein cts 19. 00 45, 100. 00 22, 550. 00 
12 | Logan and McPherson 17.5 20, 878. 00 10, 439, 00 
16 | Kimball and Bonner... 26.5 25, 575. 00 12, 787.50 

New Hampshire............. 110 | Grafton and Merrimack. 1:55, 16, 007. 31 8, 003. 65 
TU Morrimack, J... - sess. esau 1.52 9, 937. 84 4,968. 92 

‘ AAW PVOCKIDE DAT oe vic veeic neue eee 1.75 11/939. 89 5, 994, 94 
Penh COO nets cee mate ces tscentes Sat 95 15, 150. 82 ig 575. 41 
ED MMOITIMAGICS cicada aslsltae qietete 1.73 11, 979. 44 5, 989, 72 

INOW OPK ssn weriges: ones <= 2- GLUOCKIAUG Tle aet cnet vate enee 5.57 110, 000. 00 55, 000. 00 
Tee CA LAWIODCOs< 50-0252 5—ue ae 3.5 i i 55, 000. 00 27, 500.00 
S| INVIY DO pe sacra wieay Be shee 8.21 | Bituminous macadam or |...do.....|.......... 63, 900. 00 31, 950. 00 

Manne A 6 20, 950. 00 10, 475. 00 Moho MLO. seated ate as «sesame stale 1.06 ACH OGTIN alec nties aiiale ocra aia re a pas SR , 950. , 475, 
North Carolina............... IO Rockingham. 3.25: csteaeawae S220" BOp-SOU Sia sas ss eae te en ale Cre) he d1 (eee 24, 218. 96 10, 000, 00 

| 20) YOGKIN 0... .s ese eeress = (UU ene OSs gs nae ine cota = SRR erase <= 16,544. 44 5, 000. 00 
Ot POTSOR LER ee. shee abaiee avedaia= 7.55 | Sand-clay or top-soil.......-| Mar. 14 |.......... 17, 934. 29 5, 000. 00 

North Dakota........-.....:. SS WALNSINS ty, water tee eee BOSS yf arene. 2 ee eae ens aoese Marnbil. iad ac- =< 39, 658. 04 19, 829. 02 
4-WyRiebland:. J..9.s ssa sas nace sees 20; 00 ee sae Ca ann a Ae Mariglat to: cscs 13, 407. 43 6, 703. 71 
Ga dndd voces = as See owe eee ee 5.5 1.4 eS gravel, 4.1 miles |:..do....-|.......... 6, 653. 53 3,326.76 

ear 
WIAD 4 ss eye ootena eee 9.2 Warthitacetcss=sea- 8a ea ara an PCO Rey e| ...aomee tn 12, 972. 96 6, 486. 48 

5 Pango n nin aig.e ain cla's amen ne 'smne 9.5 Gravel. .2-) <.5.5--...--..--- Mariel OA be ocetae 23,949. 24 11, 974. 62 
Py Grand: NOrKS vss. eaesdvecueee SOD u|7o= <= OS AE RS Sr Teri ots 25 RS Ae 11, 456. 50 5, 728. 25 

1Qils PICICOM assess secu hcteeees 6.00 | 1 gravel, 4 miles sand- | Mar. 16 |......-.-. 7,999. 64 3, 999. 82 
clay 

WANG doc 0s cand eeeouenes 7.8 HarthSssester et cce ose ots Marapioni ss stue.cae 7,190.92 3, 595. 46 
12 sate aeeleiete aia oa oe eee 29.6 | 4.4 re gravel, 25.2 miles | Mar. 18 |.........- 47,775. 09 23, 887. 54 

earth. 
7.9 15, 080. 19 7, 540. 

18.9 18, 944. 26 9, 472. 
6.9 17, 295.12 8, 647. 

17.5 21, 707. 40 10, 853. 
: 4.51 3,729.17 1, 864, 

17.1 12, 032. 90 6, 016. 
y 18.00 19, 992. 50 9,996. 

17.7 15, 999. 50 7,999. 
2 10.00 11, 491. 41 5, 745. 

: hens Bars] Ms ~~ eee . 00 , . ? re Sn a eee ealdaeamaaa 5 Pearin a maeree ce 2 2:01 65,280.13 | 10, 00. 
" 10 “Wayne Ot tee heme 5. 00 eee macadam or |...do.....|......-.-- 140, 662. 50 50, 000. 

rick. 
< By hoes 4s Ne oh 11.92 | Brick or concrete......-...-. Mar Mabe oan ace 431, 790. 00 119, 000. 
> fas salem anti pe ang Gili CMe. ee Mar stuiBet so: 170, 541.95, | 50,000. 0 
j 13 | Williams. ...-.2.c2-2-s<e.02- 2:05 | Macadam or concrete.......- Apr. 2 |.0.200.0. ‘49, 690. 56 14, 698. 50 

EO eee (1 ee ena he ae oe 2.60. | Concroétes'.’, .<scesnessseateve By AGU asses sa 66, 209. 60 19, 287.30 
By), OKIANOM ae iiss tomas acess 2.04 | Brick, concrete, or asphalt..) Apr. 6 |.........- 46, 472. 80 20, 400. 00 
4° WComanchetts. vis ceocee. sous 4 2:68), | Concrete. Jc... cc~<-seters see ADI Mea lees atsas 53, 600. 00 26, 800. 00 
6 | Grant and Wheeler.....-.--- 48,45 | Barth. 22.2222 eserves cee MO SD ale eee sh can 400, 433. 79 157, 216. 89 

1 Withdrawn by Highway Department. 
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‘ACTION ON FEDERAL AID PROJECTS DURING THE MONTHS OF MARCH AND APRIL, 1918—Continued. 

| be nt Project tial ee Rote ad 
Proj 1 jength i . state- agree- stimate ‘ederal ai 

State. | sy County. | ; atten Type of construction. | ment ap-| ment ex- cost. allowed. 
| | proved. | ecuted. 4 

Pennsylvania...........----- | 7.45" \ "Brick: or COUCTELG: ++ - 2 see be len ane eee ws Mar. 29 257, 217. 07 74, 500. 00 
: 3.01 | Concrete... 2.25.22 sis -6--| none aes Apr. 19 91,319.08 |. 30,100. 00 

AOR is leer Of won seadeeos sabe ac rece etee Aree a 180, 746. 50 , 800. 00 
5. 454 |....- (Steers (Oe AR ae eae, Al ble aecr Apr. 2 154, 962. 25 54, 540. 00 

| , 5057s oem GOs seep cce sc a= see eels yy oye ler bem ae 194, 700. 00 59, 000. 00 
15 '\"Beaverses. neater. Sa Aine sith ce OO eee eee ee Ba fetes UA Bee cr oe 427,350. 00 111, 000. 00 
16: Butler tse sees er teers | 3:Sih soe Ose, eee rte eetees Maritneet Sec nee 127, 050. 00 33, 000. 00 

South CArolinaens se nese eaees 37), GLEGOTL VAN C tecree a eee ceo 4.9 1 te concrete, 3.9 miles top- |..-......- Mar. 13 35, 540. 37 16, 502. 31 
4 - soll. | 

South Wakote.cnse- 25-2 =e 1) |} Godineton. coe eee eos oat 1124" | Gtavel nametons scence a yaa A Dives Oyl a eatiaseee 47,972.10 19, 415. 84 
3 Gonrt Satin far. wes! tes LIE 8s | ey {10 ae ar ae eS Ar ets |i bees | 34,127.78 17, 063. 89 
4s BrOOkings cee tsece oe eee G2 5h Mice COs ememecrcsccns tits. 3 Apr 62s eee | 19, 946. 30 9,973.15 

TENnNeESseG. 22 «cesses has = oe mel 37 Wranklinge <1) ocesneces- io s= ef 10: 89s SMacCAcamMnn acess tewecnes os deN§9) fy atl oe 83, 784. 72 40, 000. 00 
4| Moore and Bedforl......... | 12.27 | 1.37 miles macadam, 10.9 | Apr, 27 |.........- 78, 657. 65 39, 328. 82 

} miles gravel. Ba 
ROXAS Melisa nt. ect ts oes ke se | LOs es Williamson cnaeciare acters 21.5 Bituminous gravel. ......-.- ; 106, 375. 50 50, 000. 00 

: : 114| MeTennan Se are ts teat 1.25 | Asphaltic gravel surface... .- 10, 003. 07 5, 000. 00 
eS ae COs: | NaeC SAE see 3.5 Bituminous gravel........-- ; , 003. 12, 500. 00 
14 eWWiSe senso toate sete ete dete | 42.3 Gravel ws eseenease ee f 170, 000. 00 80, 000. 00 
17 Wi Masonite 720 she oe Ue ane 8) 24.0 Sand-clay, and gravel...... 3 22, 533.50 11, 266.75 
18: }-Rranklin =e seuss aeosen. Ps 125150 Gra vollle 4 Benin anes i ‘ 49, 500. 00 24, 750. 00 
19Bastland's.¢atea.2 2 asses S| DR guE. fees Ostet cus ream ite 117, 983. 80 35, 000. 00 
21") Grogs see e eee ten tat 8 hrs 24.6 Bituminous macadam....... 57, 995. 72 19, 000. 00 
22 | Dallas 3.00 | Surface-treated macadam ... 20, 401. 48 10, 200. 00 
23; } 3552-002 9. 00: 0. Seok espa ene eee menemecaras 14, 000. 00 7, 000. 00 
DAs Cetee do 1.00) "| Concretesteanercssssoeacs iain 20, 000. 20 10, 000. 00 
D5r eae do 3.00 | Surface-treated macadam....|_..do...- a4 19, 999. 98 10, 000. 00 
26° GUS Sees se ee. tee tyne 8.00 | Bituminous gravel.........- Ae 56, 039. 69 28, 019. 84 
27: bles OMS eas ee does. 14, Bhs eae d0= ec ess earns : 19, 800. 00 9, 900. 00 
28°| Morris Saeco ere total | 10:.88:-|, Sand-clay. ose seca esas ‘ 65, 200. 54 32, 600. 00 
29 |)" Val Verd@ncaseseossuss= ee | 3. 64°5/9 Graveleeon: os saeco eee : 25, 687.90 12, 843. 95 
80:| JasSperseeeons. Sates Age wees e 1376) > |.eeae (6 (Ome ctyscioesoceta< ; 71, 696. 90 30, 000. 00 
31: | Bex ariets.2 a2 sz reas 2a 5 18.18 | Bituminous gravel....-...-.- "2 110, 080. 76 55, 040. 38 
D2) VAITIS os Seemed te ae came ae 3.183 | Bituminous concrete ...-...- ; 118, 221.22 34, 602. 19 
ap4| -2eee Ons Sis ones. San 4,592 | Bituminous gravel........-.- P 48, 592.50 15, 397. 81 
34-|-Digkeits* ssc a.icc ne ae nema 6.5 Gravel J. years: 2 | 32, 439.00 15, 345. 00 
35 | Guadalupe... 2..2:......4.-- oe Bituminous gravel. .-.....-:- " | 69, 789. 50 34, 894.75 
36: | Cald Welles o22e0 ses 15.8 Gravel f= -foeee ce eatac os se : 77, 061. 82 35, 000. 00 
37-\aRayetteco-30.22-20: a ses 11.00 | Bituminous gravel.-.:....-.: b 73, 546. 00 36, 773. 00 
40-} Bell. 28h esis acca tee fe 2438, 9B" cee flee ae ete y Ralf eee 99, 963. 00 49, 981. 80 
4) +} Tarranye®. stad Nose aa LOPO0K# |e sees OPES Ee soos at ht Byaeeoe 68, 740. 65 34, 370.32 
roy re OWS. aioe eee 6:2. tleocee dO Sor ab Bye ay Fades es 3: : 28, 619. 25 14, 309. 62 
44-| RODGESON ac noe ees 5.5 Gravel Meemeseseeneaad. oosee : - 27,890.50 13, 945. 25 
45-|\ elemphill. ta Sesser. ose 17500 | Sand-clay sesecs. sees sess es I r 19, 646.00 9, 823.00 
46. | Gillespie Sloss ton ee ste 18.6 Gia vole es see caiaaa - acta p 41, 899.00 20, 000. 00 
47 | Collingsworth..............- 10D | cock Seu nede semen s\acante salen 10, 010.00 5, 000. 00 
AQ NON SI: och hots ah 13.7 Gia Ve eee eae ee oe 43,709.60 21, 854. 80 
52 | Callahan 1DS1ee [Ee DO Janeane eats tse 50, 453. 70 25, 226. 85 
55 | Camp 8.00 | Gravel or macadam. .. 69, 816. 00 17, 454. 00 
59 | Victoria 10.00 | Bituminous shell.....- 33,594. 00 15, 804.00 
61 | Wichita 5.12. | Bituminous gravel........-. 46, 158.75 ~ 12,500. 00 
63 | Fannin Tet Gravel - 2 Socctecee saiteadcined ERE MO ce eee | cee came 52,714.15 26, 357.03 
66 | Comal 19.6 bees. gravel or mac- | Apr, 29'|.......... 41, 250. 00 17, 500. 00 

adam, : : 

Cy AIA el) (©) 2 Ate ee ee Oe 34.82 | Sand-clay and gravel........ ADPsi24Nls So wee! 69, 330. 05 34, 665. 02 
68-| Gonzales... 22.5. .232+---.- 29.5 Bituminous gravel. -......-- ADEADT le bees ne cee 119, 116.30 59, 583.15 
69) | ATaNSaS!. S520... 2522-6. LOAQES: listers O ain eee tects greene ia XDI 200 | ea nen 55, 331.10 13, 841. 88 

WU Re 8 sass Base bpeise cade 2.) Webert.tt 22502 2.39 5 9.6 Macadam ct siceeisteseses see Mat ess) ane ee sad 32, 818.75 16, 409. 37 
5 4 | Emery and Carbon......... | 63.00. 9) arth S20 Be een ome. = seria Marr 7D ees smeces 109, 923.00 54, 961. 50 

Washing tons ts ee tape. <2 ee Tap LaAnCOlnee shoot ss snes poo | 8.29 | Gravel or macadam.......-.- ADP LO esse. 59, 827.02 28, 768. 56 
Wiest Virginis 3-625 cess 2) Vaylors fo. 295 eo So 94 2.00. .| Brick 5.23: Sa scant ee Mar’30)) sce ess 57, 420.00 8, 000. 00 

2) “MATION Ia wae ate do seas sone 2.4 Concrete Sc earaes seas news ee eed aseet|(= = 43, 461.00 13, 000. 00 
5, PMOnONERNAL nates stented DG Wt aoe G0 ccs ee eee cs op Fh erg Mee et 60, 247. 00 18, 000. 00 
6 IMOTAlee - oe wt Sado ne OVS |eoees cc CoS AE one hoot oboe, EC O-c ee tet ee ania 12, 762. 25 6, 381.00 
dal WOtZOl 8) Joo agree 1309 ees. (CURES eer nob hoeere Za OMOEA Seer aes a 30, 319. 30 8, 645. 00 7 
Sil SWAYDOSS. 2 nas ee ie oeee = 2008 |e s dO 2.223 son lease sne ao24 8 doeee tare 60, 930. 8, 930. 00 
9.) JACKSON: eco sot tt ta aoe LIOOF teek. G0 io. cee ae reseeas ss Ose cee inc aerate 19, 958. 45 9, 979. 23 | 

10c)A Masonite.) o25.2 eevee ee 580815. 2 OO. 52 fase aenaee sere ane ADE WOU tee ree 133, 000. 00 16, 530. 00 
14 i 8.00) || Barth. 2. Sec saeasasatoisecs ADENALT ae oka 74, 525.00 8, 075. 00 
16 3.2 Bituminous macadam....... MaresQuis soeeseca 33, 334. 40 8, 075. 00 

, 17 1.00 | Brick and macadam.....-... +9100 -dewe|s cee eee 30, 872.16 6, 080. 00. 
Wisconsin... 5285-222 3255-2... 1 3.2 Concrete. . ...:..--- aculhendtoeeee Mar, 5 53, 316. 94 17, 772.32 

2 OSGlir | E dGs os aaa eS Mar e250 oe ee 22 22,161.92 - 7,387.30 
3 a ee QO oe os ecesae tosns Soe aee APISALS eee. 52s 28, 429. 50 9, 476. 50 
4 @.00°-\ GTAVOL2. 1.2.42 gcccusoescen se Mar 22 tots oecoct 36, 102.00 12, 034.00 
5 6y5Se | cs we Os VCRs Re Apres st 32, 232. 84 10, 744. 28 
6 8.010, | asa RS eee a ae So AT e240|s Soe ean 11, 706.75 3, 902. 25 
7 3.66) | Macadam... jscoGe anaes Maree st eo. 29, 975.00 9,991.66 
8 3.4 Concrete nAss sce aideas wes aee Mar22 }\ abo. eee 75, 622. 27 25, 207. 42 
9 1.496 | Gravel-macadam.........-. Marieioaitee. 9, 152.00 3, 050. 66 

10 1.82 | Concrete 34, 518. 00 11, 506. 00 
i 2903 ) A ee Sah sek As Ae Dotee e 51, 678. 00 17, 226.00 
12 2.73 | Macadam ekOOeredc| = cet aces 29, 645. 00 9, 881. 66 
14 ANOG = | Warthees cee scaecec o=% csiioce CeUOsase ale Ss sarees 12, 342. 00 4,114.00 
16 2334) } | Gravelo se. Pivesmscvasselecn a } 13, 612. 50 4, 537.50 
17 8.83 | Concrete or brick 169, 488. 55 56, 496.18 
18 200. * oe use, base caer ane iceee 7,424. 78 2, 474. 92 
19 6.9 WOSXUDS Cot poder ec vaedeoee ss 20, 790. 00 6, 930. 00 
20 6.21) {1 Gravel. 4b see 5 seen ewes 38, 995. 02 12, 998.34 
21 3.807 | Concrete 80, 977.87 26, 992. 62 
22 15.3 HAtyh coses eos sact ads ease y 35, 138.40 11,712.80 
23 A 1Oe I GTAVOl pen pas cecee cs sa ce sae 29, 699.78 9, 899. 92 
201g Maranette 2: 22. sae fo eee Abe e L ODOOIL See Boer aca sateen ee 17, 518.60 5, 839. 53 
27 | Forest and Florence......... C2018 WRT UR seve: bocs ccc uisctars ar 22, 499.99 7,499.99 
30: eenoshs seta ask, 1.43 | Concrete 27, 933. 67 9, 311. 22 
SLT av lOta MU aces aa Se dae | 2. OD; 24 Watthio-ce ee 17, 594. 50 5, 864. 83 
STe| Portage da. h.<. aiees A suce was 5.98 | Gravel...... 23, 900. 80 7, 966. 93 
38 | Marathon... 0.2 nesses S00L [tees ea ee 44, 908. 60 14, 969. 53 
$9)) RAGING eae ns nates clas aes 0.93 | Concrete Apr. 21, 752. 50 7, 250. 83 

. 40) |) Sheboygan asse.2s.peaene=s 2.41 | Bituminous macadam.......| Apr, 24 |.........- 24, 047.10 8, 015.70 
Wyoming... ...-..-s.--.-.--- 6 Converse. s.. <2 =n eee | 725. |sHingt heey fer mia a eee Apr: s15:| ieee eee 7, 689. 00 3, 844. 50 

8.) Prk Seees oc on sas -aa.ncs CPE Ries Ae eee MOU DLIGSOS sy. -2.2ceee eens Apres 26h Bee ae 8, 564. 52 4, 282. 26 
LOAHONS CLOT tia ae eee 42.72 | Concrete, sand-clay, and |...d0.....|.........- 219, 735. 59 109, 867.79 

| earth, 

MOtALG ante ee Seer a ee Do eter at. dade eee 2; B20/1Re Hoey Meee dose ww oat aid cet | ORR Le Bene 15, 651,112.72 | 5,332,336. 34 

1 Sections A and B. 



SOME HIGHWAY BUILDERS. 

Austin Bradstreet Fletcher, highway 
engineer of the State department of 

engineering of California and executive 
officer of the California Highway Com- 
mission, is a graduate of Harvard and 
of Lawrence Scientific School, from 
which he received the degree of B. S. 

in C. E. in 1893. Immediately there- 
after he became secretary and chief 
executive officer of the Massachusetts 
Highway Commission, which office he 
retained until January 1, 1910, when 
he became the secretary-engineer of the 

San Diego County Highway Commis- 
sion. He has held his present position 

since September, 1911, with the exception of a short period 

on leave of absence in which he was chief engineer of the Office 

of Public Roads and rural engineer, August and September, 

1916. Inaddition to his other duties he has those of chairman of 

the State Reclamation Board and member of the executive com- 
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HERE ARE SOME OF THE MEN WHO HELP TO BUILD 

THE HIGHWAYS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

TIME TO TIME PUBLIC ROADS WILL PRESENT PHO- 

TOS AND SKETCHES OF OTHER STATE OFFICIALS 

ACTIVE IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION. 

O Oder 
Minos 

mittee of the State Council of Defense. 

Mr. Fletcher is a member of the Amer- 

ican Society of Civil Engineers, 

American Society of Testing Materials, 
American Society for the Advance- 

ment of Science, American Society for 

the Promotion of Engineering Educa- 

tion, American Concrete Institute, Bos- 

ton Society of Civil Engineers, Amer- 
ican Association of State Highway 
Officials, American Roadbuilders Asso- 

ciation, Boston Engineers Club, Har- 

vard Club of San Francisco, and other 

organizations. 

Alexander W. Graham has been 

State highway engineer of his native State, Missouri, some- 

what more than a year. After receiving his degree of B. S. 

in C. E. from the University of Missouri, he entered the 
employ of the United States War Department on the low 
water survey of the Mississippi River. Later, for about five 

FROM 
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years, he was associated with a firm of consulting engineers in 
his own State, acting as field engineer on preliminary surveys, 
borings, investigations, and constructions of bridges, pavements, 
and street railways. He was resident engineer on some of the 
largest construction work in the Middle West, among which are 
the bridges over the Mississippi near Keithsburg, IIl., the 
Armour-Swift-Burlington bridge at Kansas City, and the Yellow- 
stone River bridge in Montana. 

A. R. Hirst, State highway engineer of Wisconsin, was born 
in New York in 1881. Immediately after graduation from 
Maryland State College in 1902, he worked six months with 
the construction corps, Pennsylvania Railroad. Then he entered 
the employ of the highway division, Maryland Geological Sur- 
vey, where he remained until 1907 when he went to the Ilinois 
Highway Commission as engineer in charge of construction. 
A year later found him highway engineer, highway division, 
Wisconsin Geological Survey, where he remained until the 
creation of the Wisconsin Highway Commission in 1911, when 
he became chief engineer of the commission with the title of 
State highway engineer. 

W.S. Keller, B.C. E., University of Alabama, State highway 
engineer of his native State, began his career in private practice 
immediately after graduation. After seven years he became 
assistant engineer of Shiloh National Military Park, where he 
remained five years, later going as chief engineer to the Madison 
County, Tenn., Good Roads Commission. Three years later 
found him superintendent of road construction in the United 
States Office of Public Roads, then again chief engineer of the 
Madison County Good Roads Commission. He was county 
engineer of Dallas County, Ala., for a year and received his 
appointment as State highway engineer in April, 1911. 

Paul D. Pratt, engineer of the State highway department of 
Montana, has lived in that State for 21 years, and is a graduate, 
with the degree of Engineer of Mines, from the State School of 
Mines. He followed mining engineering in Butte until 1907 
and then for 10 years was engaged in the practice of general 
mining and civil engineering in Lincoln County. With the 
organization of the present State highway commission he received 
his present appointment. 

Clifford Older, chief highway engineer of Illinois, was born 
in Wisconsin, and graduated from the University of that State 
18 years ago. For six years following his graduation he was 
in the employ of various railways and then became bridge 
engineer with the Illinois Highway Department, remaining in 
the service of this department from that time. He was made 
chief engineer in November of last year. 

PENETRATION NEEDLES. 

The Journal of Agriculture Research for March 13, 
1916, published an article by Charles S. Reeve and 
F, P. Pritchard of this office in which a new needle 
for making the penetration test on bituminous mate- 
rials was proposed. This needle was later adopted 
as standard by the American Society for Testing 
Materials. This needle overcame the objection of 
the commonly used No. 2 sewing needle in that it 
could be more accurately described and so prepared 
that all needles would be exactly alike. It was de- 
signed to yield substantially the same values as No. 
2 needles which had been accepted as standard. 

Owing to war conditions and the fact that tool and 
instrument makers have been overburdened with 
war work it appears practically impossible at this 
time to have the manufacture of these neédles under- 
taken commercially and testing engineers and chem- 
ists who are desirious of following the recommenda- 
tions of the American Society for Testing Materials 
have been unable to locate a supply. The Office of 
Public Roads and Rural Engineering has, therefore, 
in an effort to relieve the situation, prepared a num- 
ber of the needles in its own shops for use in connec- 
tion with public-service work. These needles will 
be loaned upon request, but in order that they may 
be distributed as widely as possible at the start the 
supply will be limited to one to each laboratory, 
which may be retained as a standard for the selec- 
tion of sewing needles which yield the same values. 

ADEQUATE RIGHTS OF WAY. 
By J. T. BULLEN, District Engineer. 

In one of the parishes of Louisiana, the police jury 
(which is a body having the authority usually in- 
vested in county commissioners in other States), 
about six years ago determined to put an end to the 
uncertainty of road boundaries or rights of way. 
Accordingly, they passed an ordinance declaring all 
roads, then in use by the public, as public roads, and 
the Louisiana law is so framed that any such roads 
10 years after said declaration become public prop- 
erty, unless closed to the public before the expiration 
of 10 years. 
A resolution was also passed that no public 

road would be granted on any petition unless 
said petition was accompanied by actual deeds 
to not less than 40 feet of right of way. It was 
further required that the parish engineer inspect 
each proposed new road and report on the ade- 
quacy of right of way and feasibility of location for 
a road. 

In the event any property holder along the route 
of proposed road refused to donate right of way, the 
police jury required that the other parties interested 
in opening the new road pay for right of way over 
objecting property owner or guarantee in writing to 
pay any costs of condemnation. 

This had a tendency to shut off the opening of 
many useless roads, secured a recorded deed for the 
new road when opened, and the recorded survey 
definitely located boundary for all time. 
Where heavy fills were necessary, greater widths 

of right of way were required, and usually not less 
than 50 feet was secured. 

In the South, where the settlement along roads is 
comparatively thin, now is the accepted time to 
make economic locations and to obtain rights of way 
sufficient for future development. With the wide 
right of way the earth for embankments can be bor- 
rowed from the side of road and the borrow pits 
serve as very useful drainage ditches and to some 
extent as underdrains and take care of the heavy 
rainfalls usual to this climate. 

County officials everywhere should realize that 
economic location of highways is of prime impor- 
tance before the settlement of the country makes the 
cost of rights of way for correct locations prohibitive. 
One county in the South spends millions on its high- 
way system and the rights of way are so narrow and 
crooked that a very large part of the bond issue now 
being agitated for adequately surfacing the roads 
must be spent in paying for wider rights of way 
along better locations. 

County authorities frequently lose sight of the 
fact that the right of way is one of the few things 
about a highway which, when secured along a proper 
location, needs no renewal, but is in reality perma- 
nent. . 
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Hae COMMERCIAL SIZES OF 
BROKEN STONE AGGREGATES 

A report of present practice in the New England and Middle 
Atlantic States. 

By 

F, H. JACKSON, JR., Assistant Testing Engineer, and C. W. MITMAN, Aid in Minerai Technology. 

ber of representative commercial stone-crushing 
plants located in the New England and Middle 

Atlantic States for the purpose of collecting data 
bearing on those features of plant design and opera- 
tion which affect the actual sizes of the various grades 
of broken stone used in road construction and in 
concrete. This survey comprised the first portion of 
a general investigation of the subject of commercial 
crushed stone sizes, which has been undertaken by 
the Office of Public Roads and Rural Engineering 
with the object of developing standard sizes and 
uniform nomenclature for crushed stone aggregates. 

The first use of mechanically broken stone in road 
construction appears to have been as early as 1860, 
when some paving work was done in the city oi 
Hartford, Conn., with stone broken by means of a 
newly invented jaw crusher. It was not for many 
years after this, however, that an attempt was made 
to screen the product of the crusher into different 
sizes. In fact, the earliest record the authors have 
found of the use of a revolving screen for this pur- 
pose was as recent as 1890, thirty years after the 
invention of the jaw crusher. The first revolving 
screens probably were of the single screen type 
with one size of holes and were designed solely for 
screening out material over a given size. The simple 
expedient of combining two or more screens on one 
shaft for the purpose of separating the crusher prod- 
uct into different sizes naturally was the next step 
in the evolution of the industry. During the era of 
road improvement immediately preceding the intro- 

|: the summer of 1917, the authors visited a num- 

duction of the automobile, when waterbound mac- 

adam construction was the principal type of broken- 

stone road, a 3-section screen was all that was 

necessary, in the way of screening equipment, to 

produce the required materials. Furthermore, the 

nature of the work was such that it was not neces- 

sary to pay particular attention to the actual sizes 

produced other than to see that the material for each 

course came approximately within the limits speci- 

fied. The introduction and general use of auto- 

mobiles, however, has been responsible for the rapid 

development of many types of bituminous and 

cement concrete roads designed to meet present-day 
traffic conditions, which types require special sizes 
of broken stone, often graded within comparatively 
narrow limits. 

The demand for these special sizes of broken stone 
has led to the establishment at advantageous points 
throughout the country of stationary crushing 
plants designed and equipped to turn out six or 
seven grades of stone from the same crusher product 
and with daily capacities running as high as six or 
seven thousand tons. Unfortunately, the great 
number of methods or modifications of methods 
which have been advocated and used in the con- 
struction, especially of bituminous macadam and 
bituminous concrete roads, has resulted in the pro- 
duction of a large number of different sizes of stone 
for essentially the same kind of work. Thus the 
crushing plant operator must be equipped not only 
to supply stone for each type of construction, but he 
must be ready, on short notice, to change his screen 
equipment in order to meet possibly minor varia- 
tions in requirements for size of materials. 

Experimental road construction has progressed so 
rapidly along lines developed by numerous engineers 
working independently of each other that a multi- 
plicity of minor variations in grading are now being 
specified for comparatively few actually distinct 
types of roads. The basis of designating sizes of 
materials also has developed unsystematically so 
that distinctly different grades of stone frequently 

_are known by the same name in localities often but 
a short distance apart, and vice versa. This natu- 
rally has caused much confusion in placing and filling 
orders, often resulting in financial loss to one or both 
parties concerned. Taking all these facts into con- 
sideration, it would seem that maximum efficiency 
in the operation of stone-crushing plants in general 
has been prevented by the utter lack of system in 
adopting and specifying stone sizes in vogue at the 

present time. 
It was with the object of collecting information as 

to the actual conditions obtaining throughout the 
country along these lines that the survey of stone 
crushing and screening plants was begun. It was 
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decided to conduct the investigation by stages, 
covering a relatively small section of the country at 
first and then studying and reporting the results 
obtained before continuing. That part of the 
country included by the New England and Middle 
Atlantic States was chosen as the starting point, and 
each producer in this section, as shown by lists fur- 
nished by the United States Geological Survey, was 
requested to cooperate with this office to the extent 
of allowing representatives to go over his plants and 
to collect such information relating to his crushing 
and screening methods as he was willing to give out. 
From the replies received a little less than one-half 
the total number of crushing plants in the sections 
visited were selected for detailed study. With a 
total of 90 plants thus chosen, it is believed that a 
fair representation has been obtained of the practices 
in vogue for both small and large scale operations on 
the various types of rock. Of this total, 41 plants 
in the New England States and 49 in the Middle 
Atlantic States were visited. 

PLANTS INSPECTED. 

Beginning in Connecticut, nine plants operating in 
the trap-rock area in the south-central portion of the 
State were visited. The scale of operation which 
probably is most easily illustrated by the daily out- 
put of stone, ranged from 100 to 5,000 tons, thus 

representing plants equipped with from one crusher 
and one screen to those equipped with as many as 
nine crushers and seven screens. 

The survey in Massachusetts was not so simple as 
that in Connecticut by. reason of the fact that a 
greater number of rock types occur scattered through- 
out many sections of the State. Stone-crushing 
plants, for instance, working in granite rock were 
visited in the extreme southeastern section as well 

as in the vicinity of Boston and in the northeastern 
portion. So-called trap-rock areas were studied in 
and near Boston and also in the west-central portion, 
while plants working in rhyolite, dacite (grouped 
under the name felsite), and sandstone, all located 

within a 15-mile zone of Boston, likewise were vis- 

ited. The majority of these plants were of small 
capacity for one of two reasons. First, and this is 
true of practically all of the plants working granite, 
the industry is established primarily for the produc- 
tion of dimension or building stone and crushed rock 
is produced only from spalls or quarry waste which 
was of little use prior to the era of cement concrete 
construction and the bituminous treatment of high- 
ways. Second, many of the plants are owned and 
operated either by the smaller municipalities whose 
requirements do not justify a large-scale equipment, 
or by individuals who have a restricted market for 
their stone because of the lack of railroad transporta- 
tion facilities. 

Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine are repre- 
sented by visits to three, two, and one plants, 
respectively, all working in granite. In four cases, 
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crushed-stone production is subordinate to the manu- 
facture of building stone and hence is not a large 
operation. In the other two cases, one in Vermont 
aod one in New Hampshire, the quarries are oper- 
ated by municipalities. The three plants in Vermont 
are scattered along the east flank of the Green 
Mountains; those in New Hampshire are situated 
cne in the south-central portion and the other 
midway of the eastern border of the State; while the 
Maine plant is located in the west-central portion 
of the State. 

One plant in Rhode Island was visited. This was 
located in the center of the State. The rock is sand- 
stone of the bluestone variety and is worked on a 
small scale, the plant having a capacity of about 
150 tons daily. 

Cutting diagonally across the northern half of the 
State of New Jersey in a northeast-southwest direc- 
tion and extending both north and south into New 
York, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania, respectively, 

there occurs a rather narrow area of rocks composed 
of diabase, gabbro, and basalt, generally called trap 
rock. The well-known value of this type of rock as 
a road-building material has resulted in its develop- 
ment on a large scale, and many stone-crushing plants 
are to be found from one edge of New Jersey to the 
other. Out of a total of 25 or more, 10 were visited 

and studied. These were chosen so that variations 
might be noted not only in the scale of operation, but 
also in the type of rock. In addition to the trap-rock 
plants, two granite quarries were studied. These 
occur along a line parallel to but northeast of the 
trap-rock area. 

Whenever the topography would permit, railroad 
facilities for transportation were included in the equip- 
ment, resulting in large-scale operations—1. e., a daily 
output of crushed stone ranging from 500 to 3,000 
tons. This is true of 50 per cent of the plants visited. 
The balance, without railroad facilities, are dependent 
upon local trade or that within the radius of motor 
transportation and therefore are of smaller capacity. 
Following the extension of the trap rock area into 

New York, a visit was made to one of the large crush- 
ing plants in Haverstraw County along the Hudson 
River. . The capacity of this plant is rated at 8,000 
tons daily. It is equipped with 13 crushers, one. 
with an opening of 66 by 86 inches, and 8 screens. 
In addition, 10 other plants were visited in New 
York State, all but one of which are crushing lime- 
stone. The exception was a hornblende gneiss 
quarry, in Herkimer County. Two of the limestone 
crushing plants are located along the Hudson River, 
while the remainder are at various points along an 
east-west line extending from Albany to Buffalo. 
Here, again, the choice of plants to be studied was 
based upon variations in rock type and size of opera- 
tion so that included in the group are plants working 
in pure limestone, argillaceous limestone, dolomite, 
and cherty limestones, with daily capacities ranging 
from 250 to 5,000 tons. 
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Fourteen plants in Pennsylvania were visited, in- 
cluding five in the eastern, central, and western sec- 

tions of the State working limestone; three in 
counties flanking the Allegheny Mountains working 
siliceous limestone (locally called ligonier); five in a 
narrow belt extending across the southeastern corner 

of the State working trap rock; and one in the south- 
eastern corner of the State working a granite deposit. 
With few exceptions these plants are situated along 
railroads and are worked on a rather large scale. 
They produce railroad ballast in addition to their 
other products. Those plants quarrying limestone 
of a quality suitable for the manufacture of lime or 
for flux in steel manufacture, crushed and screened 

only those portions of the rock strata low in lime 
content, and as this represents the handling of only 
a portion of the quarry output, the equipment and 
capacity is small. 

The plants visited in Maryland included two 
quarrying granite and one trap rock, in Baltimore 
County; two working in limestone, one near Han- 
cock and the other in the extreme western part of 
the State. All are operated on a small scale, as they 
have only a local market and transport their product 
by motor trucks. 

PROCEDURE. 

Probably the most important element of the equip- 
ment of a crushing plant in so far as quality of grad- 
ing of output is concerned, is the screen. The 
present investigation, therefore, centered about this 
point, but also included other closely related -phases 
of the operation. Thus, the information obtained 
at each plant included the number, type, and size of 
primary and secondary crushers; the type, speed, 
and dimensions of conveyors, and the material each 
handled, the number of screens in operation, the 
length over all and diameter of each screen, including 
jackets, the speed of revolution of revolving screens 
and their pitch or inclination from the horizontal. 
In addition, the nominal diameters of the holes (the 
diameter stipulated when purchasing sections), and 

the corresponding actual diameter of the holes in 
‘each section of the screen at the time of inspection 
was recorded, together with the total length of each 
section having the same size of holes. The general 
arrangements and conditions of chutes for the trans- 
fer of stone to bins, and the bins for the storage of 
stone were noted carefully. A record was made also 
of each commercial size of stone produced, including 
the name under which each is sold, the limits of size 
in which each grade is supposed to lie and, as far as 

known, the purpose for which each is supplied. 
Finally, a sample of each commercial size was ob- 

tained, ranging in weight from 5 to 25 pounds, de- 

pending upon the maximum size of individual pieces. 
The samples were taken carefully, preferably from 

an outgoing car, but otherwise directly from the bin, 

appropriately labeled and forwarded to the labora- 

tory in Washington. As the samples were received, 

each was analyzed carefully by passing it through a 
set of screens and recording the weight and the per 
cent of stone lying between each screen. The 
screens used were of the standard form, having cir- 
cular openings of the following diameters: 3 inches, 
24 inches, 2 inches, 14 inches, 14 inches, 1 inch, ? 

inch, inch, }inch. Stone dust and stone screenings 

were analyzed further by passage through the stand- 
ard set of sieves used in the analysis of concrete 
sands. The set includes: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 80, 100, 
and 200 mesh sieves. 

DESCRIPTION OF SCREENING METHODS IN USE. 

In the course of the field investigations, certain 
interesting modifications of the elementary revolv- 
ing screen were noted. These were the result of 
efforts made by operators to improve the quality 
of grading of their products. In addition to the 
ordinary single revolving screen and the single 
screen carrying a dust jacket over the section with 
the smaliest holes, there were observed complete 
double and even triple compound revolving screens, 
as well as various forms of chute and shaking or 
pulsating screens; the latter introduced usually for 
the purpose of removing excess dust. 

One of the most interesting small operations ob- 
served in New England is that of a municipally 
owned plant in Massachusetts, a few miles north of 
Boston. This plant works in trap rock and em- 
ploys a single 26 by 13 inch jaw crusher which feeds 
to. an 18-inch by 60-foot bucket elevator running 
at a speed of 150 feet per minute. The elevator is 
set at a very low angle necessitating more buckets 
for the height attained than usually are employed. 
It has the advantage, however, of preventing mate- 
rial from falling out of the buckets during elevation, 
a condition which is observed frequently in cases 
where the elevator is set at too high an angle. The 
elevator discharges into a single revolving screen 
36 inches in diameter and 12 feet long, containing 

three standard 4-foot sections with circular perfora- 
tions of 8, 14, and 24 inches in diameter. <A dust 

jacket with }-inch round holes and 48 inches in 
diameter surrounds the 4%-inch section and_ the 

whole revolves at a speed of 13 r. p. m., and is set 
at an inclination of 1 inch to the foot. This plant, 
which is typical of a small, single screen outfit, is 
equipped to turn out four sizes of stone; that be- 
tween the 24-inch and 14-inch screens; that between 

the 14 and & inch screens; that between the % and 

1 inch screens; and that passing the }-inch screen. 

The tailings or that portion retained on the 23-inch 
section are returned to the crusher by means of an 
endless belt and recrushed. To operate the plant 
requires a 50 h. p. electric motor, and the produc- 
tion is between 100 and 150 tons of stone per 

working day of eight hours. 
The use of double concentric screens may be illus- 

trated by reference to a large and modern trap-rock 

plant located in the central portion of Connecticut. 



This plant is equipped to 
turn out several thousand 
tons of stone aday. The 
initial breaker is a 48 by 
72 inch jaw crusher, be- 
low which is set a No. 10 
gyratory crusher. The 
product of this gyratory 
is elevated to a double 
scalping screen provided 
with 5-inch holes in the 
main screen and 24-inch 
holes in the jacket. The °°. 
system thus permits a di- 
vision of the tailings from 
this screen into two sizes, 
those over 5 inches going 
to one set of crushers and 
those between 5 and 24 

inches going to another 
set, while all material 

under 24 inches goes direct to the main screen. By 
this arrangement it will be seen that the tailings can be 
divided between two sets of crushers set to crush dif- 
ferent sizes of stone, thereby considerably increasing 
the general efficiency of the plant. From the sec- 
ondary crusher, the stone is again elevated to a second 
scalper provided with 24-inch holes, the rejections 
from which are dropped into a disk crusher. The 
main screens, which receive all the material passing 
the 23-inch openings in both scalping screens as well 
as the product of the disk, are in two sets, two double 
screens in each set, placed in parallel. The stone from 
the crusher house is carried to the first set consisting 
of two screens having 13-inch openings, surrounded by 
jackets with holes 1,8; inches in diameter. 

Here are produced the two largest commercial 
grades, the first being that part of the product re- 
tained on the main screen and the second that part 
of the product passing the main screen and retained 
on the jacket. The material passing through the 
jacket is elevated to the second set of screens, each 
of which consists of a screen having 1-inch holes and 
surrounded by a jacket having $-inch holes the first 
half of its length and -inch holes the second half. 
This arrangement divides the stone under 15’; inches 
in size into four fractions, that passing the 2-inch 
jacket, that between 3 and & inch, and that between 
% and 1 inch, and finally that between 1 inch and 
1,°; inches. 

A third variation in screening methods is that in 
use in one of the larger crushing plants in New York 
State, working in cherty limestone. The stone from 
the quarry is delivered first to a large gyratory 
crusher, which breaks it to a maximum size of 44 

inches. ‘The product is discharged directly into a 
revolving scalper screen 10 feet long and 61 inches 
in diameter having circular holes 34 inches in diame- 
ter. The stone passing over these holes is recrushed 
in a second breaker and is elevated, together with 
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the material passing through the scalper, and dis- 
charged into a second screen. The holes in this and 
all subsequent screens are of such a diameter as to 
give a grading of stone nominally conforming to the 
New York State Highway Commission’s specifications. 
This second screen is made up of three concentric 
screens, as shown in figure 1. 

The perforations in the inner screen are 3? inches 
in diameter, those in the middle screen 34 inches, 

and those in the outer screen 2? inches. At the time 
of visiting the plant the stone passing the 34-inch 
holes but retained on the 23-inch holes dropped di- 
rectly into a storage bin beneath, while the mate- 
rial above 31 inches in size was recrushed. It will 

be seen, however, that should there be a demand 
for it stones ranging in size from 3? to 2? inches may 
be supplied easily. 

That portion of the crushed stone passing through 
the 2¢-inch holes is conveyed to a pair of revolving 
screens, each of which, like the screen just described, 
is made up of three concentric screens, as shown in 
figure 2. Here the perforations in the inner, middle, 

and outer screens are 14 inches, 1 inch, and 3 inch 
in diameter, respectively. Thus four grades of 
stone may be produced. The material passing the 
14-inch holes but retained on the 1-inch holes is ob- 

tained for a special purpose only, so that usually 
three grades of stone are produced. These are stone 
passing the 2%-inch and retained on the 14-inch 

holes, passing the 14-inch and retained on the 3-inch, 
and that passing the 3-inch holes. Each of these 
sizes is. directed to a storage bin under the screens. 
Should there be a call for stone passing through a 
-inch hole, but free from dust, a portion of the 
stone passing the 38-inch holes is removed from the 
storage bin and charged into a screen 15 feet long 
and 61 inches in diameter surrounded by a jacket 
6 feet long and 72 inches in diameter. 

The holes in this screen are % inch in diameter 
and those in the jacket $ inch, thus making two 
additional grades of stone, namely, passing 3-inch 
and not passing a 3-inch hole, and all material pass- 
ing through the 3-inch hole. 

All five screens are operated at a speed of 14° 
r. p. m. and have an inclination of 14 inches per 
foot of length. To run this whole plant, including 
three crushers, a pan conveyor, five screens, three 
conveyors, a balance skip hoist from the quarry, 
and an air compressor of 1,500 cubic feet capacity, 
requires a steam plant of 450 boiler horsepower. 

The advantage gained by double and _ triple 
screens are many, but mention will be made here 
of only the more obvious. Foremost of these is a 
large screening area confined within a comparatively 
short space, thus tending to produce a well-graded 
stone, and second, the elimination of the congestion 
and excessive weight of stone, especially at the 
charging end, and a more even distribution, re- 
sulting in a cleaner product and longer life of the 
individual screen sections. 
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GENERAL RESULTS OBTAINED. 

A comparison of those variations in plant screen 
design and operation which presumably might 
influence the grading of 
the commercial products, 
and therefore the actual 
sizes of individual samples 
as shown by laboratory 
analyses may be obtained 
by an inspection of Table 
I. The plant screen data 
in each case includes the 
length, diameter, and size 
of holes in both the screen 
section on which the 
product was retained and 
that through which it 
passed. The pitch in 
inches per foot and the 
speed in revolutions per 
minute of each screen also 
are given. The corre- 
sponding laboratory data show the percentage of the 
weight of the original samples lying between the 
actual sizes given, based on the use of standard 
laboratory screens having circular openings. The 
plants are classified first by States in which they 
operate, and second, by the type of rock which 
they handle. They are subdivided further by group- 
ing first all of the plants in the State producing the 
largest commerical size in general use; second, all 
the plants producing the next largest size, and so on. 
The first subdivision in Table I thus shows four plants 
producing the size stone commonly known as 
‘ballast; the second, six plants producing stone 
variously known as 14 and 14 inches, but each sold 
for use in the same type of construction. 

Table 2 shows the total number of tons of all 
sizes which each plant can produce under average 
conditions. These capacities were rated by the 
operators themselves and were not estimated by 
the observers. It was found practically impossible 
to obtain any trustworthy data showing the rela- 
tive amounts of each size produced owing to the 
fact that changes in screen installation and in the 
size of crusher opening are being made constantly 
in order to meet the varying demands of the market. 
The total horsepower required for efficient cperation 
as given by the operators also is shown. It is 
recorded, however, only as a matter of additional 
information and seemingly bears no definite relation 
to the output of the plant. The discussion of the 
results obtained may be grouped under four general 
heads, as follows: 

(1) A comparative study of variations in plant screen 
installation and operation. f 

(2) A comparison of the nominal sizes for various prod- 
ucts as called for by plant screen data with the actual 
sizes as shown by laboratory analysis. 7 

(3) A comparison of the nomenclature used by the various 
operators and users of crushed stone in designating the same 
products. ; ? 

(4) A comparison of the actual sizes produced with the 
requirements of State specifications. 

VARIATIONS IN PLANT SCREEN INSTALLATION AND 
OPERATION. 

An examination of Table 1 shows, in the first 

place, that extremely wide variations exist in both 
the lengths and diameters of the screen sections used. 
These dimensions are, of course, influenced largely 
by the scale of operation because the capacity of a 
revolving screen varies directly with its screening 
area. Theoretically, also, the length of the screen 
section should materially influence the grading of the 
product passing over it, in that the longer the section, 
the smaller should be the proportion of material 
retained on it which would pass a laboratory screen 
with the same size holes. To ascertain whether or 
not such a relation actually exists the figures in 

Table 3 were compiled. This table illustrates the 
comparative efficiency of plant screens of various 
lengths from 1 to 20 feet. In each case the total 
number of plants considered is given, together with 
the per cent of plants which show less than 15 per 
cent of stone passing a laboratory screen having the 
same size perforations. It will be noted that in a 
general way the long screens are more efficient than 
the short ones so that in almost every case, screens 
of 10 feet or more in length are 100 per cent efficient, 
based on a tolerance of 15 per cent, which has been 
assumed to be a reasonable one. 

Screening efficiency, on the other hand, does not 

appear to be affected by the diameter of the screen 
used other than that the longer screens, and there- 
fore, as a rule the more efficient ones, usually are the 

largest in diameter. Other factors shown in Table 
1, which theoretically influence the quality of grad- 
ing, such as speed and pitch of screen, apparently 
have very little practical effect. This is somewhat 
surprising, but may be explained by the probable 
influence of a factor which it was impossible to re- 
cord, namely, the rate of feeding the stone into the 
screen. It is well known to all operators that the 
grading of the several products produced from a 
revolving screen will be influenced greatly by the 
rate of charging stone into the screen. Thus when 
loaded heavily a much larger proportion of fines will 
be found in the larger sizes than when only a small 
amount of stone is passing through. It is probable 
that the predominating influence of this factor has 
overshadowed the theoretical effect of speed and 
pitch of screen to such an extent that the small 
variations, usually found in the latter have no prac- 
tical effect on the grading of the commercial sizes 
produced. Reference to table I willshow that prac- 
tically all revolving screens run with a speed of from 
12 to 18 r. p. m., and are pitched with an inclination 
of from 1 to 14 inches to the foot. 

Another interesting point which may be noted in 
connection with plant design is the wide range in 

| If You Don’t Come Across the Kaiser Will. 
| W. Sz'Se 
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diameter of screen perforations used by different 
operators in the same State, working the same type 
of rock and producing nominally the same commer- 
cial product. Thus asshownin Table 1, in six plants 
in New York working in limestone and producing 
‘‘No. 3” stone, the perforations in the screens re- 
taining this product ranged from 14 to 24 inches, 
while those in the screen passing the product varied 
from 2+ to3 inches. Again, in Connecticut, as shown 
in Table 1, eight plants crushing trap rock for so- 
called 2-inch stone employed retaining screens with 
openings ranging from 1 to 1? inches and passing 
screens with openings ranging from 2} to 24 inches. 
One other illustration will serve to call attention to 
a condition which apparently exists in all sections of 
the districts surveyed and for all types of stone. 
The five trap-rock plants in Massachusetts pro- 
ducing ‘‘peastone”’ as recorded in Table 1 used re- 
taining screens with holes varying from } to 4 inch 
and passing screens with holes ranging from 3 to } 
inch. Notwithstanding these differences in size of 
holes, the resultant gradings do not vary as much as 
might be expected, indicating that slight variations 
in the diameters of the perforations in revolving 
screens do not cause corresponding variations in the 
grading of the products. Yet in the comparatively 
small field surveyed, screen preforations were found 
ranging from } to 3% inches, by steps differing by 
js inch. Im all, 28 different sizes of screens were 
noted. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN NOMINAL AND ACTUAL SIZES OF 
PRODUCTS. 

For the purpose of determining the efficiency of 
stone screening operations as they are conducted at 
present, Table 4 was prepared. It shows the pro- 
portion of the total number of plants visited in each 
State whose products show various percentages 
passing a laboratory screen with the same perfora- 
tions as the revolving plant screen on which the 
products are retained. These percentages are com- 
puted for each of the more commonly used grades 
of broken stone; the total number of plants in each 
case on which the computation is based also being 
given. In the several cases where there was no 
laboratory screen corresponding exactly to the plant 
retaining screen, the per cent of material passing the 
next smallest laboratory screen was used as the basis 
of the calculation. Such errors as are introduced in 
this way would, of course, tend to show a somewhat 
more efficient grading than actually existed. 

Reference to the table brings out several interest- 
ing points. It will be noted that approximately 35 
per cent of all the plants studied produce the ordinary 
commercial stone sizes with less than 5 per cent vari- 
ation from the nominal sizes as called for by their 
plant installation. 
from 44 per cent to 20 per cent. Likewise, a range 
of from 0 to 9 per cent of stone passing the respective 
retaining screens for similar commercial sizes will in- 
clude about one-half of the plants with the single 

The average by States ranges , 

exception of one State where the percentage is only 
30. In order to include products of a large majority 
of the plants it will be seen, however, that it is neces- 
sary to allow a tolerance of at least 15 per cent. Here 
the same general relations obtain, 75 per cent of the 
eight plants in one of the States showing less than 
15 per cent variation from the nominal, whereas, 
only 45 per cent of the operations in another State 
are equally as efficient. The table shows then, in a 

general way, just what variations may be expected 
under present actual working conditions in the States 
visited, between the sizes which a revolving screen is 
supposed to produce ordinarily and the size it 
actually does produce. 

The general averages throughout the table are 
reduced materially because of the very poor results 
obtained in a single State, where, for some reason, 
wide variations were noted constantly. For instance, 
for this State the table shows a general average of 
62 per cent of all the plants visited having a varia- 
tion of from 0 to 14 per cent of the stone passing 
the plant retaining screen, while in other States 
practically as high a percentage of the plants lie 
between 0 and 9 per cent variation. Therefore, a 
more accurate grading of stone may be expected 
from plants in these States. Bearing in mind the 
general operation of the smaller type of crushing 
plant where the whole product of the crusher falls 
first upon that screen section having the smaller 
perforations (exclusive of the dust jacket), it might 
be assumed that the grading of smaller sizes would 
be poorer than the larger. This appears to be 
substantiated in Table 4, where the general average 

for ‘‘peastone,”’ for instance, shows only about 50 
per cent of all plants with less than 15 per cent 
variation, whereas a corresponding average for the 
largest size produced shows about 70 per cent of the 
plants to be equally as efficient. 

Further reference to Table 1 will show in a number 
of instances samples which contain a certain amount 
of material larger than the nominal perforations in 
the plant screen through which the sample was 
supposed to pass. Such a condition may be due to 
one of two causes, either to excessive wear in the 
screens or to poor bin or shute construction, which — 
allows stone of a certain size to drop into the wrong 
bin. When it is considered, however, that the 
screening operation is progressive, the passing 
screen for one size becoming the retaining screen for 
the next larger size, and that the influence of all the 
other variables tends to retain a certain amount of 
stone on each screen which should have gone 
through, it would seem that the effect of wear may 
be neglected. From actual observations, more- 
over, it was found that holes in the ordinary plant 
screens rarely wear more than } inch oversize, 
whereas a great many instances of faulty bin or chute 
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construction were noted. The presence of oversize 
material, therefore, may reasonably be assumed to 
be due to this latter condition rather than to the 
fact that the screen perforations are slightly oversize. 

COMPARISON OF NOMENCLATURE USED. 

The column headed ‘‘Product known as,” in 
Table I, contains the name given by operators to 
each of the 12 products. This information was 

‘recorded with the object of showing variations in 
nomenclature and the resultant confusion that may 
arise easily in purchasing stone for a special purpose 
from more than one producer. It brings out very 
clearly the need of a uniform system of designating 
commercial sizes of broken stone even if made 
applicable only within the State. To illustrate, 
consider the purchase of stone for constructing the 
bottom course of a water-bound macadam road in 
one of the New England States. Table 1 shows 
17 plants in various parts of Massachusetts equipped 
to furnish the required stone. Of this total, one 
designates the size as ‘‘2-inch stone,” four as ‘‘No. 
1” stone, two as ‘‘No. 3,” and two as ‘‘egg.””  Fur- 
ther than this, were a contractor to assume that 
‘“‘No. 3” referred to large stone and ordered accord- 
ingly from various plants in the State, it would be 
possible for him to receive stone chips from several 
plants. Again, many plants in the State are 
equipped to furnish stone for cement concrete con- 
struction, the stone being a combination of several 
products. 
stone by mixing ‘‘nut,” ‘‘chestnut,’’ and ‘‘pea- 
stone,” while another obtains it by mixing “‘No. 2” 
and ‘‘No. 3.” 

In another section of Table I, which gives corre- 
sponding information with respect to Connecticut, 
it will be observed that a more uniform designation 
of stone exists. It is interesting to note, however, 
that although each of the several operators assigns 

the same name to stone used for similar purposes, 
the diameter of the perforations in the passing and 
retaining sections of the screens varies considerably. 
Thus, of three plants producing so-called ‘14-inch 
stone,’ one obtains it by including all stone passing 
through 1#-inch holes and retained on 1,',-inch 
holes; the second, by including stone passing 
through 14-inch holes and retained on {-inch holes; 

and the third, all stone passing 14-inch holes and 
retained on l-inch holes. Again, of two plants pro- 
ducing almost identical stone sizes, the variation 
being ;; inch in the size of hole of the retaiming 
screen, one sells the product as ‘14-inch stone”’ 
and the other as ‘‘14-inch stone.’”’? Inasmuch as all 
of these products are used widely in the same type 
of construction and therefore are presumably each 
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giving satisfaction, the question naturally arises, of 
what use are such slight variations in screen-size 
openings, especially as has been noted, when corre- 
spondingly fine variations in grading are not ob- 
tained ? 
By far the closest approach to a systematic 

designation of stone sizes is to be found in the 
products of the crushing plants of New York shown 
in Table I. Here, with but two exceptions, stone 

used for similar purposes is sold under the same 
designation by all operators. This uniformity 
undoubtedly is the result of the work of the State 
Highway Commission, which, in its specifications 
assigns a number to each of the stone sizes used in 
all work, and although variations appear in the 
actual diameters of screen perforations in the several 
plants producing ‘‘No. 3 stone’’ for instance, still 
the stone produced is intended to conform to the 
specification requirements. 
The condition in one other State will suffice to 

illustrate the matter. An examination of Table I 
shows that to supply stone at all conformable to 
the State requirements, for-the construction of the 
base course of a water-bound macadam road, four 

plants within Pennsylvania must mix “ballast’”’ and 
“14-inch stone,” another ‘ballast’? and “14-inch 

stone,’ a third “No. 1” and “No. 2” stone, and a 
fourth “No. 5” and “No. 4”’ stone. Likewise, of 
seven plants equipped to furnish the State with 
stone for the construction of a cement concrete 
road, three would do so by combining their 14, 1, ?, 
and 4 inch stone, one by combining its 14, 1, and 
? inch stone, one by making a combination of ‘No. 
2,” “No. 4,” and “No.5” stone, another by com- 
bining “No. 4,” “No. 3,” and “No. 2”’ stone, and 
still another by mixing “No. 3,” “No. 2,” and “No. 
1 clean.” In every case, at the time of visiting the 
plant these combinations were not made directly 
from the screens but in the cars at the time of loaa- 
ing.. It must be remembered, of course, that the 

requirements of a local market other than that of 
the State, necessitated, in the majority of cases, the 
installation of intermediate screen sections and the 
assignment of names to the product from these 
sections for local sales only. Nevertheless, to ob- 
tain stone for any future road construction by the 
State within the market zone of any of the crushed 
stone operators listed in the tables, it still will be 
necessary for the engineer in charge to determine 
the meaning of the names given to the several sizes 
of stone produced before he can place orders intelli- 
gently. 

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL SIZES PRODUCED WITH SPECIFICA- 
TION REQUIREMENTS. 

Having discussed the problems and discrepancies 
encountered in the production of broken stone aggre- 
gates, it is proposed here to call attention to the 
the products themselves, the actual sizes produced, 
as compared to the requirements of the correspond- 
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ing State specifications. Tables 5, 6, and 7 contain 
the several requirements, in the section visited, for 
broken stone for use in water-bound macadam, 

bituminous macadam, and cement concrete con- 
struction, respectively, while Table 1 contains 
mechanical analyses of the products, sold in these 
States. The methods used in specifying sizes vary 
considerably in the different States. In a number of 
cases, the specification is confined to a mere state- 
ment of the sizes required, without any reference to 
the basis for determining the size—thus, ‘‘the stone 
shall be from 14 to 3 inches in size, largest dimen- 
sions.”’ In other cases, requirements appear, such 
as, ‘‘shall consist of stones that will pass through a 
ring 24 inches in diameter, but not through a ring 
11 inches in diameter.’ In one case, the maximum 
and minimum diameters of holes are given with a 
proviso that as much as 15 per cent of stone, by 
laboratory test, may be smaller than the minimum 
diameter. In still another instance, the State speci- 
fies the diameter of the plant screens through which 
the product passes and on which it is retained, pre- 
sumably accepting anything produced under these 
conditions. In Tables 5, 6, and 7 the several 
requirements may be assumed to be on the basis of - 
the actual size of the stone, as determined by the 
laboratory test, unless otherwise noted in the tables. 
A comparison of these specification requirements 

with the analyses of the various commercial products 
turned out in the corresponding States brings out 
some interesting facts. For instance, one of the New 
England States requires, as shown in line 1 of Table 
5, a product which will pass a 14-inch screen and be 
retained on a }-inch screen, with the further pro- 

viso that the stone be uniformly graded between 
these limits. Reference to Table 1 shows that not a 
single one of the 19 Massachusetts plants nominally 
turning out this product can meet the specifications 
literally, even if, as several have done, they use 
plant screens with perforations larger than the 
specified sizes. If, however, an upper and lower 
tolerance is inserted in this specification of, say, 5 
per cent and 15 per cent to cover relatively unim- 
portant variations from the specifications, 10 of the 
plants will be able to meet the requirement, the 
failure of the others being due to the use of screens 
with 14-inch instead of 14-inch holes. 

The same State, as shown in line 1, Table 6, 
requires for chip stone material passing a 4-inch but 
retained on a }-inch screen. Reference to Table 1 
shows that not one of the 17 Massachusetts plants 
producing this stone can meet the requirement lit- 
erally. The insertion of the tolerances mentioned 
above would admit 11 plants with respect to the 
lower limit, but still would exclude all 17 on the 
upper limit, principally on account of the general 
use of screens with ?-inch or 38-inch holes, instead of 
4-inch holes. 

For the construction of the bottom course of a 
water-bound macadam road Connecticut specifies 

stone which shall range ‘‘from ? inch to 2 inches, 
longest diameter, mixed in the screens (not in the 

bins), the smaller sizes to predominate.’ An ex- 
amination of Table 1 shows that none of the crush- 
ing plants visited in that State meet this require- 
ment. They may approximate it by making a pro- 
portional mixture of the two larger products, but 
even then a large proportion of the stone will exceed 
2 inches in size. Likewise, only three out of the 
eight plants tabulated show gradings at all con- 
formable to the requirement of stone for the top 
course of a water-bound macadam road. In the 
case of a bituminous macadam road this State calls 
for cubical stone as nearly 14 inches in diameter as 
possible for use in the penetration course, to be fol- 
lowed by ‘‘3-inch stone,’ ‘‘4-inch stone,’ and 

“‘sereenings free from dust.’ Reference to the 
table will show what the eight plants visited fur- 
nished for this purpose. 

In Tables 5 and 6, line 7, are the requirements of 
New York for water-bound and bituminous concrete 
aggregates, while in Table 1 are the analyses of the 
products of a number of plants in that State turning 
out stone for use in building roads of these types. 
This specification provides that as much as 15 per 
cent of material in any of these products may be 
smaller than the lower limits specified. Reference 
to Table 1 shows that very few of the plants in the 
State meet the requirements, even on the basis of a 
15 per cent tolerance. Almost all of these concerns 
appear to be turning out stone much smaller than 
required by the State. This is especially true of the 
larger sizes. . ; 

A study of the specification requirements of Penn 
sylvania will suffice to call attention to the obvious 
conclusion that, whatever the reason, but little co- 
ordination exists between the actual sizes of screened 
stone products and the requirements of the States in 
which they are to be used. Here an entirely differ- 
ent method of specifying stone sizes is employed, in 
that the diameters of the holes in the revolving 
screens on which and through which the product 
‘must pass is stated, with the additional requirement 
that it be graded uniformly between these limits. 
In other words, the actual equipment of a crushing 
plant determines whether or not an operator can 
furnish stone for State highway work. As a typical 
illustration, for the bottom course of a water-bound 
macadam road the highway department requires 
stone that will pass through a revolving screen havy- 
ing circular openings not less than 3 nor more than 
% inches in diameter, and pass over a revolving 

screen having circular openings not less than 1} nor 
more than 14 inches in diameter, and must be graded 
uniformly. Table 1 shows that six out of eight 
plants in Pennsylvania are equipped to furnish this 
stone, but only by combining the two largest com- 
mercial products. Of the six plants which can meet 
the letter of the specification, however, under this 
condition, the amount of material under 1} inches 
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actually in the products themselves varies from 0 
to 65 per cent, indicating quite a large possible range 
in grading under this method of specifying. Another 
requirement of this State specifies that ‘‘3-inch 
stone” shall be ‘‘of such size as will pass over a 
revolving screen having circular openings not less 
than 3 inch or more than ? inch in diameter, and 
through a revolving screen having circular openings 
not larger than 1} inches in diameter.” Table 1 
shows five plants which meet the letter of the speci- 
fication. Laboratory analyses of the products from 
these same five plants show materials ranging from 
0 up to 85 per cent retained on a 1-inch laboratory 
screen, and from 0 to 58 per cent passing a #-inch 
laboratory screen. Such a condition well illustrates 
the uncertainty of attempting to control the grading 
of crushed stone products by simply specifying the 
plant screens over which and through which they 
shall pass. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

Briefly summarized, the following points brought 
out by this discussion may be noted: 

1. The length of a revolving screen influences the 
grading of the screen product to a marked degree. 

2. Within the relatively narrow limits usually 
found in plant installation, pitch and speed of screen 
have no practical influence on grading, probably on 
account of other predominating factors, such as 
rate of feed of stone to the screen, which it is impos- 
sible, practically, to control. 

3. The effect of oversize holes due to wear of the 
screen is practically negligible in view of the rela- 
tively large amount of stone usually held on a 
revolving screen which theoretically should have 
passed through it. 

4. Small amounts of oversize stone, sometimes 

found in products screened through holes of certain 
nominal diameter, usually are due to faulty bin or 
chute construction, lack of repair, or other deficien- 

cies in storing or handling the material. 
5. The grading of the screened product can not be 

controlled with any degree of certainty by simply 
specifying the size of openings in the revolving 
screens over which and through which it shall pass. 

6. It is neither practical nor necessary to specify 
that all material retained on and passing revolving 
screens of certain sizes shall lie between laboratory 
screens of the same size. 

7. By the insertion of a reasonable tolerance, that 
is, one wide enough to cover the recognized inef- 
ficiency of the revolving screen, and yet close enough 

to insure sufficiently well graded materials, the labor- 
atory screen may be used logically to control the 
grading of the plant product. veh: bal 

8. Inspection of the results so far obtained indicate 

that as much as 5 per cent material should be allowed 
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larger than the size of revolving screen through which 
the product is supposed to pass, and as much as 
15 per cent generally should be allowed smaller than 
the size of revolving screen upon which it is supposed 
to be retained. A consideration of the engineering 
features involved likewise indicates that these toler- 
ances may be allowed ordinarily and still insure 
material graded sufficiently accurately for all 
practical purposes. 

APPLICATION OF RESULTS OBTAINED. 

As stated, this survey was made primarily with 
the object of furnishing data which might be used 
as a basis for standardizing crushed stone sizes. It 
would, of course, be unfair to recommend specifically 
standard sizes for broken stone for use in the whole 
country on the basis of the data collected in the 
comparatively small district surveyed. It is be- 
lieved, however, that enough information has been 

obtained to justify tentative recommendations 
which may be used as suggestions to both producers 
and users of crushed stone to indicate the possi- 
bilities along this line and so stimulate further dis- 
cussion and criticism. 

Any discussion of a system of crushed stone sizes 
will, of necessity, involve a consideration of the 
following points: 

(1) The system must include each fundamental size which 
is in general use in recognized types of construction. 

(2) The actual limits for each size chosen must be so ad- 
justed as to conform to the best engineering practice for the 
type of construction involved. 

(3) The sizes chosen must be so adjusted with respect to 
each other as to utilize, as far as possible, the entire product 
of a crushing plant, with the smallest percentage of tailings. 

(4) The sizes chosen must be so adjusted with respect to 
each other that various combinations of them will conform 
to the best engineering practice in construction requiring 
mixed aggregates. 

(5) The nature of the material to be crushed (i. e., its 
physical properties, hardness, toughness, etc.) should be 
considered in connection with the limits of size chosen. 

(6) For convenience each size should be designated by an 
appropriate name. 

(7) A method of specifying each size should he provided 
which will insure proper material being continually fur- 
nished and yet will be practical from the standpoint of 
economical plant operation. 

(8) In addition to the above, another point applying 
especially to the adaptability of the system to portable, 
one-job, outfits is that the sizes must be so adjusted as to 
use as far as possible the entire product of the crusher on the 
work in hand. 

Mention has been made that the unsystematic de- 
velopment of the broken stone road has resulted in 
the introduction of a great variety of stone sizes 
for comparatively few distinct types of construction, 
the variation often being of academic rather than 
practical significance. For instance, including only 
the States visited during this survey, a comparison 
of the current state specifications shows as Many as 
30 different sizes of stone specified for use in the 
construction of water-bound and bituminous ma- 
cadam roads. Bearing in mind that these are all 
State specifications, and that in all probability many 
additional differences occur among the require- 
ments of the various counties and municipalities, 
some idea may be obtained of the number of different 
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sizes in use for these two types of road in this country 
at the present time. This does not include, of 
course, the several additional size requirements 
which have been drawn up from time to time to care 
for the construction of the various types of bitumi- 
nous concrete pavements now used so widely. 
After making due allowances for justifiable varia- 
tions in sizes due to local conditions, such as peculiar- 
ities in type of material, the fact remains that the 
multiplicity of sizes which exists is not only unneces- 
sary and confusing, but also works a positive hard- 
ship upon the producer. 

In consideration of the factors given above, there 
is suggested the general adoption of a series of sizes 
for broken stone aggregates, which it is believed 
will meet all essential requirements for the ordinary 
types of construction in use at the present time. 
Whole-number sizes have been chosen as far as 
possible, both on account of simplicity and ease of 
specifying an exact intermediate requirement when 
deemed advisable to do so. The permissible varia- 
tions from the actual size limits here given have been 
inserted, so as to care for the unavoidable inefficiency 
of plant screening, as well as different degrees of 
inefficiency between several plants arising from one 
or more of the causes which have been noted. 
Thus it should be possible for an operator to use in 
his plant revolving screens with the same size 
circular openings as are used in the laboratory when 
the material is tested, and thereby produce material 
which, under ordinary circumstances, will comply 
with the specifications.. In a number of cases there 
has also been inserted an intermediate size require- 
ment with limits which it is felt are wide enough to 
permit of economical production and yet rigid enough 
to insure a product satisfactory for the type of con- 
struction in which it is to be used. 

The sizes suggested, together with the proposed 
designation for each, the permissible variations al- 
lowed, and the form of specifying, are given below:! 

No. 00. That portion of the product of the crusher, in- 

cluding the dust of fracture, which, when tested by 

means of. laboratory screens, will meet the following re- 

quirements: Passing a 4-inch screen, 100 per cent; retained 

on a 4-inch screen, not less than 20 per cent. 

No. 0. That portion of the product of the crusher, in- 

cluding the dust of fracture, which, when tested by means 

of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements: 

Passing a l-inch screen, not less than 95 per cent; total 
passing a }-inch screen, 40 to 80 per cent. 

No. 4. That portion of the produce of the crusher, which, 

when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 

following requirements: Passing a 4-inch screen, not less 

than 95 per cent; retained on a $-inch screen, not less than 
85 per cent. 

No. 1. That portion of the product of the crusher which, 

when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 

1 The form of specification used is that adopted by the First Conference of 

State Testing Engineer and Chemists and givenin United States Department 
of Agriculture Bulletin No. 555. 

following requirements: Passing a 1l-inch screen, not less 

than 95 per cent; total passing a }-inch screen, 25 to 75 per 

cent; retained on a }-inch screen, not less than 85 per cent. 

No. 2. That portion of the product of the crusher which, 
when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 

following requirements: Passing a 2-inch screen, not less than 
95 per cent; total passing a 14-inch screen, 25 to 75 per cent; 

retained on a 1-inch screen, not less than 85 per cent. 

No. 3. That portion of the product of the crusher which, 

when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 

following requirements: Passing a 3-inch screen, not less 
than 95 per cent; total passing a 24-inch screen, 25 to 75 per 

cent; retained on a 2-inch screen, not less than 85 per cent. 

No. 23. That portion of the product of the crusher which, 
when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 

following requirements: Passing a 38-inch screen, not less 

than 95 per cent; total passing a 2-inch screen, 25 to 75 per 

cent; retained on a 1-inch screen, not less than 85 per cent. 

No. 123. That portion of the product of the crusher which, 
when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 

following requirements: Passing a 3-inch screen, not less 

than 95 per cent; total passing a 14-inch screen, 25 to 75 per 

cent; retained on a 4-inch screen, not less than 85 per cent. 

No. 12. That portion of the product of the crusher which, 

when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the 
following requirements: Passing a 2-inch screen, not less 

than 95 per cent; total passing a l-inch screen, 25 to 75 per 

cent; retained on a 4-inch screen, not less than 85 per cent. 

It will be seen that the only revolving screen 
equipment necessary for turning out any or all of 
these sizes are screen sections with circular openings 
3, 2, 1, 4, and } inches in diameter. Furthermore, 
in cases where No. 00 or No. 4 sizes are not desired, 
the 4-inch screen may be omitted, making it possible 
to manufacture everything by the use of a standard 
3-section screen equipped with a 43-inch dust jacket 
over the 1-inch section. 

The sizes enumerated above may be employed 
in the construction of the following types of roads: 

Type of construction. 
Size or sizes. 

No. 3 or No. 23 

No. 2 or No. 12 

Broken’ stone basessess4. cee aoe ee 

Water-bound macadam wearing coarse... - 

Water-bound macadam screenings........ No. 0 or No. 00 
Bituminous macadam wearing Coarse..... No. 2 
Bituminous macadam ‘‘chips”..........- No. 1 

Bituminous concrete wearing course: 
One-size course aggregate... ....- AeA ae No. 1 

Broken stone for graded course ag- 

4S Yc OC Ory EM See Deen Pape FS a epee 
Broken stone for graded fine aggre- 

PALES. soa eget Sond «ao atten Cee ee No. 00 
Bituminous concrete ‘“‘chips”........... No. 3 
Sheet asphalt, binder course...........-- No. 1 
Cement concrete base.......-.-......... No. 123 or No. 12 

Cement concrete wearing course........-.. ; No. 12 

It is felt that a careful study of the above will show 
that, although in some instances minor variations 
in size might be preferred, practically any of the types 
of roads here listed may be satisfactorily constructed 
with the sizes of aggregates proposed. The tables 
(1 to 7) referred to herein follow. 
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ii) ° 12 8| 36 8| 36] 2% 
14 15 6 40 4 51 2 
a] 15 9| 36 9| 36] 13 

1k | 12 8| 36 Chiecon iets 
14 15 4 36 4 Gr lw <d 
3 15 9 36 4 48 1} 

14 12 4 36 4). 36 1} 
1h 115 3) 36 Ge 4ssa leek 
1h 12 6 42 3 bE 
PN 12) eG 110e 3618 (8) q 
14| 18 4] 30 4] 30 3 

| 

NEW YORK... 

Ce leew. @iieeeee 3% 
4 36 4 36 3t 
4 36 6 48 3? 

iyi 72 15 | &4 32 
6 60 6 60 32 

CO sare eee: 2 
8 48 8 48 24 
oa 36 4 36 24 
4 36 4 36 24 

15 84 20 61 2} 
10 46 10 46 2} 
6 48 6 48 3 

(Olea Ensen CON eee cae 13 
Seeds i ae 

14 4 36 4 36 14 
14 4 36 4 36 14 
$ 4] 60 4:1 60u pets 

EO) Peace OGeester atc cceles see OO oe CBOE Eee’ 14 14 20 61 15 84 13 
20) (Fase OQcseae rene ee te| ae eric pti nee eee 1} 19 10 46 10 46 13 

§| 16 6| 48 6.8) 48dls oe 
Tes 13 6| 60 $4. 4244-9 
1 15 4 48 12 48 % 
14 | 16 4} 36 4| 36] 14 
13] 14 4} 60 Se Te Z 
14 14 15 61 12 72 § 
Teh ae $ |=" 48 3| 48 5 
§| 16 6| 48 nee: 

1) | e138 $)|\ee42 R| 42 5 
13) | 2 16 4| 36 Sie d8 ae 

NEW JERSEY. 

| ] | 
24 | Granite........ BER 10she € tas 42} ¢, 4a ao) oa leh oe Py dw ME cea hae Peta reer A Corea es 

Broth tdy. 1.2). ... 3 10 4 POT ae Mh OM Cae Wel uae ts Paei| 25 } 16 7 eer eee Pee Cee Ce 
ot ee eae 14] 12 Z| 36 | Alen Sbal 2 Tass | Secreto ale BOs OT WE 1S GA cal ow Selena a= 
Po feree G0es seas) neces 13 12 4 36 4; 36 14 py eine) etarseey arenes Rese es 39 51 10 Bas haa | ec 

“Top Oe Se ae Ale 10-}i; 8 |. 42) 41°42) 1} eg Patol catiese eae eee Gi.05-1 727 Waeta | wore Venna 
Pe eee Ors es loc exis acs fo wes,2 14 12 4 36 | 4 | 36 De DO eel |e yy Me commie Beye ae per Sp es 10 50) We ole eae Aheenen 

. 
| i ! 

1 Square mesh. 3 Pulsating screen, 3’x6’. 
ed Pulsating screen, 4’x 10’. 4 Gravity screen, 8 feet by 24 inches. 
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TABLE I—Continued. 

MARYLAND. 

Plant screens. Mechanical analysis—Per cent between— 

| 
Dimensions. Size of holes. . 

| * | | 

| eS : = | . 
| c-) Screen Screen |S | acd | 

Type of rock. | Product known as— le passing retaining | &- | °¢ 3 
er es product. product. | 8 | -A'S Bs ; 
x =| ea|/eg|/ 3 rT | z| 

) : : : ho ons) + : 3 : ae 
2 ah ~ apt =ail aso castes: | SR | Pus 5 5 5 | ‘ a S a a z=| a ts 

. 3 1MS|G8/ MS Be(88/ 88/8 1/2) 8/8 |S S181 S18 1a a. | S| 8 |H8/8e/es| ses" seis |/anlalal#l(alal/ a] ais 
3 = g of | Ss | os | Ss B Be > “_ we = ve 7 a « =| 
Ay Ay mM 4 (a\ aa A= :| wm nm ° ob nN a _) ey ol . a Pp 

26 Granite; s225 25. eee Ballasts. sseescte cee s 14 15 20 60 10 60 3 Sl Ease 36 53 TiAl cee Sate | Veceneseaal- Sete ces 
Si meals ao-— 3).23-INCH StONG 2. . scwtes on 1} 12 5 48 48 2 De Seti woe mais 5 47 | 33 10 Olek [nase eters ts 
20:0 ao GO eee teenie 14-inch StonGases occu 14 15 10 60 10 60 13 Pe tAascee aes ae siss cb calles tepaes 11 | 52] 35 Ble eecalealees 
Ly eel GOL See at eee 1-inch ztone........... 14 15 10 60 72 1 he (rear retary a OR: A a es SL ae 18s eee 
20 apes COs) win sae Chips se ey ea 1} 12 5 48 5 | 48 iL Fulllaele cit hae. os calf ee oeeaialtateteeeal ala ne 6} 26) 39, 27 2 

AS is : ae | 1 ao Sees 

NEW YORK. 

| | | { 
224) (rapes veer. fee. 2k-inch stone.......... 1 15:1) )5-20 |] pe C04 o> 20 te 00 test 
22s. GOraekte -| 1}-inch stone.......... eal 15 14; 60 10 60 24 
29 see dos: fo S-inch stones. .2).2c2al 15| 10} 60 i ee 1} 
23 | Granite ..-.... Pia eee pean os oe | Se 137) TT e104 AES 20 ee 4 23 
Fs eee gee. Sih MD? Nose. Sth eee 13.) bh 11.24.90 | 84 0 10 Waesane ls 
29 ese « GOr Soest Onsen INO: Lei ee ee eee 1} li 10 | 84 12 96 2 

| ‘ 

NEW JERSEY. 

OS Li ee a So See 23-inch stone .......... 1 12 10 42 6 47 23 
SOE |e OT eee See ar ant OCR. ose es 1 14 10 48 15 48 3 
37 Oe ae Ore eras | Ballastoe co ssecet cael = 14 15 ay Bayh 8 51 3 
del eee UO, Aes l-inch stone......... ae 14 12 4|. 48 4 48 1Z 
Bonltecee OG: sine oo tek 1}-inch stone .......... 14 15 8| 51 7 51 24 
28 1} 12 1 48 4 48 23 
29 1 12 4 42 8 48 1} 
30 1 14 6| 48 6) 48] 24 
31 14] 15 8) 51 Siaeol ye 2 
32 ‘1 12 4 48 4 48 1Z 
33 12 15 8 | 51 8] 51 14 
28 13 12 4 - 12 Aa 1} 

4 0) 4 0 30 Elle Wes Mapa aeeg is Vu : 
6 51 4 | ahaa, AO ne... egies et ore: <i cea wl} 1H 6) a] al elt 2 

30 igen e' BO. 5.5 $5 sd eeeee 4-inch stone............ 1} 15 6 51 6 51 g 
28 ae Ost SRE Sos eels aes dOcA cases ashen 14 12 4 48 3 60 4 
Dy hae 0.22 ae nee finch stone........... Tele 0224|, 0 12) 86 4| 48 EA 
Ph ene dogs: See 4-inch stone........... ie ORT 6| 42 4 56 $ 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

i 13 6 48 6 48 24 
jeep eae Pare 40| 4 40| 22 
1 15 4 48 | 12 48 24 
i 18 3 36 1 36 23 
1 1sdaae Soe. Soi os 
1 13 6 481} 12 48 14 

| 14). 18 |784 40| 4 40| 14 
By oe Ager On. 3225-2 22---0| a4-inch Stones. --eese es 1 15 | 12 48 6 70 18 
Cre ere COR eee etece cas Chestnut, c252--2- 2. 1 13 |} 12 48 4 60 1 
Fi | eee ees nace eet s “A200 eee tases Py ee Sales: AQ Wi 'S4'| 624d 
BO Were AO). Poe a dees aro ~nch Stone. ~..st< <<. #-1 |22-15 6 70 6 60 14 
Siiliwees GOR nos eee see ON stom rel jae sees es 1 18 1 36 2 36 14 
rode | Peer COR a seuRe ee oa| 14inch or No. 2....... 1 18 4 32 4 32 13 
aN a See Co ae ee ea VP ORS eee eee eee er 13 + 60 2 60 z | 
dite Rare e Oe: Pees eco eee ok rs Feat peer eet ai peaks 18 33 52 3 60 a 
a6 tenet SPREE as dosentaiere: Cee Ol rl beg) 60| 6 60 5 
Bib ate oe OSAP as este> bl a5s.8 Oe seers dee = See 1 18 2 36 3 36 2 
B8t ee do. Sete ae alee et Our ety eee eos 1 19 |e Solas 40 § 
39 | Sandstone. ......... 24-inch stone.......-... UF a Baas pomene foes 2 SOI mice = 
39 fats. On ais cc asics ae 2-inch stone ..:.-...... iP BES 2 30 4 30 2 

1 15 3 36 3 36 it 
1 eee. 4 30| 4 30 deel 
i 15 3 36 3 36 14 
1 Somes 4 30 3 42 2 
1 15 3 36 4 36 g 
1 il 6 32 3 32 23 
14 18 5 30 5 30 2 
DNINESO de. 15 24) 5 24| 2h | 
1} Neste sc 4 30 4 30 24 | 
1 15 [ee sane 3 SOM ersene | 
1 12 6 48 6 48 24 
14 11 6 48 6 48 22 

Adee Px, AOe snipes 20 lee l-inch stone........... 1 ll 3 32 6 30 14 
AQ sess 56 (Se ph te SOE INO) 2 Fonte cicsacace ene 14 18 5 30 5 30 1 
8 RAeae COR e ae a ee 1-inch stone........... 14 30 5 24] ‘4 36 14 | 
| Se OG ra ra eaee oes OL Dire siete aie eee chee 1} fng8-. 4 30 4 30 14 
Ph Sa M0 eo es. gee 14-inch stone.......... 1 15 3 30 2 42 14 
AGU ee. Ons sonctae ate ce Olas sects ae 1 12 6 48 6 48 1 
ATMS Sd Gd. Be ieedee 14-inch stome.......... 14 11 6 48 6 48 1 
rh id. Pee een 1-inch stone..........- 4/11; 6 | 48| 5 | 60| 
SPs 5 GO... bse he es inch stone........... ie | Pa bh 6 30 3 32 i 
PON Re doe ee ee ea fre ate ee 1H sloped Sy ane 30| 4 42 
7 Vg et ee COs Adana costes INOS33 5. oo eneas core 1 EO erate . 4 50}".@) Giteeas ac } 

1 Square holes. 2 Grizzly. 
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TABLE 1—Continued. 

MASSACHUSETTS—continued. 

| Plant screens. Mechanical analysis—Per cent betwee 

| : : Ree | | | 
Dimensions. Size of holes. | | | 

=| | | | 

3 | iy |e, | = Screen Screen | S qa | 
Type of rock, Product known as— | 4 passing retaining | 5 | 23 

| oy ag product. product. | 9% | 3 a 
g | # ga |) ¢ | | , Sal 
mel Dee 5 ae ee eats A a a co | 2 
Sra : oq ea ea | mw 3.4 rae S rb) rb) o a A ‘=| 
ee er lc arh ere woe Ne | cor lt eh eden | el dee Pk ia oat 1 ad oat shea 1 ee 
~ Fg | we | SS] weles | eB] ga | | S AR a a Py aed 
a) 32|\)8S/1_e2/88/ 905] a6 a 4 A - ea | ont S| q a ® 
See wes oa jes aa | fb eae erate bea meen oly a eis iy |e 
ea tA TAS A FAS a 1s polo gal bee eed eg Oe fa a |e 

| | é 

NOSS Seer eee 1 TOR Gamlee 4S) anes 60, 3 
POSeinc ae scat ats: vs 2's 1} 16 60 4 72 & 
2-Inch StOnGess..5<-5-- 1 15°} 8 36 6 36 24 
pe FS oe ar SR Ht | 18 | 5-5 (38-32 | 5-5 |38-32| 2% 
nd oe OMe een et idee LOM Os as 48oN 6 48| 24 
wa dozapmeeas Bel Med Bale eee as 98h 3 28 | 2% 
2-inch or No. 3.......- Saleen 13 4 36 4 36 24 
d-inchstOne 7222-22. - eee 2, 6 36, 6 36 14 
Aaa COs sesreeten acess | ak 18; 5 /38-32 5 |38-32 4 
ey GOrteecse atest 1h Ro 10 FS 6 48| 6 48 | 1k 
bk ge een is Tt iSo ob 8 ached 28 | 14 

Bo eres AG see ek eter 1t-inch stone.......... | 4 13 4} 361] 6 36 | 13 
48 |..... dows sey aee ee 34-inch stone........-.. aia OT Ont 3G 5 48; 3 
401 ae QO See SOON oe Cots eae, tae Be a es fen 1S Wr 6789-82 1 OO) “bess Neipes 
Ost ade Os ate tack tes, cee donee. Peed ie 100 Gp sin ed SNCS Nee 60 tke 
Slalrees CO Pa tea ae Pons erate et secaodet (Se Iisa Sega oe 4 23 Wi) eee. | 3 
Ohler Ts bbe porated Pe ome Mere nehsiT TS 13k 6 Silesia aS eee 

| 

CONNECTICUT. 

l 
DSUREL TAD saete facceeesees 2-inch stone........--- 14 13% 46 60" 15'| 48 24 
Oa 2 Be COe ae Be eae lined <5 COO isae Sete 1 12 | 8 48 | 8 48 24 
Eig Gee doceaes iy Set Ree ae Ge a ewretair oe ic 1p Heron eeieTDe Oa i 4g) 9} 
{el ee IU ie, SUM aeaese (KORE. Seber octeer ee 13 18 5 48 10 48 24 
Be ae LONE ee ie ME len: #4 OLE eo, 2: soe Lae cde cice LONORSE 8| 48 + 
58 |p asae OE eo a Ae | | Ose eee ae sc cacks 14 18 BP S38 10 38 4 
BOi 3-62 Giese EER tee eeOls cece do. 20 Balls Ash "Gah 48 24 
60, Sees LOE, SaPee eee tel ae Flip es Ree ate erie 1515 56 | 036 6] 36] 28 
US Yhe as GG an toe ease e i+-inch stone........-. 14 Seb 48 12} 60 3 
Gy a ae 0 ot Se: eee aks 1-inch stone........... 1 12 Sea Sul eS pen COn|e ake 
ip spe Ove eee eee 1}-inch stone.........- 13 30 20 48} 16 60 14 
OO twesize GOs sited sakes l-inch stone..........- 14 18 10 48 | 5] 60 14 
DSi ssa Oe eee ed d-ineh Stone’. 5 ss 4..2< 14 19 10 38 8 50 13 
(0 ee OLE Seer mort near 14-inch stone.......... 1 20 5 48 | 5 48 13 
Sarlee sce QO a eee ee $-inch stone........-.- 13 13 18 48 | 8 60 1 
54 d 1 12 8 60 12 30 z 
55 1% 30 12 60 8 48 q 
56 Leon 18 SaereOu 12a ages 1d 
ier ee SMe rome eves. cOO ce och ect a cucleaclesticssteness 8 ASvie (2). tee eeee is 
58 14 18 8 50 12 36 i 
59 Peels Gil ase Ge 48 3 
60 14 15 6 36 6 48 1 
53 14 13 18 48 15 60 g 
54 1 12 12 30 8 42 g 
55 14} 30 8| 48 7/ 60 8 
56 14 18 12 48 8 60 2 
57 EAB @)iPe ieee. (a eae 4 
58 FaebeLS | 1251086 8| 50 5 
59 1 20 6 48 6 48 8 
60 eal Sar Gatecdg (2) alec sees 6 

| | 

24} 3 30/ 3 | 30] 23 
Dol iin sin Rested 3 S00) Pee 
164-38 32 | 4 32| 2% 
16-3 42} 8 42| 3 
18, tot 36 | 4 42| 2 
24| 3 30| 4 30! 2 
22 | 3 a tees a2 1-2 
14] 4 32| 4 32| 3 
13| 4 42| 4 42| ih 
16}; 8 42| 4 421 2 
18| 4 42 |. 4 42| 1h 
24| 4 50.123 42 | 1 
92} <8 32,| 3 32| 14 
ASce Obtiae.| - 24 |) 36) 04 
24} 3 42 | (3) g z 

; DE eae 32 | 4 32 3 
14] 4 42| 4 42 5 
18| 23| -36| 24] 36 4 
ry oa 42 | (8) o|ec. one 1 
15h wd 42 |. °3 54 | 2 

| i { 

1 Gravity screens. 2 Pulsating, 6 by 6 feet. 3 Gravity screens, 3 by 9 feet. 



TABLE 2, acd : TABLE 4—Continued. 

POWER REQUIREMENT AND OUTFUT OF CRUSHING PLANTS. EFFICIENCY OF PLANT SCREENING—continued. 

| Grouped by States and sizes—Continued. 
| Total | Out- ||. Total | Out- 

Plant| Type of mate- | poco. | Put | Plant} Type of mate- | pop<¢. | Put : 
No. rial. a er No. rial. ower er Proportion of plants showing the follow- 

POW CE dave OW er daye | ing variations from nominal size. 
: : Num- 

| ber of | Approximate siz. of product. | | 
Tors. || | Tons. plants. Less than/Less than|Less than) ovo, 45 

iy ad Mg eee ee 175 300 Obi LTapiteuesee.s 100 500 5 per 10 per 15 per er cent 
of eae dovuss eed 700'| 122 500 ue 86 | eee does 130 600  eent. cent. cent. |? : 
Aa eee Obs eas 400 | 1,000 SY fal aera rs Ko eee 25 150 imag" : 
ch oye C0240. cee. 420 an 38 see Sete ose a = a i ee 

Di lee sO 0ee ene | 80 39 | Sandstone... .-. 2 5 | 34 inches to 24 inches......... 0 0 40 60 
6 | Limestone....) 200 500 || 40] ....do...-..... 50 100 10 | 24 inches to 13 inches......... 20 30 30 70 
7 | Sandstone..... a a a pyente -- 2 iy 9 | 14 inches to finch............ 11 | ° 33 55 45. 

4 PAUtGe- a: ee i Lj 5 400 | 1, 000 rey eg do a ee 70 100 OF 2inch tot inchs... 2. 2. .escnee | 33 44 55 45 

100 Aa eee OLS 3 | 
90] 600 |) 45 J-2-2- dow. 220.. 23) 199 cid nae eat ope ere pec mS 
50 46 |....- O-----+--- 4 | 3 inches to 2 inches..........- 75 75 75 25 

2,000 | 5,500 | 47 | Slate..........- 100 250 9 | 2 inches to 1} inches. ......... | 44 55 66 34 
200 || 48 | Rhyolite....... 75 | 200 6 | 14 inches to 3 inch............ | 50 50 67 33 

350 | 1,000 || 49]..... do...---... 85 | 250 4 | £inch to} inch............... 0 0 0 100 0) ag] iccagcc) 1g) mgs io e DL Nees sOOnmectanee « | 
250 "900 52 dovtessceh 40) 0 Pg tale ea oo le ee 
35 53.) eV rapiesa. tae 6 / 550 | 3,000 "y oy ceeaay op O75 900 General average......... 34 49 61 39 

175 ‘ a Ne eROD Mate ce Ae weweeeee 350 tat a as 
2,000! 8, BGS at Oren: 100! 4 
1, 200 3, 900 BYil-acee do oe, See 150 | 400 TABLE 5. 

5 BS ieee On ee 50| . 4 : 
100 100 Egil vanes do ke eee 340 | 900 WATER-BOUND MACADAM. 

1,000 | 2,500 |} 60/..... aefc ee 75 200 we : : 
125 | 1,000 61 | Granite..-.22.: 30 100 State requirements for size. 
300 500 Clara. dOBEGs.65- 40 | 100 
50 | 225 CSchesees G0. eaceess 35 150 | Z 

450 900 ae Oe dO sen scons 60 150 Bottom course.| Top course. Screenings. 
385 | 1,200 65 | Sandstone.. 75 | 200 s - 
75| 150||' 66| Granite........ 85 | 200 tate. | | 

300 | 1,500 Cilocee dO; ceceepee 75 50 ‘From—| To— |From—| To— |From—| To— 
225 | 300 

| | a = a nl 

Massachusetts G2... ceecc.ce 24 1} abs 4 4 | Dust. 
TABLE 3. Connecticut. ~ 2. ose.-- sss. | 2 $ 2 Beg 4 | Dust. 

Maine 2 3is6..2ctasace ceo es 23 13 13 z + | Dust. 
EFFECT OF LENGTH OF SECTION ON EFFICIENCY OF PLANT New Hampshire............- 2h eS 1 A 4 | Dust. 

SCREENING. VOrMlOn bree: et ees epee aes 2 13 14 4 3 | Dust.” 
Rhode Island ee. 9 ae ee ees 3 : 2 De DUsteuloeeseaes 

Per cent of ey ee samples from which a less than 15 bee New York.......-....-+-+2+« A $ { ra if i es ee ; # | Dust. 
cent passing a laboratory screen with same size holes as correspond- ‘ | { \ 
ing plant screen, Hh 3 ders Sora ar aee aes { an or \ - or it or i Eth 

h GW. JOTSOY2 22 ote as.ncee veces | ust. 
a Poant Maryland?es.csstee. ateee eae | 3 1 2 1 1 | Dust. 
screen 2-inch stone. 3-inch stone. Pea stone. : 

nee ' 1 oe mse as 15 per cent by laboratory test allowed smaller than the lower 
7 imit in each case. : 

ck pe Pp t N eee P t eRet at Pp t 2 Materials must pass over and through revolving screens of the sizes indicated. 
Pp. se, A ercent. |. Pp exe Sr Conta) 7p ae. er cent. 8 If screenings of 3-inch maximum Size are used, they shall contain not less 

sampled. sampled. See than 15 per cent nor more than 12 per cent, by weight, of dust passing No. 100 
________ laboratory sieve, and not less than 12 per cent, by weight, of particles passing 

No, 20 and retained on No, 100 laboratory sieve. Screenings passing $ inch 
Feet. i A shall vary between limits proportionately higher than those specified above. 

OR tere Ren 5 FOR tail TINY ih, OG LT iene BPR eRe ABLE 6. 
3 5 40 1 100 10 50 3 s 
4 11 | 45 13 60 9 55 BITUMINOUS MACADAM. 
5 5 | 80 2 100 3 35 J 7 
6 10 80 7 70 6 50 State requirements for size. 
8 7 85 8 65 4 100 ; 

10 3 70 3 100) - scemesincs sloweeeaeaee 
12 1 100 4 100 2 50 ' First course. | Second course. Seal. 
15 2 LOO -] SSI emetae ih meee stat Ul 100 “ 
18 1 100.) 23. cote | Poe eae |S ca eee Sloe See State. 
20 3 | 100 |----..------|--- 2-00 --feeee eee seen efe eee eee ee eee To— |From—| To— |From—| To— 

TABLE 4. Massachusetts..............- | 24 4 4 4 3 4 
EFFICIENCY OF PLANT SCREENING. a weehaaaerernmrer inn did a beet ccc yParstes fo 

° New Hampshire. ............ 3 uy 1 3 i Grouped by States and sizes. Nowy orieao eee eeeae 2) 11h ih | i t 

| Pennsylvania! otecgseeecees 23 { il 24} { bet ae \ 24 

| Proportion of plants showing the follow- New Jersey........--.------- 2h oe res 5 8 3 
nehen ing variations from nominal size, Marylands..o)choslectastee | 3 1 1 | Dust. 1 3 

ber of | Approximate size of product. : & - : ! K 

plate.) ole note ree Over 15 _,_ As much as 15 per cent by laboratory test allowed smaller than the lower limit 
per cent. in each case. : 

ony : gene it y 2Materials must pass over and through revolving screens of the sizes indicated 

: Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. TABLE 7. 
18 | 24 inches to 14 inches. ........ 22 44 66 34 
16 | 14 inches to 3inch............ 37 ‘ 62 75 25 CEMENT CONCRETE WEARING COURSE. 

17 | :mch LUG) eee : : ° 
i co ome Paden Uh cade SEs as Te State requirements for size. 

| geeane Pena esiinecia caine 29 51 63 OW) gee SE 

8 | 2hanches to 1} inches. ........ 50 50 75 25 State. — From— | To— 
6 | 14 inches to 1 inch............ 33 66 83 17 . 
3)|,. neh fo4 inches cee eens 13 51 76 24 
8} inch to? inch..............- 50 63 63 37, Massachusetts: -2.4, .2> ce latcceteesansscenn seen eumecenmeers 14 

een Cone CH CUT 5 on cn ateeceec=seesnscteeseseee a See ae 1 
ANOIGQO 2 cc sassdteent « 36 56 75 26. » Vermont. 3-22 22s. te cae toes cae reaches ae ae oae eae eee : 1 

| : Now YOrk..2w. 2... cece cece ccc nn nce cece cc cenccsccecins 2 1 
8 | 3inches to 2 inches. .......... 63 63 75 25.9" Ponnsylvatua.-- 5ot<s > sececas peer neee cee ean ee eee 2or1 2 

10 | 2inches to 1} inches....... ae 20 40 50 60. ) (Maryland. =. <0. 2.3 f<c0seccraspob enna tenusaesensecescceretn 
8 | 14 inches to # inch............ 38 50 | 75 25 
8 | 2 inch to4 inch............... 63 75 75 25.0 ese chi > a © rae 

————- 1 As much as 15 per cent by pa feanad test allowed smaller than % inch. 
AVOTAGO? .n 20 stent ace 44 56 68 32 2 Materials must pass over and through revolving screens of the sizes indicated. 

|-————<—|—————— —_ Not more than 5 per cent by laboratory test to pass a }-inch round opening. 



OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS AND RURAL ENGINEERING ROAD PUBLICATIONS. 
NOTE.—(A pplication for the free publications in this list should be made to the 

Chief of the Division of Publications, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, 
D.C. Applicants are urgently requested to ask only for those publications in which they 
are particularly interested, The Department can not undertake to supply complete 
sets, nor to send free more than one copy of any publication to any one person. The 
editions of some of the publications are necessarily limited, and when the Department’s 
free supply is exhausted and no funds are available for procuring additional copies, 
applicants are referred to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing 
Office, this city, who has them for sale at a nominal price, under the law of January 12, 
1895, Those publications in this list, the Department supply of which is exhausted, 
can only be secured by purchase from the Superintendent of Documents, who is not 
authorized to furnish publications free), 

REPORTS. 

*Report of the Director of the Office of Public Roads for 1914. 5c. 
*Report of the Director of the Office of Public Roads for 1915. 5c. 
Report of the Director of the Office of Public Roads for 1916. 
Report of the Director of the Office of Public Roads for 1917. 

BULLETINS, 

(In applying for these bulletins the name of the office as well as the number of the 
bulletin should be given, as ‘‘ Office of Public Roads Bulletin No. 28’), 

*Bul. 28. The Decomposition of the Feldspars (1907). 10c. 
*37, Examination and Classification of Rocks for Road 

Building, including Physical Properties of Rocks 
with Reference to Their Mineral Composition and 
Structure. (1911.) ldc. , 

*43. Highway Bridges and Culverts. (1912.) 1l5c. 
*45. Data for Use in Designing Culverts and Short-span 

Bridges. (1913.) lode. 
48. Repair and Maintenance of Highways (1913). 

DEPARTMENT BULLETINS. 

(In applying for these bulletins the name should be given as follows. “‘ Department 
Bulletin No, 53’’), 

*Dept. Bul. 53. Object-Lesson and Experimental Roads and 
Bridge Construction of the U. 8S. Office of 
Public Roads, 1912-13. 5c. 

105. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1913. 

136. Highway Bonds. 
230. Oil Mixed Portland Cement Concrete. 
249. Portland Cement Concrete Pavements for Coun- 

try Roads. 
257. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Pre- 

vention and Road Preservation, 1914. 
*284. Construction and Maintenance of Roads and 

Bridges, from July 1, 1913, to December 31, 
1914. 10e. 

347. Methods for the Determination of the Physical 
Properties of Road-Building Rock. 

*348, Relation of Mineral Composition and Rock 
Structure to the Physical Properties of Road 
Materials. 10c. 

373. Brick Roads. 
386. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the 

Middle Atlantic States. 
387. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the 

Southern States. 
388. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the New 

England States. 
389. Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the 

Central, Mountain, and Pacific States, 1914. 
390. Public Road Mileage in the United States. A 

summary. 
393. Economic Surveys of County Highway Im- 

provement. . 
407. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Pre- 

veption and Road Preservation, 1915. 
414, Convict Labor for Road Work. 
463. Earth, Sand-Clay, and Gravel Roads. 
532. The Expansion and Contraction of Concrete 

and Concrete Roads. ape 
537. The Results of Physical Tests of Road-Building 

Rock in 1916, including all Compression 
Tests. 

*555. Standard Forms for Specifications, Tests, Re- | 
ports, and Methods of Sampling for Road 
Materials. 10c. 

583. Report on Experimental Convict Road Camp, 
Fulton County, Ga. ; : 

586. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1916. 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS CIRCULARS. 

_CIn applying for these circulars the name of the office as well as the number of the 
circular should be given, as ‘‘ Office of Public Roads Circular No. 89.’’) 

Cir. 89. Progress Report of Experiments with Dust Preventa- 
tives, 1907. 

*90. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Prevention, 
Road Preservation, and Road Construction, 1908. 5c. 

*92. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1909. 5c. 

. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention 
and Road Preservation, 1910. 5c. 

*96. Naphthalenes in Road Tars. 1. The Effect of 
Naphthalene upon the Consistency of Refined Tars. 
(1911.) 5e. 

*97. Coke-Oven Tars of the United States. (1912.) 5c. 
98. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention 

and Road Preservation, 1911. 
*99. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention 

and Road Preservation, 1912. 5c. 
*100. Typical Specifications for Fabrication and Erection of 

Steel Highway Bridges. (1913.) 5c. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY CIRCULARS. 

Sec. Cir. *49. Motor Vehicle Registrations and Revenues, 1914. 
5c. 

52. State Highway Mileage and Expenditures to Janu- 
ary 1, 1915. 

59. Automobile Registrations, Licenses, and Revenues 
in the United States, 1915. 

62. Factors of Apportionment to States under Federal 
a Road Act Appropriation for the Fiscal Year 
OL 

63. State Highway Mileage and Expenditures to Janu- 
ary 1, 1916. 

65. Rules and Regulations of the Secretary of Agricul- 
ture for Carrying out the Federal Aid Road Act. 

*72, Width of Wagon Tires Recommended for Loads of 
ene Magnitude on Earth and Gravel Roads. 
c 

73. Automobile Registrations, Licenses, and Revenues 
in the United States, 1916. 

74, State Highway Mileage and Expenditures for the 
Calendar Year 1916. 

FARMERS’ BULLETINS. 

( The Farmers’ Bulletins are a series of popular treatises issued by the Department 
of Agriculture. The following list includes only numbers contributed by the Office of 
Public Roads, and should be applied for by numbers, as ‘‘ Farmers’ Bulletin No, 239”. 

F. B, *239. The Corrosion of Fence Wire. 5c. 
311. Sand-Clay and Burnt-Clay Roads. 
338. Macadam Roads. 

*403. The Construction of Concrete Fence Posts. 5c. 
*461. The Use of Concrete on the Farm. 5c. 
505. Benefits of Improved Roads. 
597. The Road Drag. 

SEPARATE REPRINTS FROM THE YEARBOOK. 

(In applying for these separates the numbers should be given, as ‘* Yearbook Sep- 
arate No, 638,’’) 

Y. B. Sep. *638. State Management of Public Roads; Its Devel- 
opment and Trend. ic. 

*712. Sewage Disposal on the Farm. 5c. 
727. Design of Public Roads. 
739. Federal Aid to Highways. 

REPRINTS FROM THE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH. 

Vol. 5, No. 17, D-2. Effect of Controllable Variables upon the 
Penetration Test for asphalts and 
asphalt Cements. 

Vol. 5, No. 19, D-3. Relation Between Properties of Hardness 
and Toughness of Road-Building Rock. 

Vol. 5, No. 20, D-4. Apparatus for Measuring the Wear of 
Concrete Roads. 

Vol. 5, No. 24, D-6. A New Penetration Needle. 
Vol. 6, No. 6, D-8. Tests of Three Large-sized Reinforced- 

Concrete Slabs under Concentrated 
Loading. 

Influence of Grading on the Value of 
Fine Aggregate Used in Portland 
Cement Concrete Road Construction. 
ldc. 

Toughness of Bituminous Aggregates. 
Tests of a Large-sized Reinforced-Con- 

crete Slab Subjected to Eccentric 
Concentrated Loads. 

*Vol. 10, No. 5, D-12. 

Vol. 10, No. 7, D-13. 
Vol. 11, No. 10, D-15. 

“Department supply exhausted. *Department supply exhausted. 
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FARMERS DO UTMOST, BUT CITY MEN MUST HELP. 
With favorable weather and with a supplement of man power from the towns and cities 

to help in farm tasks of particular strain, especially in harvesting, there is every reason to 
anticipate increased yields of farm products in the United States this year over the record 
production last year, but the promise for the future does not in the least warrant relaxed 
efforts both for greater production and for greater conservation. ‘The increases should be 

reassuring to consumers and a matter of encouragement to farmers that they can again over- 

come difficulties. There is a continuing need for large supplies of food and feed products, 
not only for our own population but for the Allies 1 in Europe who will depend more and more 
on this country. 

The farmers last year responded generously to the patriotic appeal of the President, the 
Department of Agriculture, the State Colleges of Agriculture, and other public agencies, by 
planting and harvesting the largest acreage in crops on record in this country. Since July of 
last year the Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with the Agricultural Colleges and 

other State and local organizations, has labored unceasingly to maintain, and if possible to 
increase in 1918, the record acreages of 1917, with necessary adjustments especially to provide 
for larger production of wheat and other bread grains which are most needed. 

The results of the Depariment’s efforts are now becoming apparent. The indicated 

increased acreage in food crops this year over the record crop of 1917 is gratifying. An increase 
over the record for peace times would have been striking in view of all the difficulties. The 
vigorous efforts of the farmers evidence their patriotic determination to help win the war. 
Reports indicate that in order to plant larger acreages with less help than ever before, farmers 
are working from early dawn until black darkness, utilizing to the fullest capacity all their man 
power, family power, horse power, and machinery, and setting an example of extraordinary 
exertion and efficiency which might well be followed in other essential industries. The work 
of the farmers and of the agricultural agencies is not spectacular and does not catch the public 
eye, but it is nevertheless unceasing and effective and is as vitally important as any other serv- 

ice rendered in the Nation in this emergency. American farmers are entitled to and should 

receive the fullest credit, appreciation, and recognition. ‘They and their families are doing and 
will continue to do their utmost to help win the war for human freedom against the outlaws of 
the military autocracy of Europe which threatens all that is held most dear and sacred by 
civilized peoples. 

Farmers have done and will continue to do their part. They have planted generously. 
They will need the assistance in cultivation and harvesting of many additional laborers. The 
critical factors in crop production after planting will be weather and labor. Weather is 
beyond human control, but the necessary labor for cultivating and havesting the food crops 
planted by the farmers of this country must be supplied when and where most needed. 

The Departments of Agriculture and Labor are cooperating and are taking every step 
possible to help the farmers secure labor. It now devolves upon the cities and towns to lend 
assistance. ‘This duty exists in peace times because the urban communities are vitally depend- 
ent upon the back country for their very existence; some owe their very being to the sur- 
rounding rural districts. In this emergency they must labor with other agencies to see that 
the crops are cultivated and harvested. I trust that the thoughtful people of the towns and 
cities will realize that the farmers can not work miracles, and that upon the cities rests the 

responsibility of furnishing the necessary supplement of man power. 

D. F. HOUSTON, 

Secretary of Agriculture. 
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